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Mrs. I. H. Jackson visited Mrs. C. F.
Collins in Rockport recently.
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Mrs. Abbie V. Pratt went- to Brunswick
last week to spend the winter.
Fred Durham of Norfolk, Va., is
visiting
relatives in Belfast and Monroe.
Mrs. Etta Barbour and
daughter Hazel
rived last week to visit relatives.

Mrs. I*. W

Sumner Puttee went to Brunswick Monresume his studies at Bowd en Col-

Mrs. Burton Wight left last
Thursday for
Brockton, Mass., where she is to spend the
winter.
Mrs.
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Democratic Strongholds Captured,

■

The

N. Tyler of \Vakeof Salem were apiraft a •• mstitution.
e> e elected:
Presi'ihma, N. Y. ; Vice

Pichmond, Va.:
:

Id ler WestL. Mitchell:

Henry
Tyler, Haverhill,
L trissa Tyler i. idd,
.: y
and Historian,
t. liieago
Asst. Sec-

i.

Enemy Routed, Horse,
Artillery.

Returns from 575 Maine cities, towns and
plantations give Powers 75,584, Frank 50,181,
Bateman, 2,451, Ladd, 1.S57, Clifford, 574.
These figures give Powers a plurality of
45,205.
The same tow ns in 18'.i2 gave Cleaves 58,025. .Johnson 40,745. Hussey, 5.101, Bateman,
2,207, Knowltou, 185. Cleaves’ plurality 11,-

-r

Vt.

The Democrats had hired the Opera House
for Saturday night, but when it was seen
that the weather was favorable for tin*. Re-

Major McKinley:
Maine is still loyal to her proud motto,
“Dingo,” and sends to you her warm greetings. The agricultural and commercial
communities of our State have emphasized
their devotion to the great principles you so
ably represent. Thousands of patriotic
Democrats have aided, by their ballots, in
our unprecedented victory for good government and a sound and unvarying currency.

Foot and

delivered by Willard
l.irago. lioilin Tvler of

'a

Gov. Cleaves sent the following despatch
to

is

W

The Democratic vote is about 40 per cent,
less than in '92. About 20 per cent, of this
vote has gone to the Republicans. The other
half was caused by stay-at-homes.
The
Prohibitionists and Populists fell old about
25 per cent, from ’92 in their vote throughout the State.

EVERY COUNTY REPUBLICAN,

with
of Andover.
"America” was sting,
idler gave a hearty adf. Moses Colt Tyler of
d as permanent cbairthe meeting.
An
'S<-d by Miss Emily Lee
Ala
was read by Miss
I West Boxford.
An
the pen of Miss Irene
ird University, Waslinext feature.
An his,-e it merit and interest to

Noyes

tlieir party ami who do not sanction the proceedings at Chicago and lie wished it understood that his censure did not apply to
them. The Bryan Democrats, or Populists,
were
those to whom he referred. The
showers caused Mr. Pitkin to close his remarks sooner than lie intended, and the andience would gladly have listened to him
longer. The meeting closed with three
ringing cheers for the Republican candidates.

486.

opened

m.-iieid ami
•s

Every ward in the city of Water vilie except ward 7 was carried by the Republicans
by a handsome plurality. The Gubernatorial vote was as follows : Powers, 93G; Frank,

Maine's Tidal lave.

Reunions.

h

with the added attraction of the Belfast
Band, a host in itself, they would have an
empty house, and so proposed a joint meeting. The Republicans wisely rejected these

The

Republican Rally Saturday Night.

Brilliant

speeches by Gov. ('leaves and Col. PitMusic by the Belfast Band.

kin.

report the closing rallies
of a campaign, when the battle has been
won or lost ami the election returns tell the
For comparison we give the figures for the
But the Republican rally last Saturstory.
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Republican meeting adjourned,
effect was seen in Monday’s vote.
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Return.*- from the Third district indicate a
plurality of about 15,000 for Congressman
Mil liken.
In the
Fourth
district
Congressman
Boutelle s plurality is estimated at 15,000.
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Chairman Hanna of the
National committee, at headquarters in Chicago, tells the whole story :
The Republican party has achieved this
day the most- sweeping aud magnificent victory ever accorded to any party in the history of Maine. We have arried every county in the State, elected every State senator,
at least 140 of 151 members of the House of
Representatives, secured every county office, given each member of our magnificent
delegation in the House of Representatives
the largest majority they ever received,
elected our candidate for governor by the
largest majority ever given a candidate for
that high office, endorsed the St. Louis platform and declared for Mclvinley and Hobart
by 50,000 majority.
The Republican vote will exceed by several thousands the largest Republican vote
heretofore given, and the vote given the
Democratic candidate for governor is the
smallest Democratic vote ever cast, with
one single exception, and that was the vote
We have
of 1804, which was only 5U( ) less.
kept pace with Vermont and proven to the
the
Democratic
that
platform
adoptcountry
ed at Chicago will not prevail, when met by
argument and reason.
We have been aided in this great contest
by many Democrats who placed country
above party, who believe that you could
not divide the people into parties upon a
question of simple morals or common honesty. They share our victory with us.
What more could Maine have done for the
cause of good government, honesty and protection ?
State committee to
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following despatch, sent from Augusta
Monday night by Chairman Manley of the
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briug the informer. Clifford, 37. The R epublicans have electe
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F. JS. Walls, Vinalhaven, as senator, R. R.
it is now said, are
s story of the affair is
Ulmer. Rockland, clerk of courts; W. R.
Prescott, Rockland, county attorney; Chas.
E. Meservey, South Thomaston, j.ulge of
probate; Edward K. Gould, Rockland, regWanderer from Waldo.
ister of probate; W. N. Ulmer, Rockland,
Thomas S. Bowden, Washington,
Frskiueville, Ore., and sheriff;
county commissioner; L R. Campbell, Rock'.V instuw. who have been
treasurer.
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FROM THE HOME OF SKWALL.

Bath, the home of
Republican majority,

1892. Mr.
publican vote of

over

BANGOR

Mr.

of 100 per cent,

Sewall’s ward gives
3 to 1.

ELEC TS THE

REGULAR

a

Re-

TICKET.

In Bangor there were three Representative tickets in the field: Republican, beaded
by Col. I. K. Stetson; Democratic, led by
Hon. J. I*. Bass, editor of the Commercial;
Independent Republican, at the head of
which was F. O. Beal, mayor of Bangor.
This latter ticket was nominated by an unauthorized caucus and the supreme court
ruled it out of regular line of representation.
Then it went on to the ballot as “indepen-

dent” with “nomination by signature.”
Work before election was earnest on all
sides. The Stetson or regular Republican
ticket was elected. Col. Stetson had 1,500
votes to Beals’ 945; two members of the
Democratic ticket received over 1,000 votes
each. Bangor will thus send to the legislature. 1. K. Stetson, Charles S. Pearl and
Juab W Palmer. Citizens voted “No” on
of raising
for water works.

question

NOTES

$150,000 by

AND

the

stand

were

with

chairs
of

extra taxation

COMMENTS.

Twenty-six out of 29 towns in Aroostook
Escounty give Powers 3,805, Frank 1,097.
timated plurality 3,500.

The Vote of Belfast.

and settees

a seating capacity
tilled long bcf.-re the meeting opened.
The common was covered, the streets on
three sides packed with vehicles, and the
sidewalk in front of the Frye block and adjacent grounds were black with people.
There must, have been fully two thousand
people present About 7.;H) the Belfast Baud
gave a selection in front of the McKinley .Sc
Hobart club room on Church street, and
then with the club carrying torches and
bearing an appropriate transparency marched to the common, where they gave a number of selections before the arrival of the
speakers, to the great acceptance of the large,
were

FOR GOVERNOR.

Llewellyn Powers... 21G

85
Melvin P. Frank
mini S. Ladd
Luther C. Bateman... 15
5
William II. Clifford..
...

Representative in ConS. L. Mil liken, and our Reprethe Legislature, W. L. Little-

gress, Hon.
sentative in

our

After a selection by the band Mr. Littlefield introduced Hon. J. K. G. Pitkin of
Louisiana. Mr. Pitkin is not accustomed to
outdoor speaking, and was thus heard somewhat at a disadvantage, but notwithstanding
he succeeded in captivating his audience.
He is an orator, with a very large vocabulary, an«l is a master of phraseology. His
statements concerning reciprocity under the

McKinley act were most interesting. He
gave statistics of the large trade built up
under these treaties and told how they were
bringing all the South American countries
into closer relations with the United States.
These markets were now lost to us by the
repeal of the McKinley bill, and we had to
go to Liverpool in order to reach South
America and pay tribute to British merchants. His illustrations of the silver question were apt and forcible, and his criticisms
of the Chicago platform searching and severe,
He recognized the fact that there were
Democrats who stand by the principles of

200
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99 129 1055
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03
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17
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82 721
32 20o
12
00
14

FOR SENATOR.

A. .T. Billings.216 200
S3
M. B. Hunt .104
11
Hiram F. Erskine...
F< >

144

73

74
24

83 723
46 329
13
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193
91
7

Ellery Bowden.201
Norman W'a id well.. 115
5
W. T. C. Kumie.ls...

125
87

71
25
2

82
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1
15

40,

FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE.

210
79
1

George E Johnson..225
Darius K. Drake.... 97
Charles M. Plummer

145
08

74
21

83 737
45 310
12

FOR REGISTER OF PROBATE.

142
72

207
79
1

Charles P. Hazeltine.222
Wayland Knowlton.. 97
Stephen F. Files.
Samuel G. Norton...

the wrong office.

by a plurality of 1 is over Si.i-rman (Dein-R. p.) ami b\ a
majority of '.i7 o\ r the De,mo-Populist, and
Prohibition candidates-. P- G. Hurd, Republican candidate in the Nortiiport class, is
elected by a plurality of 00 and a majority
of lio, one veto intended for Mr. Hills being
spoile 1 by an err< r in th- name. In Belfast,
oi
the Republican candidate had a pluralit
430 and a clear majority of 380, a gain of 271
in ld.s plurality and 315 in his majority over

83 730
44 311
12
1
1

70
19

two

(Rep.)

was

elected

James A. Wise has moved to Horatio
Wears’ house at the corner of Park and
Charles streets.

feature of the election in this city was
the casting of their first votes by a numbtr
of young men, and who voted the straight
Republican ticket. Two of our prominent
Democratic citizens, residents of Ward 3,
voted for Clifford for Governor and for the
Republican county candidates. One gentleman said Tuesday morning that he cast his
first vote for President Jackson and had
voted the Democratic ticket ever since until
Monday, when he deposited a straight ReA

He

was

feeling

very

happy

it.

A Winterport correspondent writes under
date of Sept. 14th: “Winterport cuts ice today and presents her compliments with 323
FOR COUNTV COMMISSIONER.
{ Republican against 00 Democratic votes. We
140 78 83 739 ! ran Dr.
Frank A. Cushman,.221 211
Billings 3 ahead of his ticket. We
08 18 45 807
75
Noah B. A Hen wood.. 101
1
2 ; gave Bunnells 4 votes and if he had issued
1
G. F. Sherman.
i1 another circular he would not have got so
FOR COUNTV TREASURER.
Bowden is o. k. The water works
Alfred A. Small.217 207 143 75 82 724
many.
82
72 23 40 3i7
Charles E. Stevens.. 104
opposition were going to run him out, hut
1
12
Hiram L. McAllister
If all the State made
he is only 28 behind.
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE.
Wm.
.T-ittlefield.. .215 200 141 75 80 711 the same gain the majority will be 50,000.”
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(Fop.)
50

Jackson.09
Troy. 98

Unity.133

55
91
1*4

(Pro.)
1

1

1

Thorndike. 80
93
Burnham.
lvnoX. 99

58
107
49

13

Total.572
Plurality for Collin.. ..118

454

21

.•>
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.591

350

Plurality for Martin...241
Kneelaml.

Prospect. 84
Stockton Springs.113
Searsport..220
Swanville.05

(Jinn.
56
84

47
63

Total. 512
Plurality for 1\ neeland,262

250

Hurd.
Searsmont.140
Lincolnville.141
lslesboro. 67
Belmont.51
Northport. 83

Hills.
08
143
62

Total.401
Plurality for Hurd.... 66

425

4

58
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Capt. E.P. Nichols of Searsport, Maine,won
Peirce. Jenkins.
an international reputation a few years ago
328
61
as the editor and publisher of a little paper Winterport.
40
Monroe.167
80
called the Ocean Chronicle, which was pub- Frankfort.118
—124
86
lished at sea on board the American ship Brooks.
285
Total.737
Frank Pendleton. This enterprising shipwriting artiPlurality for Peirce. ..452
siieut his leisure hours
in
type and printcles, then setting them up
ing the same on a hand press, the product
Mrs. Ellis of,Warren is visiting her nieces,
of his brain and hands being known as the
Ocean Chronicle.
[American Shipbuilder the Misses Crawford.

master
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came

Mrs Margaret Burdette returned to
Belfast Saturday from a three weeks' visit to
friends in New Jersey.

home from the State

his lirst vote.

to cast

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Mansfield are
spi ndweek in B.»s(..n and New Y u-k. .living tall dry goods and novelties.

J. \V. Pendleton is visiting relatives and
friends in Islesboro this week.

Joseph L. Witherley
day night to spend the.

went to

ingthe

Boston Mon-

Frank L. Davis left last
Thursday

Miss

winter.

for

Brooklyn,

Mrs. G. G. Winslow went to Bangor yesterday for a visit of a few days.

tion with her

Mrs. S. E. Pierce went to Boston Monday
night by steamer, to visit her daughter.
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H.

for
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visit
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S. S. Weld, of D.-er Isle has deeid-d to
loeate in il .niton and left Belfast Tuesday
for that city.
Do

Sibley
m

is

at home while his vessel

Patterson

She

experts

yesterday fur
go to New York

to

Mary E. Holden of Worcester, Muss.,
returned home Monday from a vsii to
friends in Belfast.
Davis

Beverly, Mass.,
Elmer

lias returned home

from

a

visit

Helen

niece,
Mr.

to

Mrs.

Augusta yesterday
Knights of Pythias parade.
Mrs.

to

Mrs. K

Mrs.

to

her aunt,
Ahbie Cox

witness

the

returned
a

home

visit

to

to

her

McMahan.

to his daughter, Mrs. Sidney
Somerville, Mass.

visit

m

M. C.

Pereival of Portland returned

home Tuesday after a visit of liv< weeks
her mother, Mrs. Mary A. Co-onbs.

Horseback.”
Mason arrived home last Friday
Moosehead Lake, where he has been
employed. He leaves this week for Philadelphia to enter a medical school.
Luther S.

from

Martin T.

Ford, writing

from

New

York

x

of

,.v
n,

•.
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w

“New
father in Swanville says:
will go Republican by the largest majority ever given a Republican candidate in
this State.”

Belfast will be well represented at Wellesley this year. Miss Sadie II. Fletcher and
A*nnie L. Barr returned there Tuesday and
Miss Edith Ellingwood went the same day
the college. Miss Nina Poor leaves
morning for Wellesley.

Hon. S. L. Milliken made thirty-three
speeches in the od Congressional district,
during the campaign and had crowded
houses everywhere. He is now resting from
his labors and after a period of recuperation
will take the stump again, probably in the

Mrs.

Knowlton, they started on atrip
Moosehead Lake. The ladies will remain
at the lvineo House, while Mr. W. will join
a party of
Massac husetts gentlemen in a
hunting trip.

and

Journal had a pleasant call Tuesday
from John T. Rowe, Esq., of Frankfort, a
veteran Democrat, who was in the State
Senate as long ago as 185.1, and who stirl has
a
lively interest in political affairs. He
takes the defeat of his party this year philosophically and says that being in the minority has its compensations, one of which is
the privilege of growling.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Staples and daughters, Misses Amy and Dorothy, of Philadelphia, Pa., were guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Hanson last week. Mrs. Staples is a sister
of Mrs. Hanson. Sunday Mr. Hanson and
Mr. Staples with their families drove to
Brooks and spent the day with Mrs. II.’s
Mr. Staples and
brother, J. S. Decrow.
for
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Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Winslow of Lawrence,
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family left Brooks Monday by
their home in Philadelphia.
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Miss Charlotte T. Sibley will lecture in Y
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Tower and wife of s
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have, been visiTing friemls a BCiAs:
and Belmont, returned lioim last a.-

Miss Lulu

day

N. Y

mother in this

Geo. \V.

Mrs. Joseph L. Havner went to Boston
Monday to visit her sister, Mrs. Campbell.

West.

Martin. Sanborn.
57
Freedom. 09
04
Palermo.123
70
!'0
I.inerty
91
Montville. ...173
22
02
Waldo.
40
Morrill. 74
Total

Bailey

Mr. Fred

to enter

Collin. Sherman. Lancaster.

Miss Geneva
Thompson returned homo
Saturday from a two weeks’ visit to her
grandmother in China.

Mr. Edgar G. Pratt came from Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, to vote.

Mrs.

over

H. Babcock of Lowell, Mass., is
in Belfast.

Mrs. E.

visiting relatives

Mrs. Scsan 11

years ago.

publican ballot.

B- Snow, V. S. Post oliiee
Inspector,
spending a week's vacation in Belfast and

Capt. Geo. T. Baudlett of the Boston
G. Burkett went to Boston Monday, i
board of health steamer
Vigilant was in
Miss Mary Calliuau is visiting friends in town last week.
Boston.
Mrs. I. M. Cottrell and
daughter Alma arE. H. Davis of Madison is visiting relatives
rived from Laconia, V H.,
Saturday for a
in Belfast.
visit of two weeks,
Mrs. R. McKnight left Tuesday for her
Patrick Brogan went to Salem,
Mass., last
home in New York.
week to attend the funeral of his
hrotber-inMason I. Stevens went to Rockland Mon- law, John Bowden.
day for a short visit.
Miss Rosa A. Jones left for home
Friday
for Washington, I).
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Twombly are spendC., after spending her
vacation
in
the
week
at
Monroe.
Belfast.
ing

Tuesday

The Republican candidates for Representative to the Legislature are all elected. The
Democrats, even down to election day,
claimed that thos would surely carry the
Burnham ami Northport. classes, but in the

FOR SHERIFF.

Samuel G. Norton.. .225
James W. Wallace.. 95
George E. Files.

but

ly complimented

215

3

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

thank the people of Belfast for his nomination and election two years ago as their Representative in the Legislature, and he assured them that the honor was appreciated, as
He then
was also his second nomination.
presented to the audience as the first speaker Hon. Henry B. Cleaves, a Governor who
had the confidence and respect of all parties.
The Governor had a hearty reception. He
truly said that the time for argument had
be made some telling points on
both the silver and tariff questions, and paid
a warm tribute to the women of tlie country,
saying that without their aid and co-operation the men at the front could not have put
down the rebellion.
Recognizing many
Graud Army men in the audience lie addressed some of his remarks to them, and he
appealed generally to the patriotism of his
hearers to avert the dangers by .which the
country is threatened. He told some capital illustrative stories, spoke of the distinguished men Belfast lias produced, and high-

291

Setli L. Milliken-220
Melvin S. llolway. .78
Win. S. Thompson..
B. F. Lancaster. 23

i\ m.

by,

82 721
3 2 2 80
12
14
4 4
8

75
21

5
7
12

Totals.321

Governor Henry B. Cleaves and
Hon. J. K. G. Pitkin of Louisiana, the speakers of the evening, arrived and were escorted to the stand by Representative \V. L. Littlefield, and a number of leading citizens,
including Col. G. P. Lombard, of the Governor’s staff, Hon. W. C. Marshall, Messrs.
S. H. Mathews, G. W. Burkett, A. A. Howes,
C. E. Knowlton and others. Dr. .T. M. Fletcher, chairman of the city committee, announced that Representative \V. L. Littlefield would preside. Mr. Littlefield accepted
the honor in a neat speech, in which he said
it was the first opportunity he had had to

gone

143
(53

1

A

audience.
At S

2<T>
79

The usual number of defective ballots
In Belfast there were 34.
were recorded.
One voter after marking his ballot cut it in
pieces and was about to deposit only the
ticket he intended to vote. He was furnished a new ballot, on which he pasted several
atii kers and then neglected to make the
In .Jackson there were 7 spoiled balcross.
lots and 3 on which stickers were placed

former Coffin

"<uo, and these

Sew all, gives 800 I field.

gain

a

|

front of

of

son

Will

tinued.

under

i

un

guests of Mr. and Mrs,

Winterport.

PERSONAL.

County and City.

Election day in Belfast was unusually
and orderly, considering the deep inquiet
!
Voters
1 terest everybody took in the result.
went to the polls, deposited their ballots
j
and departed, and there was but very little
“working” with voters at or around the
j
Half a dozen fellows, who
I polling places.
till upon every public occasion, got full in
the morning, which was the extent of the
disorder for the day.
! In the evening, when the returns began
coming in the crowd collected at the McKinley club room, which was kept, open until a
late hour.
Every additional despatch or
cheer to the
| message broughtof the returns Republicans
was greeted
and the reading
with applause and cheers. About 10 o’clock
Young America started a few bonfires and
there was some ringing of bells and tiring of
crackers, but as a more general demonstration was expected later, this was not con-

who had stood an
hour or more ou the common. W. H. McLellau, Esq., was the first speaker, and
made an excellent speech from his standpoint. Indeed, it is said to have been the
best speech on that side delivered in Belfast.
He- was followed by Mayor Hanson with
what was in the main a repetition of his
former s, ecei Imre, wit.l ^ be addition if a
good deal of raudom talk. He talked long

meeting got

<•

■

They would not have been made
had the night been stormy, and there was no
reason why the Republicans should furnish
the Democrats with oratory, music and an
audience. Had there been seats enough to
accommodate the crowd that gathered on
the schoolhouse common there would have
been but a beggarly array of empty seats in
the Opera House. As it was the Democratic
overtures.

!

278.
The remaining towns ami plantations will
increase the Republican plurality to 50,000.
All returns so far received quadruple the
plurality of 1802.

|

publican out-door meeting they found that

The Election in Belfast.
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tion with the writer of this paragraph, pod
Mr. Asher (’.
a handsome compliment to
Hinds of the Press, who is tis,, me >1
Speaker Reed’s clerks at Washington,
(i r< .sv.-nor,
(iem-ral
"Few people,” said
"knowhow invaluable Mr Hinds ;s in li;s
lie
of
is
at
Washington,
great serposition
vice there to Mr. Bee 1.
1, as well a- .»t ln-is,
wlio have had occasion to occupy tlie -hair
Hauls
found
Mr.
temporarily, have
thoroughly posted, prompt, elii- icnt, ami of
assistance.”
great
[Portland Lvening ex-

Congressman

mem

press.
This is only a just tribute to one of the
best equipped and most conscientious journalists on the Maine press.
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Ayer’s Hair Vigor my
its original
hair was restored t
color and ceased falling out. An
occasional appimat :• n has sinee kept
the hair in g<*od condition.” —Mrs.
II. V. Fin wick, Ligb\, N. S.

one

bottle of

Growth
of Hair.
ago. 1 l;a.d the varioloid. and lost my hair, which previously was quite abundant. 1 tried
a variety <>i’ preparat ions, but without beneficial result, till 1 began to
fear 1 should be permanently bald.
About six months ago. my husband
brought home a bottle of Ayer’s
lia r Virror, and 1 began at once to
use it.
In a Short time, new hair
began to appear, and there is n«<w
(*very prospect of as thick a growth
of hair as before my illness.”
Airs. A. Wr.ni.it, 1’ulymnia St., New

i\

a

Orleans, La.

Aver's Hair Vigor
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colored
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Jacquard fig-

scattered

are

always have

on

mohair.

name

The

for their

French

fabrics,

and

i the one just described they call “Uamj bouillet,” and a third with a plaid canvas
ground, thickly strewn with colored
knots and curled threads, they term
“.^avigny.” l’laids are in strong demand, and certainly no other material is
I available in so many different wavs,
which

probably

accounts for its

Lay
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tobacco

T

most

a

that is

both BIG a
GOOD. 1 here is no better. Th
is no other 5-cent plug as large.
Try it and see for yourself.
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“Battle Ax.” It is the con
stone of economy.
It is the

larity.
edged by a velvet cord, will be
judicious purchase this fall and

foundation

your

if desir-

ed, it may be almost covered with trimming. Small felt shapes are very stylish

well, and many small hats consist <u
folds, touching each othei, with
trimming massed high or low. as tin rase
ns

velvet

Incurable

may be.

Mh'flf, stamped or plain velvet, are the
leading millinery materials, and ostrich
or coq feathers may
fairly be piled on hats,
with ribbon

and

large steel buckle in
Plumage enjoys special favor,
and twenty quills are sometimes used on
a

addition.
one

bat combined with other

Velvet

striped, changeable,

trimmings.

h
That word has destroy
!
\
If you know of any one win
sutb riuy
able malady,— Cancer, Tumor. Ulcer. Sore-will you not l
Scrofula, or Salt Rheum.
send us the name and address ?
If you cannot do that, tell them about
■■

or

SOFT C'JiOlVX's

fashionable than they
and embroidered velout by the piece for this

more

brought

vets are

Home

purpose.

usually

a

millinery, however,

success

concerned,

as

where soft

r,

,u.

YPSILANTi
^
SPECIFIC

a

last winter,

i:

\

o

satin ribbons with a surali back are very
largely
used in high loops, and as many hats have

will he even

-r

It has cured

fully

used for
for io cents in

every ease of that nnfmn

in which

••

reasonable time. On! How
stamps to pay postaye, toils about it.
THE YPSILANTI SPECIFIC CO.. BOSTON

is

crowns

a

the folds must be artis-

tically laid or they are worse than
ing. steel buckles rank first in

nothmetal

ornamentation, and their size is astonishing to eyes unaccustomed to extremes.
Chine velvet ribbon is very elegant, at the
time so expensive that it can never
he generally used,
it comes from foui to
same

inches

seven

/lAKlK.S

tailing

at

wide,

*4.50 per
FA

sltow

1.1.

the latter width

re-

yard,

Now

1 All-

special change- perhaps a little
fnlioi. and braiding is a partieulai fash-

the time to buy your W>

is

V

9J

no

ionable ornamentation.
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Firs i

velours
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UP-TO-DATE HAT
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combination,
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are
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velour

attractive from its refined appearance.

not

|

mis-
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“A Good Foundation."

upon which is thrown up in silken threads
very delicate figures of every stylish line

were

were just loaded near each
We held well to the north,
other in Bospassing just
uoal venture, and if that
ton, where we exchanged evening visits,
south of the Azores, aud then
j
slanting
v':if ,J'
be
ise it is very
plain that his away to the southward. N'o head winds; books and other kindly courtesies. We
.\ W e!i- >ebav*‘d mariner
has, of sometimes the wiud was light, but every sailed the same day and were in company
1 el-feet
mm a! right to
many if ! day we were farther onward and slipped when the fog closed in, the second
THE BOSTON DERBY.
day
11
a safe woman who is
willing ! through into the regular trades without out. Our paths being similar, we must
AN
ike a life of three-quarters widfinding any “calms of Cancer.” Twenty have been near them when, a few days
FOR
with always fair chance of
grad- days out we were past the Canaries and later, the fearful deeds were done. I was
ii :].g '-lily.
Ii facts were not entirely
making southward 200 miles a day. Sure- never dreaming but that they were well
‘1 !"-C' to it one might suppose that only
ly this was liuei and with such a start a and as happy as they always seemed to be
refuse ones accept such a position.
The quick round
when together.
voyage ought to be made. At
•facts" may be accounted for
These murders must be the work of in- Any man who wears one of our new style WILby consid- eight bells, in the evening, the second
COX HATS immediate^ becomes an object of
ering that all persons make moves in early mate
Capt. Nash was a very mild,
reported that one of his watch was sanity.
admiration=--not of himself alone*--hut
life that they would not think of
doing in sick. Sailors often have “a pain;” in good natured and kindly man: and she a
of everybod> who sees him. Come in
iiiaturer years.
If, however, all goes well some
and
most
and let us help you to be handsome.
lovable
ways they are much like the rest of modest, pretty, gentle
she may never reach the
dangerous hour man and womankind: have strong im- woman. Neither of them could possibly
nf real regret; and, if a
philosopher, she aginations and enjoy being sick; fond of have ever given such offense to any sane
may study and believe in the natural laws sour medicines and have
as to bring about so desperate and
great faith in person
(
MASONIC TEMPLE.
compensation as applied to life.
Richahdsox.
the doctor.
The more kinds of medicine cowardly a revenge.
The first few days from the
home-port and the more attention given them the
•This item was from an exchange and referred
js always a
good time to lie lonesome. We sooner they will be well of any'
to the
May Flint. The writer evidently had
imaginary in mindship
the Washington yionument as it stood for
have a mixed crew of negroes and
Malays. ailment. They should never be told tlfat many years incomplete when
it was 1S4 feet in
>m E decided brunettes are best to
height. [Ed. Journal.
take to they are not ill when
they believe they
mhea.1 th\ climes; they are not so much
SUCCESSOR TO
are.
I told the second mate to request
Papers and Periodicals.
subject to fevers and they behave better the man to come aft. lie came
and
in port, drunkenness
The September number <4 the Maine Cenamong them being brought with him a very high fever and a
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN
raic. which is also in favor of
good health. pulse pumping two good strokes in tire tral magazine illustrates ihe White MounJ la v are perhaps too slow to catch
tain region, and as usual is pictorially atany time that one should take.
He was a
tractive and full of interest.
'mug and not so able men at sea as the -Malay,
speaking no English aud only a
av» rage
The New England Farmer has abandoned
white race, especially in cold vile
Spanish, very hard to understand. I
''•a-athei. As a rule the negro is
tractable, was somewhat startled over his condition type setting by band and is now printed
happy and good matured, with no deeper and gave him such medicines as could do from macliine-set linotypes. It, is a hand,
feelings nr intentions than plainly show no harm and might do good. The next some as well an enterprising paper and is
the first agricultural paper in the
mi 7he lime: but the
country to
vk"
Malay, who appears morning I found'him sitting up in Iris
*
adopt this modern method of type setting.
in a h like a brother to the
American In- berth, counting his beads and
a
fumbling
The
American
Protective
Tariff
dian, has a deep, smileless and wicked
League
crucifix, with his face well broken out. has
just issued document No. 59, “The Tarlook.
Here was a creature whose soul had eviETC.
which
iff,”
gives extracts, in parallel colcontrary to the roaring times of dently been attended to, but the salvation umns, from the speeches of Hon. W. J.
FINE LINE OF
winter, the eastern passage across the At- of his life, through vaccination, had been Bryan and Hon. William McKinley. This
lantic in early summer is, as a
rule, very entirely neglected. Ami what did these document should be read by every voter.
mild and smooth sailing.
On July 8th a conditions probably mean for me, bound Address, W. F. Wakeman, General SecreALSO SUCCESSOR TO
tary, 135 W. 23d Street, New York.
half-hearted scale of the fog let us out by to a French-African port? Would
they
the Cape, but on the next day, before quarantine us
The
number
of
Western
Field
September
forever, or order us away to
clearing Georges, it settled down to real Brest or Toulon to undergo national in- & Stream has been received from the pubbusiness, and for three days and nights spection and long delay before ever being lisher, John P. Burkhard, St* Paul, Minn.
Harness repairing In all its branches and
It is finely illustrated, daintily priuted, and
the mechanical foghord pumped out allowed to laud the
Carriage Trimming done promptly
cargo? At the best it replete with matter of interest to the
sportsthree blasts a minute; while doubtless meant a long season of
to order at the most reasonable
quarantine and man and tourist. The
is
subscription
only
rates.
our own
people were the only auditors to great expense in Africa, and the best part SI a year, and up-to-date guns or rifles are
All persons having unsettled accounts with the
its music except in one instance when a of a visit there at this season is to make
to
those who send in cash subscrip- late firm are requested to call and settle with the
given
westward-hound steamship, heard but not the stay as brief as possible.
tions to the number of 20 and over.
14tf
undersigned at the old stand.
We moved the man to a spare berth in
seen, went flying by. As a rule no fog
C. E. STEVEMS,
A new, complete and up to-date handprevails off soundings, or say about fifty a room by himself and doctored him for book of
information, covering nearly 2,000
No. 59 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
miles from land, but this time we carried small pox.
Xot one man forward had cities, towns and resorts, is contained in the
current
of the
issue
Railit, into the edge of the Gulf Stream
which, ever been vaccinated, and they, negro- way Guide. S3.00 per Kand-McNally
year. 40c per copy.
keeping well north, we did not strike until like, were in a panic. I judged that be- 156 Adams Street, Chicago.
far beyond the meridian of Sable Island. fore we could reach
any port one-half of
CASTORIA.
The wind held from gentle to
strong, them would die from the disease and the
A very desirable front office in Johnson
The facIS 09
fair
over
the
simile
starboard
steadily
quarter, other half from fear. The white men—
Block. Enquiry of
ever7
signature
for ten days, when with a fierce
wrapper.
squall it mates and cook—were no more disturbed
qI
POOR & SON, Belfast.
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house of Lord &

pensive goods
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tn turn
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ami fall
out. After the

[n running down the African coast, off
that part fronting the Sahara and the

necessarily

ing

hair

lien

ed to.

not

nent

“A little more
than t\vu Years aim

“old-

He, himself, liad the measles at
I timer.''
I Halifax, when a prisoner of war ill lslg.

covert

“four-tone” checks, which are promiamong novelties shown by the lead-

or

Restores natural
color to the hair,
and also prevents
it falling out. Mrs.
H. W. Fenwick, of
Digby, N. S., says :

well die from

One may
be murdered

The master of the

and that

give a sick
pretty surely

dress

new
or

suitings stand almost alone; the larger
proportion being combinations and contrasts of rich hues, blended in hair-line
stripes, broken checks, Scotch mixtures

Hair
VIGOR

I would

as

as

us

FABRICS

great discount among
materials, and broadcloths

AYER’S

<
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of The

has been declared

ar

PLAIN

a
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[Correspondence

\\

are at a

other man's groans, and for some days
we kept perfect time without a break or

out-of-tLe-way ports, where while south of that point there are none.
mails are few and long—can only know The Empire of Marocco is supposed to
a-e
a part of what is
going on by securing end at about the lliver Noun, though its
ro\i.-ioi;s (willlout ; ny rum) for back numbers of
papers and reading them always uncertain authority is but very
i Kuii.-tjue.
When about ready over,
methodically, when next at sea. 1 slight anywhere south of Agadir. From
‘■•iinday came ard we attended once sailed from New York with a good the Senegal southward, away to Benguela
is always well to start a-.vay
j
supply of back papers; had gone through —the coast lands being mostly under the
The minister's wife persisted in with them all but one when, in
midocean, rule of E uropean nations—the people are
-i.; : : g Eandsand calling me “brother.” one morning, the mate came down and much more civilized and less to be feared.
smart looking woman and 1
reported a large steamer, steering west, Tn the possessions held by France she has
d n
"Ejection to the relationship, towing four barges. 1 could not believe been very severe with the natives when
!
ttle surprised and shy over the that the whole wide and
open sea had they have deserved it, hence their behavb Ei >l.
I was afraid she was going to been giveu up to
barge-towing. I went iour has greatly improved.
< me to bring her a parrot— everyone
on deck and by
Our winds held fair,
watching discovered that
though at times
•Ese did.
Muling day came and we went the larger craft was not towing the others rather light, and on the (5th of August we
:E
wn
barbor in rain, fog and head that each one was
steaming itself. It was rounded Cape Manuel and came to anchor
something very odd; it looked as though in Dakar Bay, I'D days from the “Athens
i
-time f parting- oue gets used the larger one had hatched a family of of America,” to “Darkest
11;
Africa,” with
unewliat hardened to ducks and was learning the young ones to never a head wind and with a sea about
i< iinip.-,
After breakfast I took up my last as smooth as
'To *'iic with a soul, however, swim.
anything that ever came
paper and read that, a month back, Eng- from tlie
\«s must ever be the bravest but
■j(
ironing-board of a laundress.
land was preparing to send a number of The
not tiir most pleasant, entries in the logpeople were glad—the larder was low
small torpedo boats to Bermuda under and
-ok -r life.
In casting off the lines of
they bad been without any ice for
their own steam: they to be convoyed by a months—even
the Mohammedans almost
at* a Emeiit the hand may be nerved
by
ship of war.
smiled on our arrival; while the
ano the heart steadied
high caste
only by disLately, iu reading over the back Jour- Pagans grinned with pleasure.
ng time and licking forward to a
We found uo letters m
1 once heard it argued that nals, the issue oi' April both, in comparagla.d 3enni),
papers from
main ei
should have no family: that tive mood, otters the astounding assertion home, of course, the mails would be
[ happened to
iti out
iiome 1 c may he the most hap- that the masts of a certain noble and lofty rather long in coming.
’Em tin-world fora home better fits slop are just one foot short of the height get a somewhat late paper, published in
E
!.(_■*
The M ui'li, foi a home" be of the Washington monument.
1 may he Paris, and was made ven unhappv b>
i'heie would he as much satis- entirely mistaken but believe that n.onu- (inding a meagre cable report of a shockj
:
",
a world
ill sea, without pints I meat to be about .'>00 feet high some late ing ragedyon board the bark Herbert
ii
•i
One making such an :n«gu- cyclopedia wiil tell—no masts were ever Fuller.
Captain and Mrs. Nash had
iu iu ar.."rg strangers
lays himse: liable half that height.*
long been friends of ours: our vessels'
We

Independent Waists; Sleeves and Skirts; New
Dress Materials; (hecks; Plaids; Millinery;
Fall Capes; Colors.

a sub-contract, has I
part of his horses and men home. A | a coat sleeve with a large or mediumyear ago one farmer was notified to harvest sized puff at the top is the only fall
liis crops in fields where the road was to be
yet introduced.
built as they were breaking ground at once, ! style
Basques with
but his field still remains unbroken. The [ short skirts are in the
majority, and vest
town of Harmony has paid §10,000 for the
fronts relieve sombre hues, or tone down
road and is somewhat anxious for it to be ;
I bright colors.
completed.

have been severe, because I well rememthat I faithfully answered all the

sandy
shores, and to the misfortune of shipwliat
Ms
and
the
world wreck,
learning
country
along certain parts, would surely
weiv doing without allowing
himself to be added cruelty,
robbery and slavery by j
dw-cii on the fact that his knowledge was j the wild and
wandering tribes of the j
all a year out of date.
Not a had scheme, j desert.
North of Cape Noun the Canary

us

>;

him even

morning the paper of that
yeai back, and in the evening the
latci edition was brought in. In that way
he interested and contented himself by
to

“free," be-

Fashions.

Skowhegan, who had

ber

sc.

'lic’.nei

York

sent

care,

n

:

New

lives seem to be devoted to the relief of
suffering humanity, and the elavation of the
young thrown upon society without the
guidance and restraint of parents, and having
some knowledge of
the good and philanthropic work of the Belfast Home for Girls
we cordially commend the institution to the
charitably inclined of our city as very
worthy of their favor and kind considerations. [Portland Board of Trade Journal.

whatever, and my child's disease must

«

ci

Belfast.

Knowing well some of the noble self-sacrificing women of our State, whose whole

fever in

typhoid

I once read of a man having charge of a
generally enforced a
We passed in, but trading station in Greenland where a ship Soudan, then*, seems to be something unid uy” at quarantine where 1 came only once a year with supplies. By pleasant and tomb-like in the view and in
each annual \isit lie received from home a the
it ui- sets of hillsnf health in dufeelings. There is almost never a sail
ie in thiii languages-- English, years lilc f two leading daily papers— to be met, never a bird in the air, nor ;i
.\iiaiii an.
We had been one a morning edition and the other an chip or a bit of weed in the water. There
This methodical man did is plenty of dull, hazy sk\ and abundwhere pm pie die bj almost evening print.
not attempt to read tJ»e news backwards ance of water, but
.:■,>< than .-heel weariness from
nothing else to look at
With- nor to skim over a year's events at once; for day aft.ei day, while everything seems
yc:i’.- >f good health.
Free Prat- but. placed them so his servant could bring as still as the grave.
Of course we do
clay 1 was given
lm- not

:>

Home at

was

I

;•

I

this voyage for fun, and
looked as though there would
on

For
any one else does from the measles.
the next few days I was very busy over

for

principle would still be a
Cough, Rheumatism,
Cramps,
thorn a it cl an agravation. My last roundGolds, Neuralgia,
Colic,
about voyage, partly recorded iD The
Diarrlicea, Croup, Toothache,
Journal, taking me to four foreign ports, !
Two sizes, 25c. and 50c.
of different complexion, offered very little experience that seemed like being
Keep it by you. Beware of
Imitations. Buy only the
plundered; that remained to be met with
on my return. Sailing into Boston bay on
Genuine—Perry Davis’.
a fine, clear noon, we got into a string of
Sold Everywhere.
colliers bagging along the Minot shore,
and meant to pass in as one of them, on
which there is no pilotage charge. Empty
veered around to the other quarter, and all
meanings, faulty hopes! A pilot boat
the time the sea continued so smooth that
ste ed straight over from “The Graves’"
a glass of pinks in water,
left there by
and picked us out of the whole lteet as
the file subject to a severe penalty for feminine conceit, stood alone and uprightly
on top of the
writing desk for twelve days,
oi ming li
m a foreign country, and 1 was
when a slight disturbance of the sea sugdollars
out
of
in
as
sixty
pocket
many
the prudence of making fast that
minutes.
Our spars were too briglft, tuc gested
and valued memento.
Evidently
i.fis p tinted.
tnd too much general gentle
the king of storm was off duty; mildness
polish tf pass for colliei.

position.

The Girl's

Journal.]
the inagainst
tldngs now
dependent waist, as its popularity injures
he neither that nor profit. The second day
dressmakers and manufacturers;
but
the patient’s body and arms were well
whether they will be able to dislodge it
broken out, but the fever was less and
| is another question. The great superiorthe pulse normal.
1 began to think bis The Sebasticook & Moosehead R. R.
ity of suits will be enlarged upon this
•
case was to be a mild one.
Each day lie
and so far new illustrations certainly
on
Work is nearly suspended
the Sebasti- fall,
grew better; the eruption gradually died cook & Moosehead railroad and the Italians i tend in that direction.
Five yards will
away and the man got better, the same as •are waiting for their pay. Frank I. Estes of be about the
average width of skirts, and

m-lfiller

y

is not a comfortable

started

never

was

the

though

Sahara,

case

made to bo evaded.’*
Few of us,
are
however, bave the moral courage to admit that we take pleasuic in stealing out

would have beeu if the cat had

pest-house at sea, with
tiie nearest land the desert sand-coast of

Remedy In

and every kind
every
of Bowel Complaint la

they

the croup.
In charge of a

(PERRY DAVIS'.)

A Sure and Safe

g

lias said that “laws

one

than

iain-Kider!

Richardson.

Ed. A.

Fhll

St-

--WINTER

Dwight P. Palmer,

Charles E. Stevens,
Stevens & Erskine,
ARN ESSES,
ROBES,
BLANKETS,
HALTERS,
MATS,

trunks,
BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC.,

Custom Harnesses.

F.A. Robbins, Carriage Trimmer.

Office for Rent.

prominent materials, with the indispensable cloth or ‘•rug” capes for genera! u ear.
Jacket sleeves are decidedly
smaller, but otherwise this popular covering remains about the same length and

shape.
THAT MOST t XI1FCO.MIXO

iviiar!

Col.ok

gray, lias been revived, and together with
a new shade of
cherry, are the sole novelties as yet.
Gray satin would be trying
to a “\ enus,” hut because new, a

great

deal will he used in

millinery.

return to

us

or

cerise, and

iu various hues.

contrasts exist in

golden
"Idl'd
the

some

millinery,

Coal,
“

Stove

Egg

“

Furnace

“

]»•;>

$5.35

....

S5.5(

5.35
....

510

5.2

....

5.10
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Green

abounds in both dress goods and millinery, and blue, brown in five or six shades,

purple, pink

Chestnut

PROMPT OKI l\ KRY.
CORRKC1

WHICH I.
CAKKFI I

crimson,

Pronounced
as on a

small,

brown velvet hat, a bright green
of Paradise” feather constitutes

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMP
«?•"> *Sl

I5T

Front

Itollnsi,

st,,

principal trimming.
Vkkoxa Ci.aukk.

NO-TO BAG “SE°D CURE

Result of Free Trade in England.
B. Curtiss in liis great tariff his“Protection and Prosperity,’’ after

George
tory,

showing in tlie
origin of the

most

manner

the

movement

in

complete

Free Trade

England, its success and results, and giviiV— a mass ot testimony before the Koval
commission concludes as follows:
Never

Over 1,000.000boxes sold. 300.000 cures pro\e its power to destroy tbedesire IVform. No-to-bac is the greatest nerve-food if. ’tie
>r:
Mmy ca u In
.hi''
fails to make ttie weak impotent man strong, vi^-.:r*- ami maeri*-'-.
.ir
c•
;; a-.y
a\
lighted. We expect y< u tn believe whai w
d -micke Your L.t'e \
where, Send tor our booklet. “I»on‘t I’1 ‘bac-n r-t
KEMEDV t’U., « uacujfo or
tree sample. Address 'l'UE S’l- LUL1>

Sew

lIHUAIil) 11 >l()OI)\
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SoM and <iuatMiiteetl h\

was
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For Summer

such an indictment framed
economic- policy.
A similar
condition ot the working classes is not to
be found in any civilized
country on the
tace of the globe.
Were the foregoing
I
list
.1
••.»:*! plete
«>».•;
«*1I
statements contained in reports of United
rt:coive<l,
"!
T
States Consuls, or in letters written by
tists' materialsi! «.i«.r-. wate?
1
the most trustworthy and candid protecFrench colors tor dm .1 pa mt m:
a 10
stretchers, academy h anl. paiettes, ; *
tionists, they would be denounced and
discredited by every professional free
lain plaque*, easels for same, picture ami
trader in the world.
But coming as they
111»•.• i-'*:111
retouching \arnish. sahic.
>1
do from an official report to the British
hristle brushes,
parliament, from men who were held iu
such high esteem by the government as to
ALL A: LOWEST t'RICES.
appear worthy of executing such an important trust, they cannot be questioned.
The report is above impeachment.
The
facts set forth are more appalling because
they are true.
the
whole
Throughout
I'nxjitom one person out of every four or Jive
is buried by the parish/'1
What a fact to
contemplate! “Of all who survive to the aye
°f seventy, one out of every three" is a
Worm
__
Death at middle life is better
pauper.
than old age.
Yet, even then, a pauper’s
grave is the lot of one out of five.
No
amount of accumulated wealth, centred in
the hands of a few, can compensate a nation for such a condition of the masses.
A vast commerce, innumerable ships visiting every harbor iu the world, are dumb
and speechless as expressions of national
growth and prosperity, when the harbors
Actual business bv mail ami common carrier at
from which they are sent and the
country
whose flag Hies at their masthead, are
festering with destitution and despair.
The loud boastings of the champions of a
Portland an«l Augusta, Me.
policy under which such conditions exist
cannot long drown the voice of multitudes F. L.
PORTLAND
SHAW, Principal,
3m33
pleading for work.
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Comayagua.
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the Ancient laplits Greatest tit).

once

little in

j beg
an

a sleepy fashion, while the
poor
in the streets, or manage to eke out
existence on the fruits which nature

Letter from Southwest
Africa.

has no bountifully provided.
Nowhere
exist greater inducements to labor; no1 N •! U A >, Aug. 1st. It !
where can so much be produced with so
I. rambling about this
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that which they borrowed.
Probably
most farmers owe money on current accounts, but only a small proportion of
them owe money on a mortgage.
The returns of the last census showed that there
were less than one in live, and that the
property was, on the average, worth three
times the obligation.
To the extent that
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The crop and
the stock are debtor to the farmer not
only for the capital invested, but also for
the value of the labor bestowed upon them
by the farmer and his family. The farmer
has been rightly assumed to have a vital
interest in the maintenance of a sound
currency, for there is a long time between
sowing and reaping, and he needs to collect from the produce of his fields and
Jlocks as good money as he puts into these
investments.
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After citing further official facts in support of these statements the Herald concludes

as

follows:

It is the home market that is, after all,
the farmer's chief reliance; it takes threefourths of his products, and for those that
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money, the process is a continuous one,
and he cannot terminate it with a grand
stroke of knocking off forty or fifty cents
in the dollar, and never resume.
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he borrows on hard terms now, the conditions would be many times more burdenunder free silver.
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Capital would
have fled the country on the result of a
financial convulsion, precipitated chiefly
by the votes of the farmer himself. IIis
credit would be not only absolutely, but
relatively, worse than before, and of all
the deluded votaries of free silver none
would have quite so rude an awakening.
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GEO. R. POOR,
Optician.
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EASTERN MAINE

Veterinary Hospital.

ELY’S

CREAM BALM

Frank E. Freeman, V.S., Manager,

Cleanses the Nasal Passages, Allays Inftamma
tion, Heals and protects
t lie
Membrane
from
Colds, Restores the
Sense of Taste and Smell

No. 7

COLD 'N HEAD

applied directly into the nostrils
is agreeable.
Price 50 cents at Druggists or
by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS,
5(5 Warren Street, New York.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation,
pear, plum, shade trees,
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DIDWORTH.
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have been enhanced by the
Larkin Idea.
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The price of Ypsilanti Specific
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Readers of this paper will find the advertisement calling attention to Ypsilanti Specific, a natural mineral water.
The powers and virtues claimed for this
water are remarkable, but the Ypsilanti
Specific Co., of 104 Broad St., Boston, is
prepared to furnish evidence at any time to
anyone of the truth of every claim made.
Dealers throughout New England have this
water for sale in one-half gallon bottles, or
it can be had by sending an order to the
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turn

only safe,

i*T~ Send for circular. Price £1.00 |>cr box, 0 boxes lor *:..oo.
UK. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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walls ol cut, carved and

enormous

polished

called to condole with bereaved

was

feel

YOU

terraced,

T obacco

people have a great liking for
She was a vocalist: her
young woman.
j the missionary and recognize us as their
sweet, melodious voice could be heard in
seem
friends.
do
not
to
have
such
They
the choir whenever she could attend

some

conical,

scarcely

Congo.

various sizes, from -<>

i feet square to >0 feet broad

sev-

the future.
very interesting work
We are expecting some hoys from a sav-

a

Sqn:ci c>.piorcd

slopes

can

some

1

i»"U

site, but it will be

a

We are among a different people: their
dialect differs materially and w ill afford me

and

1

secure

an

that it is

never was a

I der

we

America and at times

the

some

am

excellent appetite and digestion,
and none of the difficulties 1 had befoie.
In fact, I feel as well here as I ever did in

upon

drearier jaunt than that, uusky that nearly blinded us.
blazing
miic to the Pacific, its
I through heavy sand and jointed cacti of a
a>t two miles north of
sickly light-yreen color, which tw ists and
"iddle of Comavagua.
1
sprawls itself around like Lores' serpents.
r could do better than
Everywhere in Honduras one encounters
or
appliances which evidence of
aboriginal occupation, and the
.•I not
yet beeu invent| names of some q the towns are 'hose they
a situation be found
possessed before the conquest, more or
u Id.
Built along the
less modi lied by' the Spanish pronunciation
in
a
mountain
.Miuya,
of hem —sin i. as (E:;tjiquero, Chapulista•1 on three sides by a
iiii.u Viuteriqii *. ( ururu, < iuasistagua.
of from b.OOU to 10,urn "ilmi :a
>h*r;iters.
Ti ices oi tlie
•pes away to the east- prm istoric
peupie
Yntiguos," tin- Spanplain of Sui-a --both iard.- call them. :r e scattered all over the
re all that could be
I country: mound-. iike tlio.-e of (mateniala
ur temperature is TO
ami Mexico, terraced ami truncated pvia
itii little variation from
mids. lac fallen \\.ib> of temples and foris ieep. lich and
!
i tiiications, broken pottery. ohsidiau knives
hr juoiiurts of t he val! ami deep wells dug into the solid rock.
'.hr foot Pills just bej’rof’cs-'Ol
-00 of
drawn across Hondu-

have

sun

investigate
!

of

the

once

unheard of

eral weeks before we can have a substantial house, and that a native one made of
larger size. 1 am now well and strong

beats its fiercest rays unfriendly shadow ot rock
tree. We rode out upon it a few miles to

hindered

remarkable abil-

>i

;neei

when

was

great lake.

a

which the

Caceres must

that it

an

proving my calling b}* enduring
hardships of a pioneer life.
We hope to be settled soon, that is,

this mountain

sand and round white

ing

and in-

suitable site *‘midrans.

show

to

seems

I

Bread is

the

island

as an

month.

a

article.

isolated

as

opens stretches treeless for many
miles, and the character of its surface

bed Lieutenant Alonzo

>

which

into

over

valley

inland Capital for
>vince ol Hugueras.” To
men

plain

The

an

thousand

remain

must

from the world of commerce
in the far Pacific.

Here

oiiuded the coast-city,
us.
Then it was neces-

u

country,

I got

pack instead of severe sweating. My fever
was easily controlled.
We have but little
with us, a few changes of garments and
some barter goods to trade with natives.
We are stopping in native towns and feeding on chickens, eggs, yams, plantains,
etc., and have not slept on a real bed for

of Mexico and the vague I the iuteroeeanic railway, which was beFor two long gun and abandoned nearly 00 years ago,
iiugueras.
the country with only liT miles of
-*
superhuman courage i leaving
constructed road and an enormous
poorly
struggled among tropinatioual debt, upon which the interest
oeep morasses, broad I
has never been paid.
Until that is com:n -untains,
wild beasts
pleted Comayagua, in the heart of a roaduntil at last the

landsmen,

speedy

oil easy, however, without any
drugging.
I took nothing but tjuinine and had a wet

ambition is to induce

|

experience again.

an

with

feeling

and the two missionaries who went ahead
of us had four patients at once.
1 don't
for such

only

pain

days from Xtumba.
We were taken sick on the
way and had
our
first fever in a lonely native town.
We only had two mattresses to
sleep on.

care

not

A SUDDEN CHILL

three

To all Ameriannals of martial ad- I capital and immigration.
Isthmus of cans who have desired to establish busi: from the
!
■tez
entered the ness in the country he has given liberal
mi

field and am farther

before

miles.
\\ e had some novel experiences
which 1 cannot mention now, but
hope to
write up in the future. We are now about

reduce

.'.ijuvccilcuted

boldly

new

ever

by nearly :J00
We, four of us. walked from Matadi. the landing place of the ocean
steamer,
to Xtumba, the
present terminus of the
Congo railroad, in seven days—nearly 110

veined, and sometimes cream-color verg^
j
on orange.
The present President of
ing
this
llistory says
its length and the | Honduras seems to possess broader views
red and overcome, than his predecessors, and is offering inlucements before unheard of to foreigu
and uu-

: it

than

miles.

s«.»uthward, uuder-

■

fol-

me

inland

knot,

sailors, who ought to know better. The
prevailing idea at present appears to be
that the knot is the same thing as the
geographical, nautical, or sea mile; and
the word kuot is used to prevent any
possible confusion with the statute land
But this usage is quite wrong.
mile.
The knot is the cosmopolitan unit of
speed, employed at sea by sailors of all
civilized nations.
One knot is a speed of
one nautical mile an hour, the nautical
mile being the mean sexagesimal minute
of latitude on the earth’s surface; so that
it is 00x00=5,400 miles from the equator
to the pole; and this is the only mile the
sailor knows and uses.
The nautical
mile is a little over 0,080 feet, the Admiralty measured mile (we do not say the
Admiralty knot); so that one kuot is a
speed of a little more than 100 feet a minute, more nearly 101 to 102 feet a minute;
thus, on a log-line, with a half-minute
With cold extremities, a cramp
glass or interval of time, the distance bein
or
uneasiness
anywhere,
tween tile knots should be 50 feet, or a
*
the stomach or bowels, a
little over, say 51 feet.
The word kuot is
derived from the knots on the log-line; the
of nervousness, wakefulness, or
number of knots that pass over the ship’s
exhaustion, demands the
tatfrail during the half-minute, or other
use of SANFORD'S GINGER,
interval of time, giving the speed of the
1 ship in knots. The only occasion, then,
c
f
stomachics.
warming
purest
in which it is permissible to use the word
knot as the equivalent of a length, is in
Avoid (substitutes.
Ask for 8ANFORIR8
spacing the knots on the log-line; and
GINGER and look for ■".vl trademark on the
d ewr\when-. Rotter L>kuu and
then, by a familiar tendency in language,
wrapper.
Chkm. Coup., Sole Proprietor!-, Poston.
the “distance between two knots” is abbreviated in speech to the “length of a
knot.”
By a curious perversity and
The Aged Pastor.
straining precision, the incorrect expression “knot an hour,” to express the speed
Memory often takes me back to my na- of a ship, is creeping into general use,
with the effect of displacing the word
tive town, and with the mind’s eye I can
mile by knot; so that now it is common to
see tliose who were actively engaged in
read a steamer’s daily run as given in
the pursuits of life forty and fifty years knots (e. g., Teutonic’s daily runs, 473
etc., total distance, 2,800
ago.
Among the number was an aged knots, 4!Ki,
knots), and the coal endurance of a manpastor who had labored long years in the of-war given as, say, 20,000 knots at 10
Master’s vineyard. He belonged to the knot speed, thus using the word knot
No real
Calvin Baptist church.
He was a man where mile should be used.
with a fair intellect and he made the Bible sailor would say that a rock, or the land,
was half a knot, one knot, etc., away.
It
his greatest study.
He was honest in his is too often
urged that the expression
belief and whatever passed his lips always “knots an hour” is so much clearer and
seemed to come from his heart.
He tried more definite; but we might just as well
measure
pressure in “atmospheres per
to do all the good he could, and like the
N'ot only in navigation,
square inch.”
Master preached without money and with- but also in
astronomy, the nautical mile
out price.
Benevolence was large with should be the unit of length, and the
the aged pastor.
He was ready to bestow knot the unit of velocity. To summarize,
distance at sea is measured in miles, anil
kindness on the stranger, the afflicted and
speed in knots; and the expression knots
the humble.
He and his companion lived an hour per
speed, and knots for distance
blameless lives. They reared quite a large in miles, are nautical barbarisms. [Nautical Magazine, London.
family and gained a livelihood bv the
sweat of their brows.
Often the aged

Stanley
Portuguese

st

ever

the word

in my
meanderings.
To state it briefly, I am south of
Pool in a direct line, near the

•.

Miles.

engineers and ship-builders, but also with

Congo

to

CAKE OF TOILET SOAP IN EVERY PACKACE.

and

There is, unfortunately, a growing
practice of making an improper use of

near

Central Africa and thus be able

or

low

Ivorine

j. r, m.

Springs.

Knots

my life,
lou will he surprised when
you
learn where I am aud how 1
got here. I
wish you could get a
good map of

of

has
ompiest of ; tempt

Stockton

the 1st of June. The
past
few weeks have been the most
eventful of

a

the

landed,

we

wealth, and the departComayagua, though not ranking
; Honduras was the first
so high as some, is abundantly favored.
American main land
The
neighboring village of Opoteca is
and his companions
built
silver mine,
upon a
possession of it in be- literally
which was extensively worked under
Crown.
Columbus
the crown and with signal success.
In
( abo Gracias a Dios,
tlie hills of Lauterique and near the
its
iiio
del
"1.)
Diastre,
of Las Piedras and Aramacina
iivk. i Kio Tinto, (Ink villages
are many silver mines now
entirely abaniter points, from incidoned or at best but imperfectly worked.
They called the counThey need the touch ot intelligence, ents
set down on all
terprise and capital to become of value.
name being changed
ores exist everywhere, but no atomparatively recent Copper
Liber

city not far apart.

word from New York if
anything
serious had occurred.
The truth is I
have not been settled
enough to write as
I wrote to
yet.
you from Matadi when

less mineral

ment

his

some

are

or

day often thinks of the kindness of I
grandparents.
The aged pastor and his companion
lived long and useful lives.
I think they
passed through the pearly gates into the
of the

Missionary W. Macomber to His Mother In Belfast.
Kitaba, Congo River, July 10, l$06.
I hope you have not beeu
overmuch concerned, because you know the
uncertainty
of Afiican mails, and
you also would have

High Street, Belfast,

Me.

Horses taken by the day or week tor treatment
of aetute or chronic diseases, at reasonable rates.
All horses under the immediate personal care of
the manager at all
enced hostlers.

times, and attended by experi4\v37

Sail and Row Boats
To let

by the day

or

hour

at

my land-

ing, north side of the steamooat wliart.
O. R. WEBSTER.
Belfast, May 21, 1896.—2m21

Sterling Silver,
Silver Plated
Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen,
Silver» Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets,
W’
yy

1 CM AMI U.dCk PI P \HvIN(i
Pko'iP H ’> Hum

H. J. Locke 6l Son,
Belfast National Bank

BniUlin^.

P. (>

>qnare.

Lovell

Diamond

Cycles.
We have
dies

and

one

year.

on

hand

a

line

st... h •>!

both la-

gents' 18% pattern of the Lovell
Diamond Ili. yeles. This lo- will hr .dieted
to customers at $50
each. Warranted lot
These wheels

:n;

he

seen at

the

Hervcy
J ewclry
Manager.
Belfast, July 2,1896.—2Gtf

Store,

NORTHPORT
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Lieui.-Ggvernor of Vermont Made Well by the Croat
Conqueror of Disease, Dr. Greene’s Nervura,

l’ll.slirnv, 1I ,,
K"IT"?,AN"
r.1 m.m:-*.\Ianagek

REPUBLICAN
I OR

NOMINATIONS.

PRESIDENT,

WILLIAM McKINLEY of Ohio.
A

Glorious

Victory.

magnificent majority of .'>0.000 for
Republican ticket represents more

the
than
For Governor

Hon.

Llewellyn

FOR

is

•JOEL WILBUR of Avon.

NICKERSON.

Fourth District....ALBERT H. SAWYER.

Mi

Bryan declined to be interviewed
the Maine election.
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was

Bepublican
history.

went

never

in these towns.

have

a

It

prostituted
party that is
to Republican

she

double wliat

The State has

intelligence.

in the State Senate will be

Republican,

a

<

four Congressmen are returned

>ur

dier-General.

by

ical science.

Agent for Verpeople Lieuten-

The ablest

He was commissioned

unparalled

in the

history

hand,

of med-

as

the

and

one

remedy
absolutely

to cure, the one restorative
certain to replace weakness

and disease

by

mont

now

speaks

health and

am

strength.

people

from his

by

once

more

health.

You will

Try

Dr.

do not cure.
If.
t he nerves pure,

control, vigorous
true remedy for ai,

Rockport.

Is the One True Blood p
Prepared only :>y ( I Jl-.,

-r >.

Hood’s Pills

Last Sunday
gathered at the
the baptism inE. Patterson,

afternoon a large assembly
shore of the Cove to witness
Elder Andrews of Mrs. W.
Mr. William Weston and
Master Pearl Smith.

Greene’s

never

s

Charles Dodd, her two daughters and
Miss Nathalie. <•! .sed their season's
visit last Saturday and returned t< their
home in New Void -bv. well pleased wit!
tin ir stay among us.

diseases, Dr. Greene of 34 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass., who can be consulted, free
of charge, personally or by letter.

N!.'.

Miss Julia lb-mib ton w.'i begin at om <• on
indies long by one and one-quarter ineb.es
a much
needed addition to her house.
A
wide; the front is a representation "f the
j
! The lltli annual reunion of the ‘_V>th Maine !i national ensign surmounted by an eagle large lie v L wi ! Do Li.lt i pba-e !' the old
with outstretched wings standing on crossed "tie, that has o.itiiv.ii. it- usefulness. Tie
!
i regimental association was to have been j cann a:. On the shield is the inscription, material arrived
last w.-.-k and work will l»e
i| held at Kockport last Thursday, and the 1 ‘it 11 Maine.” The reverse :s plain and <■* npushed a- rapid y as possible
tains the name of Miss Charlotte Thon dike
steamer Sedgwick had been chartered to ;
! Sihley, together with the date of
presentaThe oldest fiti/.-u wi: v.,t r}
! take the comrades to Camden and bark.
tion. Tlie whole design
blends prettily,
lion Monday was Capt. R. K. Potters ui,
The day was stormy and the steamer did and is pronounced by all very handsoni
was that Maine was one of the
j
poorest
The badge was furnished by Mr Samuel v\ ho is (dl v ears t.u agi ,(i;(! 1 ias ai
s
ostates of the United States and that she not come. It was then decided to have the Adams,
jeweler of Belfast, and was javsent- the Republican ti- ket -dme Andrew J.-,ekreunion the next day, rain or shine.
The
!
(i by the Comrades of the 2(it.h, who have
was very weakly represented in the halls
;
son’s time and who is
uixious to vote I -i
morning was fuggy ami again the steamer been j.leased to call her a giaiid-da.ighter J
of Congress.
He ridiculed the State and
the Begimeut.
Miss Sibley in acc. ptiug
McKinley ami Hobart in N- \>unb(
failed to come. Then backboards and nrithe people in it; and repeated tile persaid, in part, she knew mu jmw To expre.-o,
The tive-uiasteil schooner Gov. Aim*" anvate teams were availed of, and about 7b ; her
thanks, hut had often thought “if I were
;
formance the next night at Westbrook, |1 comrades with
friends, making a total of I an inventor l would invent, some new way chored oil D\irs siiore Saturday afternoon 1
where he called- Tom Peed a liar.
He over 100, reported at Kockport Friday morn- of saying thank you,” but I am reminded in and remained until
Sunday morning mV ut
said he did not expect to save Maine, as ing. At noon the company funned in line at tlie fullness «>f my heart of the little girl who
o’clock, when tug b ut. Bismarck anie
heard Hie sermon from the text, "My cup
the people here vote as they are told, and the Kockport opera house and led by Vea- 1i runneth over: surely goodness and
!
Bangor. She is
mercy down and towed her :
zie’s brass band marched to the G. A. K.
shall follow nn* all tin; days of my life,” and
had received their instructions.
line looking craft.
It would 1-ali where
a sumptuous dinner was spread
reported it at home as such a queer text
ho interesting to know how many “con- in the most attractive manner. The hall “Goodness!
On elect; >n day there were three nid
Mercy! My cup's tipped over."
g,
verts'’ Mr. Myers made in Maine by such was elaborately decorated with llags, hunt- j| This is the case with me to-night, my cup tlemen present in the stm-e of E. !'•. Evw-i!
i ing and Mowers and the ladies of the \V. K. ; runneth over.
wliost united .ages were
talk as this.
v.-r
jiio
vars
It almost seems that I can see my grand; C. of Fred A. Norwood post, G. A. K Mrs. |
C. D. Jones, president, gave the visitors a, father’s face
among you to-night; the face J I They were Rufus K. Patterson, Jess.- T.
j most
hearty reception.
have not known sine- 1 was three years old. Priest and If. B. Wat 'mm. m i 1 ke
Whitelaw Peid’s letter to the Ohio ediAt
p. m., a business meeting was held in | 1 have heard of fathers-in-law and gfrandtors promises to become a little classic. the Opera House. It was called to order
by fathers-m-law, so L might call you grand- veterans they voted the straight Republican
Some of its sentences are real gems, as J.S. Fuller, Esq., president of the associa- fathers-in-love, for you are too voting to be ticket.
tion. The report of the secretary, D. \V.
truly grand-fathers. Just before coming
where lie says:
Superintendent Mears reports the past
Killings of Swanville, was read and accept- upon the stage to-night I was shown a badge
Xo party has a right to put the eighth ed. The treasurer was not. present, and with a miunie-hall attached, which for some- season .1 successful one It mm. lady for the
Ins
report was read by the secretary. | time was worn on the body of Philip 11 times Northp'.r: Camp Meeting As*, .,-iat mt
\
commandment to a popular vote.
The following deaths were reported to have ; of Prospect, Me a mem her of Co. K. gtith
The American people have not the right
occurred during the year: Milton J. Wilbur, Maine, now living in Salem, Mass. IB was only has the business of the y. ar shown
to overrule Mount Sinai at tlie polls.
Company C.; Charles Wadsworth, Co. (i : wounded at Irish
La.
He deserved balance on tl’.e favorable side of the ledger,
Xo party has a right to say that the- Peter Butler, Co. C.: Lieut. Nathan W. and hail earned his Bend,
as you have all
hut the euttagers and visitor.-, are taking
j
badge,
moral law may be reversed.
Shaw, Co. E.: Nehimiah Grindle, K. K. Day, i earned and deserved yours, while i have more interest in tile
plat e, and there is .1
A fresh water currency is lit only for a John Austin, James K. Tibbetts, Peter F. j done nothing to deserve mine—this beautiEmery Grindle, Co. H.: Granville ful token. I shall always cherish it as one good demand for lots for cottages and j
people content with a fresh water com- Faruham,
Grant, Co. G.; Henry Sparrow, Co. K.: of my choicest, treasures, and remember tins stables. Six hits have b<-< r so;.', and 11 barmerce.
John H. Gardimr, F. L. Start, Alexamler ! XItli Sept. 189(1, as one of the
proudest and
all by par.-ms who intend to
Farrar, Gideon C. Tower, Co. F.; D, J. j tenderest moments of my life. I cannot but gained for,
build next season. Stable lots leave been
The Pepublican papers and Republican Huberts, Co. I.
reverence
and
love
honor,
always, the noble
By invitation of E. B. Maddocks it. was men of the 2bth Maine and the trm women taken by 7 cottagers.
The Society
mleaders in their rejoicings over Monday’s
voted to hold the next reunion at Hampden. with them.”
tcmplatcs, among the improvements next
victory recognize to the full the strong Voted the date he Tuesday, Aug. 17, IS!>7
Me.
season, extensive repairs to the wharf a m-w
Hon. F. S. Walls, I*. S. Staples and N. S.
support received from the sound money
street between Bay and George -ore's.
Piper were appointed a committee to choose
is
Miss
letter
of
acFollowing
Democrats.
1
Sibley’s
The general sentiment is officers for the ensuing year, and reported as ;
1 south of
Maple street ail extension of >1; pm
:
of; knowledgment
correctly voiced in the following para- follows; President, K. D.B. W.Maddocks of
street to the old road; the park between
|
18 High Street,
Hampden; secretary,
Billings
graph from an Augusta despatch to the Swanville; treasurer, A. E. Clark; \ce
| Bay and Oak streets: an extension of tm
Belfast, Maim-.
presidents: Company A., A. W. Fletcher, j I" th> true nun >>/ the Tirriitt/-Sixth M<iih, water and sewer system, and genera 1
Boston Journal:
!;«•*Charles
Burnham; Company B.,
Baker,
J!'7/1iik:a( ami the noble women ussne itnf \1 brightening up d the gr mds. \V m t a
The friends of sound money and a Gov- fas:
Company C., .John F. White ml*. Eos- j with them:
I advent of better times in tin us it. ess I ti
ernment of law and order have to thank
worlh; Company D S. J. Treat, Mock port; J
1>kak
Fkikxos: To
and every one
largely the gold Democrats for the magni- ConpaTiv E, Stephen Tripp, Presque Isle: j of you l would expresseach
,id
eouuty, North port is in tin- fr-mt
heartfelt
my
gratik- !
ficent Republican majority.
Of these (’on:;>any F Joseph Z. Killer, West If
tude for the very valuable and beautiful
ready to take her share of ! 1 c pub,
pit'■
Wadsworth, BelDemocrats, it is estimated that a,500 port : •mpany G., (1.Ansel
badge presented to me in your name at ronage.
W. Blodgett., Brooksvoted 101 Powers, thereby emphasizing \ fast; Company II
last Friday evening. I wish to
ville; Comi»any I., Fred Barker, Elmira, N. Boekport
Hon. D, V. Morthmd of II 'ckland adon
their dislike to the Chicago platform,
to you through the press and publicly
it I Y.;
speak
J. W. B nek, Searsp*at.
K.,
('••nipany
was very noticeable at the
>-m-a tm.
polls that many J The following committees were appointed acknowledge my great debt ..f grat.it ude to sed the Republicans upm:
I
shall
never
tin
cord:
you.
of them made no secret of the fact that
i!, grace- day at 1 la- Baptist eh tomb Vvb dm-sd a;
cm
by the chair: Executive committee, E 13. ful words of your forget
Mrs.
Mn
representative,
they voted for Powers. They did so fear- Maddocks, Charles (Jouilard, N. H. Holland, Kemi, as she
ii a. Sept ‘»th. 0i
gave me this choice expression
H.
H.
Whitmore.
and
were willing that all the world
lessly,
of your thoughtfulness.
\b.u have surprised i the attendance were m>t as large as w is
Finance committee, Charles T. Knight,
should know that they placed their counand overwhelmed me with yot;r generobry.
pected, hut about a hundred were preset.•
B.
Isaac Cook, Monroe; S.
Northport;
before
1 do not merit so rare a token of y -ur la m r,
try
party.
Morse, Belfast.
but as long as I live I shall treasure your 1 who listened t< a plain pr o 1 •;<! d sc nr>,
It was voted to leave the matter of printas one of my most pn ci
us possessions.
upon the effect of the fret .and tin Ji mi to i
ITuf. Bateman, whose sanguinary locks ing by-laws to the executive committer. .V gift
Believe me always, most thankfully and coinage of silver.
lett a from Comrade T. lv Johnson., Co. !>.,
Frequent applause greetwere foremost in the
bobs
serenefriend,
fray,
up
Oklahoma Territory, was read. Alter re- cordially your
ed the submit peats -i his remark-*, w hn 1
ill
A K LOTT K ThoKXIHKK SlUI.EY.
ly from the battlefield to say, 1 told you j marks by I). W. Billings, ,J. W. Black, E. B.
emphasized the fact that the audience w c
September 14. 189d.
Maddocks and Dr. Beuj. Williams, it was
so.
“Democracy,” he says, “is a stench voted that a history <-f
in close touch \vt? 1 the truths of tin- arguthe 2(>ih Mam Regiin the nostrils of Maine voters.”
ment be compiled as best it could with a .'a; :It is a pleasant task to say £,tliauk you!" ment si clearly set. forth 1\ the speaker.
able material obtained during tbc \ ear, and
rv go D t-alk-r.
What
to kind hosts and hostesses. The town of 1 Mr. Morthmd is a
500 copies be printed before the next re
he had to sa\ was fold in s
plain and >;
George Fred Williams “did not care to union,’ and some instructions were given
Roekport greeted us royally. The citizens j
manner
that
those
wh<>
were
acimt
pie
be interviewed on the result in Maine.”
Secretary D. W. Billings in regard to same. had made most generous contributions of quainted with tie- I' e-ts f the c ise in regard
Remarks by S. J. Treat. A vote of thanks
money, tine- and interest to aid in giving us to the lli to ) racket could not. fail to sec an I
was then tendered by Hon. F. S. Wall* of
understand tin- b>gn -f his utterances. It
Belmont, the only town in Waldo coun- Vinalhaven to the W.
R. C., to Fred A. Nor- a welcome warm as the sunshine and free as was evident a
good impression was ma itty to go Democratic, must feel lonesome. wood post, G. A. R and to the citizens for j the blue water of Penobscot Bay. The doors upon the audio in < and it is reasonably supthe generous hospitality and cordial recepof the attractive opera house were opened to posed that at the N-)vein 1 ie 1 election N
tion received.
1
Very interesting remarks
uslafteriioou and evening, and we now take port will speak loud when she casts her v
were then made by Dr. Benjamin Williams
Probate and Insolvency Courts.
for McKiuley and Hobart.
occasion to express our admiration of its
of Rockland, acting assistant surgeon of the
2(»th Maine Regiment, by J. W. Black of beautifully decorated interior.
The bail
Following is an abstract of the business of
Secret Societies.
who also read a letter from Lieut.
the Probate and
Insolvency Courts for Searspcrt,
Col. Hersey, Headquarters Left Wing 2litk where the tables were spread was artisticalWaldo county, September term, 18iM>:
with
the
the
white
and
Tin*
Vol.
the
Maine
ly
draped
red,
regular meeting of PI nix l,«.dg F
Camp Chalmetto,
Regiment,
Petition fur administration presented in
New Orleans, La., .Jan. 5, 18(53, which was
blue, the fairest combination of colors this and A. M., will he held next Monday <
estates of Lillian Blanchard, Unity; Isaac
n
1
from The Republican Journal, Belfast, world lias ever known.
Bennett, Troy; Lydia A. Flemant, Wiuter- taken
Flags were above ing.
of the above date and which was very interpo"t; Albert A. Moody, Belmont; Andrew
us and flowers about us as we sat at noon
Belfast. Division, Filiform Hank, Knights
II. Crosby, Knox ; John B. Lamb, Montville ; esting. Reading by N. Byron Mi liken of
Washington, D. (h The company then ad- and at night around tables heaped with
Lorenzo A. Soule, Searsmont.
>f Pythias, went to Augusta this morning to
until
m.
An
excellent
7.80 p.
supdainties by the good ladies of
Inventory returned in estates of Frank journed
tempting
attend the annual field day parade
f Duper was served by the W. lv. C. ladies in
W. Pice, Stockton Springs; Henry Rogers,
Roekport. We all heartily appreciated the First Regiment. Tin* drib
A. R. hall.
mino::, Wiuterport; Horatio II. Johnson, theInG.the
sqiiatl -Hoisted
house
the
was
litermusic rendered by Yeazie’s band, which !
opera
evening
Belfast; Geo. Littlefield, Winterport; Aimer
of 21 men in command of Fapt. Francis II
S. J. Treat, Esq., presided. We well knows how to
Bailey, Monroe; Samuel L. Hubbs, Munroe; ally packed.from
play the martial music Welch.
the Rockland Star’s report:
quote here
Hannah Hubbard, Thorndike.
“After a delightful concert by the band, the that stirs the hearts of men and women.
License to sell real estate granted in esThe 72nd annual < <>mnnni o-atioe of the
evening’s exercises opened with prayer by W. scarcely need to tel! Roekport. people
tates of Robert A. Vinal, Wiuterport: Phin1 >dtd 1*Y. i-iws w; i
Sovereign Grand I.odge
Rev. H. B. Words, after which, Mrs. .Juli a
eas Pendleton, Searsport.
that, they have reason to lie proud of their
Mclveen of Belfast, in behalf of the regibe held in Dallas, Texas,
cg.namg kept _’1m
Account of administration presented in
hand.
All
who were visitors at Roekport
Miss Sibley with an elegant
estates of Arno
W.
and closing tim
bii.
Maine wi
i«. repreFreeman, Stockton ment, presented
badge, beautifully engraved, with her last Friday extend to the president, the
Springs, private; Josiali Nickerson, Swan- gold
ml
full
Miss
Charlotte
Thorndike
name,
Sibley, committee of entertainment, the Post, the sented by Ilea, Robinson of Cam bn
ville, first and liual; Emma M. Vaughn,
Samuel Adams of Relfast, fri m t l
Belfast, Me., and the date, “Sept. 10, iK'.Mi.” Relief
gr md
Monroe, first; Anna J. Webber, Unity; Miss
and the citizens of that fair j
Corps
Sibley was completely taken by surElisha C. Arey, Winterport, third ami final ;
Da\ id M
Turks
I’Dtsi dd and
town our heartiest thanks for the cordial 1 lodge,
Robert A. Vinal, Winterport, second ; Jere- prise but did not. lose her.self possession and
E
Kenworthy, dr.. <•(’ Portland,
George
in
most
a
manner.
welcome
responded
and
bountiful
charming
miah Colson, Winterport, second.
hospitality proffered j
Wills presented in estates of Mary J. Miss Sibley is claimed as the grand-daughter the Twenty-Sixth Maine Regiment on the : from the grand em ampmriit.
Pierce, Prospect: Joseph Curtis, Winter- of the regiment, her grandfather having
We know what expendiserved the regiment as quartermaster.
Re- day of its reunion.
port; Frederick C. Pendleton, Belfast.
Petition to sell real estate presented in es- marks by Rev. C. W. Fisher were listened tures of labor, time and money it must have j
to
with
much
interest.
Miss
Mary lvuight cost them. We appreciate all they did for
tates of Abner Bailey, Monroe; Edgar W.
beautifully rendered “Columbia, the Gem of us. We shall never
Carver, minor, Lincolnville.
forget that bright, glad
Will allowed in estate of Nathaniel Half. the Ocean,” and received a rousing encore
to which she responded in a delightful man- day, September '11th, 1800.
c. t. s.
Montville.
Administration granted in estates of ner and was hardly allowed even then to
THE 21st MAINE AT AUGUSTA.
Henry H. Cook, Liberty, Willis D. Sanford, leave the platform, the audience still calling
The 21st Maine Regiment held its lirst remore.
Eittle Miss Linthell Ripley gave
adm’r; Horatio H. Johnson, Belfast, Martha for
union at
under the most
a recitation in a sweet
And oily, greasy complexions. <>r subjoot to
pathetic, manner, favorable Augusta Thursday
E. Johnson, adm’x; Abby Eauies, Belfast,
auspices. Seventy-seven men were
rashes, pimples, blackheads, yellow or m<»th\
Cora A. Eames, adm’x ; Susan E. Pendleton, which won for her applause and a recall. iu attendance. The
officers were
skin, will be gratified to leurn’that the purest’,
following
Remarks
N.
P.
Pearson
followthe
Rev.
by
Islesboro, Chas. R. Pendleton, adm’r;
elected:
C.
and most effective skin | urirter
Rowell
Bath:
sweetest,
President,
Harris,
Nathan A. Cates, Unity, Mary E. Cates, ed. Then came the feature of the evening, Vice
and beautifier vet compounded is
Presidents, M. V. B. Chase, Augusta,
an
was fine
adm’x; Jeremiah D. Parker, Belfast, A. I. and address by Miss Sibley, which
A. J. Erskine, Rockland, W. 11. Mcelicited frequent applause.
Although Captain
Brown, adm’r.
Cartney, Oakland; Secretary, J. T. WoodAccount of administration allowed in es- her first appearance before a Rock port, audi- ward, Sidney;
Treasurer, N. H. Fosset, Yastates
of
Arno
W. Freeman, Stockton ence, Miss Sibley is not a stranger to Rock- salboro; Chapiaiu, E. Gould, Hallowed.
among whom she has gained
Springs; Edwin P. Griffin, Searsport; Phin- port people,
The
next reunion will be at Bath, Septemeas Pendleton, Searsport;
Marcia Wood- many admirers at her visits to neighboring ber 10, 1807.
and on this occasion she certainly
It is so because it strikes at the ectuae of most
man, Searsmont; Benjamin Higgins, Sears- towns,
retained the old friends, but added
mont;
Cyrus A. Hartshorn, Stockton not only
complexional disfigurations, viz.; the
ended
a very enjoyable
new ones.
So
many
News
of
the
Irritated, Inflamed, or (henror/ct d I’ohk.
Granges.
Springs; Win. D. Doe, Belfast.
Guardian account allowed in estate of day, which I am sure will always be a pleasSuggestion After cycling, golf, tennis, riding,
ant memory in the hearts of the Boys in
or athletics, a bath with ( ’ctk
ka Soap is most
Geo. O. Severance, minor, Searsmont.
Waldo County Grange will meet with
Blue.”
cooling, and refreshing, preventing
soothing,
Trustee account allowed in estate of
chafing, redness.and roughness of the skin, sooth
Equity Grange, Belfast, next Tuesday, Sept.
Beulah A. Bowen, Morrill.
ing inllainmaiion and when followed by gentle
We are glad to be able to print a report
In the estate of Daniel C. Toothaker, Bel‘22(1. The address of welcome will be by
anointing with (’dtiitka .ointment pro\‘ei-: tieficial in relieving tired, lame, or strain- d mu.-eit-s.
fast, examination of Melissa Sinclair of Old from one present of the presentation to Miss Mrs. Sadie Edgcomb and the response by
Town was held.
Sold throughout the world, i'o.-.-, Cnnv ka. .vie
Sibley, as follows:
Wm. P. Thompson, Esq. The annual elecSo a e, 2or.; Hksolvevt. vie. an! *l. I’ottkk Dkio
On petition of Mary Lewis, widow, for alAM' Chkm. Coki* s-'it- I’rons.. I’.ohton
A very pleasant feature of the reunion of
lowance from the estate of James Lewis,
tion and installation of officers will be held
How to Obtain » Hulliant Complexion," free.
Rock
and
one
the 20 th Maine at
which
port,
Liberty, petition denied.
at this meeting. The question will be “Rewe gladly report, was the presentation of a
INSOLVENCY COURT.
A Ladles’ Jacket
■
badge to Miss Sibley. The badge or memor- solved, That the income tax is a just tax,“ ■■i
m the
Estate of Sanderson L. Hall, Stockton ial is of pure gold, in imitation of the badge affirmative A. L.
OH-keO
% ■ ■ M
Mudgett; negative, I>. ! ■■ f
I
■ ■
W1
of
the
F.
W.
with
hi
Brown
of
the
Grand
Army
Republic,
Springs,
appointed assignee.
■
I
•
■
owner
have
The
remainder
of
will
the program
by
Estate of Daniel Batchelder, Palermo, C. the addition of a shield suspended from the Dyer.
;
proving propo'*' and paving charges. Apph at ;
W. Hussey appointed assignee.
button.
The whole is two and one-half be furnished by Equity Grange.
: his office.
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has set.

The Belfast

Age after complimenting
Lodge and Geurge Fred William."
on their
“oratory, scholarly finish and
Ikyaii ha> been notilied of his nomina- gentlemanly references to other men and
tion l o tiie Presidency by tlu* silver mine
parties*’‘ speaks of “the abusive haranowners, but is, presumably, in ignorance gues of Wm. P. Frye.”
Evidently the
of h.s •cnination by the Populists. Prof.
writer of this paragraph had never heard
Bateman should put him on the free list Mr. Frye, whose speeches here have alin

"ubtfid States wc»uId be invaluable

••

Senator

Bepublicaus.

to tiie

of the Ma.ne Populist.
Be.a
ast

eek

w

the i

er.
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ways met with much
whose earnestness and

meeting

a
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It is time

have im-

politi-

different type of speaker
from those with whom be is compared.
a

He may not have their scholarly
but he is none the less a scholar, is

“them steers"

nedt out to giass.

taking

the B-.-ton Hemoeratic caucuses turn(.own Gcu. Fred Williams, blit lie was

finish;
pains-

speaks
plead a
believe to be right.

his facts and

to

as

from

He could not

intense conviction.

cause which he did not
throughout the State ! Here again he differs from Mr. Williams,
racti< ally assured of the Gubernal'he latter is undoubtedly a scholarly and
I
■:11 1; •mina!ion.
Tiie Bepublicaus welwell informed man, and if is the less to his j
come I.is candidacy. He will be the worst
credit that he should state what he knows 1

general A successful

hipped

v.

candidate of the year.

to be

i M-mocratic campaign in this city
ud co- My was conducted on wind and
l-i ass.
i he brains of the part y were
d

B.iain-
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os.

and

euongi
the wet
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a

cause

he

view to ob-

a
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ai
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advocate

taming political preferment, and perhaps
at the same lime gratify personal pique, i
Senator Frye would retire to private life
rather than sacrifice his convictions or i

necessary even in innpatem medicine bus;
polite inn should have at least
know when to come :n out of

sMuan

and

untrue

knows to be iniquitous, with

'lli

beai false

retain

to

woncss

or

obtain of-

fice.

The press has simply done its dutyin on 'ling Wbliams against Williams, in
exposing 11is garbling of quotations and

havi(M' Fi. (Irosvenor of

his

d.I« i!m> sizes 11]. Bi\an: “luhis speeches
ending to the lowest depths

generally

reckless

assertions;

and he

has railed at the newspapers on every ocThere is certainly nothing*schol-

casion.

In the darkest days of
"gisir.
td gre-.-i back eentest, no man of
respectable Manding ever appealed to the lower
pas-i n> and more degraded prejudices of
1

arly

or

statesmanlike in this part of his

utterances.
The

speech

at Dallas,

Texas, of Thomas
Georgia, the Populist candidate for Vice President, is attracting a
The siiver men say that gold has appregood deal of attention. lie was especialciated and that the gold dollar really repsevere in his denunciation of the Demoresents two hundred cents.
That is the ly
cratic party, but said practically nothing j
dollar tiie Republicans propose shall be
the Republicans.
lie lampooned
paid to the farmer for his products and to against
the laborer for bis labor. The Democratic Arthur Sewall, Democratic nominee for
Vice President, characterizing him as the
party pi-.poses to substitute a fifty-cent
dollar.
How can that benefit the farmer incarnation of all that is venal in politics
audience

mixe

more

than does

Bryan.”

E. Watson of

and

the laborer?

or

as

the prominent representative of
and the money power.
He

ft was

paign.

a

rather late

declared that Sewall went to the

this utterly unfounded aspersion upon
the intelligence and patriotism of the people of Waldo and Knox. The *‘Dryan

was

indicate that Waldo is the banuer
lican county.
The

1 event

damage

to

storm:

Repub-

have caused

roads, but have afforded

valuable

object lessons
is hoped will be

on

of

a

road is

much
some

road-making

hollow

;

personally supporting

a

ship of Maine.

Mr. Watson declared that

he

light

was

in this

to

a

finish, and that

he will not retire from the

race

for Vice

1

President in Mr. SewalPs

Bryan
blame,

is

and that if

Bryan

that if

favor;

Sew all

defeated,

will

be

instead

of

We heard the other

day of a campaign
recording now. It
was at a Grand Army reunion, and the
veterans were forming outside the hall
when an old man standing near lifted his
voice and said:
“Boys, I want to say a
speecli

that is worth

few words to you.
I am an old man, and
a soldier, and 1 have just realized what a

crowned, that hollow becomes a torrent
fool I have been all my life in voting the
a heavy rain, with results that need not
Democratic ticket.
(A few forcible adbe described.
There is no public work in
the word Democratic).
jectives
preceded
which reform is so urgently needed as in
Now, boys, 1 want you to promise me that
the making and repairing of roads.
will ever vote that
not one of
in

President Cleveland and

Secretary Car-

lisle have

given their endorsement of the
Indianapolis candidates and platform. In
reply to an invitation to attend the meet-

ticket.”
you
Our informant did not say what response
the boys made; but we doubt if any one
of them deposited a Dem-Pop ballot last

Monday,

or

will

ever

vote

ing for the notification of Palmer and

would dishonor the Nation

Buckner,

save.

President Cleveland says:
As a Democrat devoted to the principles
and integrity of my party, 1 should be delighted to be present on an occasion so
significant, and to mingle with those who
are determined that the voice of true Democracy shall not be smothered and who
insist that its glorious standard shall be
borne aloft as of old in faithful hands.

a

ticket that

they helped

A caller at The Journal office

suggested

a

cartoon

representing

to

Tuesday
Ilanson

witli the vote of Waldo county in*his vest
pocket, with a hole in the pocket. The
hole would have to be quite large to acthe situation.

curately picture

<•

to

wins it must be

|

>

Democrat for the Governor-

because Watson wins also.

that it
heeded.
It has
been demonstrated that water will not run
up bill; that it will seek its own level; and
that when gutters are filled up and the
centre

at that time

gold-standard

out

Demnorats*’ never had any foothold here,
and the returns received at this writing

Chicago

Convention, not only as a National bank
president, but as a gold-bug at heart, and

day to bring

1

.1

monopolies
An Augusta despatch published in the
l»ost->n Herald of Monday last speaks of
W a:<lu and Knox, the two strongholds of
the Divan Democrats in the present cam-
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natural sleep, per:

All the summer visitors at the Cove have
taken their departure with the
exception of
Mr. W. A. \Y hitney’s
family, who will remain a few weeks longer.

make

but the

pleased

:

i»

instead of t he ei< m.
vigor. In such <
nerve compound-

Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Reed completed their
very enjoyable three months’ visit Tuesday
and departed on the City of Bangor for their
home in New Jersey.

regret it.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
remedy is not a so-called patent medicine,

the Lieut.-Governor of Verto the

perfect

Nervura.

sure

And

is the means to

ually feeding

Augusta.

and in Islesb

you strong, energetic and robust, to give
again the sturdy power of sound vigor

physicians everywhere recom-

mend Dr. Greene’s Nervura

man

imported one campaign
speaker who could hardly have been prol'itable to them—Hon. A. O. Myers of
Ohio.
lie emptied a hall at Portland
that was not half filled when he began
liis speech, and the tenor of his harangue

baker's dozen of Democrats in the House.

lirst term.

by

of cures

The Democrats

Every seat
a

It is

cine in the world

at this opportunity to official position, and for the good of all
add my testimonial to the worth of Dr. ! who are sick, suffering or out of health,
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve rem- j: tells what this most marvelous medicine

has elect-

bv

far the greatest and best medito-day and has a record

You cannot afford to be sick; you owe
it to your friends, to your family, to yourself, to get well, and here, right at your

tive he became Senator, was afterwards
Judge of Probate, and then made Briga-

“1

respond-

occupied

and

well

as

Republican Representative

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kenney of West
Upton, Mass., returned home this week
from a very enjoyable visit to relatives here

you will remain in your condition of weakness and
ill-health, or be cured as you

strong.

wonderful medicine:

was

and there will be less than

From State

of eminence says
of Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
remedy, and of his cure by the use of this

In neither respect

wanting. Every county

Montpefigures in
Representa-

surely

of tt

Mr. Joseph Drinkwater will finish
clapboarding Union Hall this week, which will
greatly improve the appearance of the building.

Now is your golden opportunity to get
Now it is for you to decide whether

nerve

Palpitation

has been about thirty years since this
a

: v i,

The explanation is
tiiat impure bl.

Mrs. Annie Smith and family will move
their household effects to Rockland this
week, where they will reside in the future.

well.

publish

surely can be, by this grand restorer of
strength and vigor, Dr. Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy.

will cure you just so
you take it.
It will certainly make you

words.
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Here is what this
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to
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Harry Carleton and wife, who have been
summering at the Camp Ground, left for
Boston Monday.
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of the age, Dr. Greene's Nervura has done
for him and advises all to use it and be re-
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Dr. Greene’s Nervura is

voters but of many patriotic Democrats,

name

Populists
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vura

righteous
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ami candidates

say that Sew all must go;
but bewail says he will stick.
T

only

not

Third District.FRED ATWOOD.

The

It voices the

the battles of the Union.

First District .EDWIN PAYSON.

on

The honored Lieut.-Governor of a great
State lias been cured by Dr. Greene’s Ner-

indignation of every veteran from Kittery to Quoddy Head at the attempt to
defile the flag under which they fought

Augusta.

Second District- -A. R.

vindi-

a

England intelligence. It
protest against dishonesty, anarchy

a

and communism.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
For electors at large:

JOHN F. HILL of

It is

cation of New

Powers

houlton.

Of

party victory.

mere

a

steamer

People often wonder v
so weak;
why t h.\
why they start >t

Mrs. C. A. Mitchell is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Cyrus Fuller, in East Boston.

Known and Honored All Over the United States, Famous Brigadier
General Thomas, Lieut.-Governor of Vermont, Tells Those
Who Desire to Get Well that Dr. Greene’s Nervura is the
Medicine Which Will Surely Cure Them.

The

Nerves

news.

Miss Annie Ithoades began the fall term of
school in the lower district Monday.

to

FOR VICE PRESIDENT.

NEWS.

Oscar has Hurd the

Capt. Bray took the

Journal Pub. Co,

Republican

course

Three great big cheers for North port, Islesboro and Lincolnville.
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The dances at Odd Fellows’ Hall will be
Saturday evening under the same
management as last winter, with music by
Gilmore.

j resumed

half the
1 >! huiMing in addition
■■s, md list's it. for a stock
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before the Police
drunkenness and
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Wedding Bells.

1’. G. Hunt, whose house was damaged
by
lightning, as reported in The Journal last
week, says his right leg was numb for quite

while and there is a lameness about the
shoulder that did not exist before.
a

SOAP

be rebuilt.

in

by

a

no

doubt

/j

Soap

Philadelphia

firm in 1875. There are
number of them in this city, of
no use to their possessors, and
they are needed for school purposes.
a

is made in a twin bar
(as shown
above) for the sake of convenience ;
it is made of
pure materials for the
sake of quality; it is made
by our
peculiar processes for the sake of
effectiveness (doing its work
easily);
it is made at the
largest soap works
in the world for the sake of
supplying the largest demand in the world;
it is used everywhere for the sake of

A special train left here at 8 o'clock Sunday morning to carry Gov. Cleaves and Col.

Pitkin to Burnham to connect with the west
bound train. The return train brought Conl>ilworth, of the j
j-iayed under the names i1 gressman Millikeu, who concluded his
Path hoys learned the stumping by addressing a large meeting at
.!entity. The Times calls Augusta Saturday night.

along with them

l.mk

teller

12 to 5.

une—st ore

The auxiliary steam yacht Algonquin,
owned by Mr. Carter of Boston, was in port
'! u Oornforth, a sou of sta- ;
with Mr. James F. Browm and
rufortli of Thorndike, 1 Friday night,
friends of Boston on board. The party called
fore(lily jammed Friday
on friends in Belfast in the
evening and left
:.g !i;s father at that stanext morning for Bangor. Capt. Byron Hart
in was shackling cars on j
of this city joined the yacht here as pilot.
.ad got his foot caught in
Among the recent contributions to the
Girls’ Home were SI from Mrs. Frank ClemiiM)Kn. The sixteenth
ent, Newton Centre, Mass.; $2 from a
friend; S8 from the Givers and Gleaners of
Searsport; 12 rubber circulars from Mr. E.
C. Hilton, Belfast; dress goods from Mrs.
Arnold Harris, Belfast.
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The executive committee of the Children’s

Society will meet
to-morrow, Friday, at
Aid

at the
4

p.

Alliauce

rooms

m,

There will be a business meeting of the
Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance at their

Friday, Sept. 18th, at 3 o’clock P. M.
large attendance is desired.

rooms

A

King Pin, gr. s.
C. F Lane, Brooks, 2nd; Maud Pitcher, b.
W
Ward 2,
:
1,
m.. L L, Geutner, Belfast, 5d.
Best time,
d 1. lb: Ward a, IT The health, offers for sale ids restaurant on
j
‘2 24 1-4.
It has
Wagon race, trot and pace, purse
.1 voters who have i Main street opposite the post office.
are
a good run of business.
£25. Delia Wilkes, b. in., Fred Getehell,
ay since tlu- municipal
1st: Lady Dirigo, gr. in., H. C. Bu/./.ell, MonHie number of voters by j
Stf.ameu Notes.
A severe storm prevailroe, 2nd; Ned CL, !>. g., E. V-r. Gilmore, MonWard 1 420: Ward 2,
ed on tin* Massachusetts coast Wednesday,
l.
Best time, 5.00.
Belfast was largeroe,
Wai >1 1. 120 : Ward
1M
Sept. Pth. and the steamer City of Bangor,
on the grounds
ly
represented
yesterday.
election
in
September
with other steamers, deferred her deparTin* fair closes to-day.
registered ill the ture. She did not leave Boston
■">
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voting

by

a-hhiioiis

lists

wards

light
advertising columns and
in prices throw their competitors in the
shade.... II. L. Burk I in, by reason of ill
shine in

our
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for Fred G. White.
Jewell arrived last Thursland with lime for Cooper &
th coal

H.

S.

Briggs, Capt. Osborn,

is

Ilailowell for New York.
schooner Alma E. A.
"inched from H. M. Bean’s
t*

istc-1

Sept.
l.-'b.s,

The principal
as follows:

nth.

Holmes
net.

are

tonnage,

1

feet; length of keel, 100
i"
12 feet ; depth of hold,

h

Jonathan Cone and Sarah
1

in

Sunday nigut,
m
Bangor, the former
o'd the latter for Stamford,
Rayford sailed Tuesday for
port

■'

all... .The close time on partridges is off at
midnight Sept. 20th-The Islesborough at
Ryder’s Cove has closed for the season and
the Islesborough Inn at Dark Harbor will
close Sept. 2“>th_Among the places from
which the Cnion Times publishes correspondence are Hog Rack Mountain, Razorville, Delectable Mountain, McDonald and
Pleasant Point....A mowing machine was
used on schoolhouse common Saturday with
good effect.....The leaves are beginning to
turn.... Augustus Colburn caught another
big trout at Swan Lake last week.. A
family of Indians arrived last week and encamped at the eastern end <>f the Lower
Bridge_The sloop Water Nymph, Capt.
John Scott, came from Deer Isle Monday

lime for New York....The
■h

■■

Ames

was
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2,07o tons of
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ooner
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RANGES
MAKE

COOKING EAST.
Three Cold Medals.
A'EIR STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.

Agents in All Prominent Cities and

England.

m.

j

News

Good
The \en Shoe

for

I Belfast.

Factory Assured.
Home People.

Employment lor

gown of
riage a supper
apartments in

some

Semi n.<iiue ami address for
booklet, “Mrs. Fupkius' Thanks-

Magnolia

The

•rroll-Soule Co.,
Synwuse. N. Y. <
A/A/A/fl/AyA/A/Ay

Her kindness to the poor and needy, the sick
and sorrowing, endeared her to every one,
and she leaves a large circle of friends to
mourn their loss. The funeral services were
at her late residence the 10th inst., Rev. G.
G. Winslow of Belfast officiating. The Moral
tributes were many and very beautiful.
\ Sunday the Sept. 13th, the Grange held serj vices at the
grave, which was covered with
I
! flowers. Both services were
largely attended.
!
“Farewell! a little time, and we
\\ ho knew tliee \well, and loved thee
here,
One after
As

now

funeral

a

them.”
Comment is unnecessary.

M

the church m North Belfast last Sunday, Rev. M. A. Farreu preached morning
and evening. In the afternoon baptism by
immersion was administered to one candidate, Rev. J. F. Tilton of Belfast officiating.
Six persons were received into church membership upon confession of their faith and
om by letter, and the communion of the
Lord’s supper was observed, Rev. G. S.
Mills of Belfast officiating. Rev. J. F. Tilton will preach in the church next Sunday
at 2.80 p. m.
All are cordially invited. Mr.
M.-A. Farren closed his summer's work last

Heed, Dingley, Boutelle and Millitriumphantly re-elected to ConSomehow their names Sunday and returned
gress yesterday.
sound familiar. [Boston Herald.
Tu sday.
Messrs.
ken were

to

Bangor Seminary

soil

one

work

^VEY'ER

and

one

ON SALE IN THIS CITY

PLEASE wait and see our line before
buying.
We can save you 20 to 40 per cent, on Lamps
this season SURE.
■■■.
*
*
>};
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Stove

or

kis sold that is not

daughter,
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Think
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use an

have them

THE GOLD CLARION.

with other

ESTABLISHED 1839
INCORPORATED 1894.

write

the

to

E
V
E

WARRANTED.

for some days. On Friday he appeared
be as well as usual when he began work,
lie
and
worked actively. Late in the forenoon he showed signs of distress and almost
immediately expired. Mr. Whitmore leaves
a
wife. He was a Republican in politics.
For many years lie had been engaged in salmon

*

Belfast, Maine.»*

RANGES

QLARION
cf

men

manufacturers.

R
v

3
O
D

WOOD & BISHOP CO,, Bangor, Maine, Y

"SAMUEL ADAMS.

the lower river, and was well
Whitmore was in Fnxcroft

She was m tilled of the
visiting relatives
sudden death of her husband immediately.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Bicknc.il will be grieved to learn of
the. dM-.;th of their young son, Phillip Dyer,
aged nine months, who passed away this
morning at 11 o’clock after a severe and
lingering illness. Mr. and Mrs. Bieknell
have been residing at Alpine Tavern for
several months past but on account of the
illness of their child they came to Pasadena
and have been lately located with their relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Barker of North
Los Robles avenue. The funeral will lie
held Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Services

NEW

STORE.

NEW GOODS.

private. [Pasadena, Calif., Evening Star,
Sept. 4th,
Jonathan Dow of Deer Isle died Sept. 5th,
at the age of Si>. He left a widow 84 years
of age.
Mr. and Mrs. Dow were the oldest
married couple in Deer Isle, having been
married over fiO years, and always occupying the house where they began housekeeping. Mr. Dow left a widow, one sou ami
two daughters, and grandchildren and great-

Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

Specialty.

Lowest Prices.

Eleven Years Experience.

MAINE.

STREET, BELFAST,

MAIN

75

a

Store

formerly occupied by

U.

(

Marshal:.

grandchildren.
Congressman

Milliken

at

Augusta.

The great ovation that Congressman Milliken received at City hail, Saturday evening,
was a magnificent tribute to the faithful and
efficient services he has rendered the city
and the third district, in Congress, during
the past thirteen years.
ft was a grand
testimonial to his personal popularity and
to the strong and steadfast hold he h is upon
;

1

the hearts < f our people.
It was Mr. Milkken’s first political speech in Augusta, and
we know we voice the judgment of the vast
audience present when we say it was as fine
an address as ever was delivered in this
city—a clear, able and forceful presentation
of the great vital issues involved in the
Mr. Miliikmi’s telling
present campaign.
points were met with instant and hearty applause, and when he closed his speech, during the delivery of which not a person had,
apparently, left the hall, he received a
second grand ovation from the great assemblage present. The meeting, in all its stages,
was a
most inspiring one and must have
been to Mr. Milliken a pleasant termination
of Ins brilliant
and arduous cilhipaign.

[Kennebec Journal.

Up

Hill or Down Hill.

How’s

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
FRANK fi. WIGGIN. Casnier.

KNOWLFON, President.

L. A

Deposits Solicited

IMHY1M U

DKPOSITN:

July 2 1. I MU.
!$u!UM).2i>

1*!U.

Feb.

$39,353.09
July 11, 1 s !>'».

»!•<•. I

$12 3,0 $5.5*

Dec.

lS'.M.

Msirrh

N7‘MN0.5!»

$v'M*7 VVI

JULY

1M»5.

14, 1896.
5172,093.16.

$1U0,v:{n.17.

These ]i fares are taken fro>u oar sir >rn s*a. tentetif *
of the Currency, Washinyton, on the ah >ce dates.

to

DEPOSITS in the 1 VlilKMSf DKPAIt I’M KVP p p .mu
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d
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am! all lin om P. ink
much as every dmio-dt is a/-wo,7m/. /a
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank heim; the latest established Bank in Waldo C mot v. nr void in>• -r.•'>•!•■.
merits in Pire ami Bur^lar-l’ro >f work, th -rn iy o;V u in
bank in this countv.
\v
S1KK DEPOSIT BOtKV
We still have a lew
loeks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.
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New York journalism is at present absorbed in the question as to whether David
B. Dili is going to the Democratic State
It seems to be a prize puzzle.
convention.
[Boston Herald.

acy

At

UK, Hi ns S1 IIS

^21 Main

widow,

lvrentzer

Quartette, “Come to our Hearts and Abide,”

in Boston and New York this week buving’
and on our return we shall be able to show

the largest, best and

I

to

an

Chorus.

are

LAMPS!*-

*

LOWEST PRICE LINE OF

cortege to the cemetery.

had been at

A love feast was held at the Methodist
•hureh last Sunday morning at which the
pastor presided. His sermon was from 1.

Miliiken.

We

Lamps,

Joshua Whitmore, a long time resident of
Verona island, fell dead of heart trouble
Frill iv forenoon while at work on th bridge
between the island and
Bueksport. Mr.
Whitmore was about To years of age.
He

being arranged.

EVENING.

-(•LAMPS!

eternity."

McClintock Biock, Belfast,

COLBURN,

who have the sympathy of their many
friends in their sudden and unexpected
bereavement.
He will he greatly missed,
especially in the church where lie was seldom
absent from any of the services.

The annual meeting of the Maine Free
Baptist Association will be held at Bath on
October (5th-8rh. An excellent programme

Miss

W. T.

Deacon Win. Marshall died very suddenly
at his home in Isleshoro Sunday
evening,
Sept. (itdi. He was in his usual good health
wlnm lie retired early in the evening and
about, eight o’clock complained of a cramp
in his side.
11 is wife told him t«> sit up in a
chair and perhaps he would feel better.
He
did so and had just sat down when he
breathed his last. He was a man of about
fifty years and had always been very rugged
and free from complaints of any kind.
He
was deacon of the F. B. church, and well
known and respected by all.
He followed
the sea until within a few years; since then
he has lived quietly on his farm, lie leaves

Churches.

Solo,

..

row*

our

The Kennebec Journal in its account of a
recent Democratic rally at Pittsfield, addressed by Mayor Hanson of Belfast, reports
Hanson to have said :
“He said in conclusion that the people of
his own city of Belfast were so corrupt that
be had in iiis own party a very large purehaseable vote, and that vote buying was so
common that from $10 to $200 were paid for
votes and that in his election for mayor, recently, he had advised the members of his
own party and friends to receive the bribes
whether it was $10, a barrel of Hour or a
pair of boots, and then cheat the person
buying the vote by voting as t ey pleased.
He told the Pittsfield voters to sell their
votes if they had an opportunity, and advised them to accept the bribe as they then
would not get any more than belonged to

goods are all Fresh, Good Style Goods,
and every pair is a bargain.

shall follow thee
the gate of fear.

on

Tips.

These

sympathy of everyone is extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney in their hour of sor-

street.

twelve.

Ladies’ Real Kid Lace Boots,
Patent Leather

felt

enterprise

of

Ladies’ Real Kid Button Patent Leather Tips.
Ladies’Real Kid Button Common Sense

oliiciating, and numerous friends and relatives attending. Big Timber Lodge, Knights
of Pythias, of which Mr. Whitney is a member, turned out in a body and escorted the

Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
added impetus to the busicity. It- is subject to the follow- i next Sunday will be: 10:45 a. m., sermon
ing conditions: It shall draw 7 per cent, an- 1 by the Pastor; 12 in.,Sunday school ;4 p. m.,
nual dividend from profits of business if j Junior League; (5.15, Epworth League meetearned. It shall be paid in full when busi- ! ing, leader, the pastor, topic, “Enemies Because of Bigotry ;” 7 :15, song and
ness is wound up if there are sufficient asprayer sersets.
It shall he represented by one direc- vice ; Tuesday evening, prayer meeting:
tor.
It shall have a per share vote in organ- Thursday evening, class meetings. A corizing the company. It shall not be voted in dial invitation is extended to the public.
ordinary stockholders meeting. SubscripThe Services at the Universalist Church
tions to this stock will be received by the next
Sunday will be as follows: Morning
committee, Geo. W. Burkett and James H. worship with sermon at 10:45. Subject,
Howes.
“The Power of Faith.”
School at
ness

Style Congress Boots,
Men’s Good Style Lace Boots,
Men’s Heavy Tap Sole Lace Boots.

shock to relatives and friends. The funeral
services were held from the home of Mr.
and Mrs. II. Sanborn, Rev. W. J. Hannah

an

that will give

Men’s Good

Big Timber, Mont., Pioneer bus the
following in regard to the death of Charles
Wesley, sou of Adalbert and Lena Haney
Whitney, formerly of this city: “Although
for some time in delicate health, death came
suddenly and unexpectedly and was a great

Cor. 1 ■">: 18, and was an able discourse. The
assured fact that a company sermon was hallowed
by the communion.
j
will be organized In re to manufacture shoes
Owing to a misunderstanding in regard to
under the management of Messrs. Legro A
i dates the address of Rev. E. \V. S. HamSpalding. Mr. Sibley was in Boston last
mond, I). IX, at the Methodist Church, anweek and arranged details with the firm,
nounced for Wednesday evening, Sopl. Ibtii,
who are making preparations to move here
was postponed to to-morrow,
Friday, evenas soon as the legal matters of forming the
ing. The subject will be “The Freedmen's
corporation, getting the title to the building, Aid and Southern Education
Society.”
Mr. Sibley also
etc., can be arranged.
The U pic at the North church prayer
closed the bargain for the building, engine,
will be “Presenting Jesus to
etc., with Mr. West, treasurer, subject to meeting
John 1:85-51.
Others,"
Sunday services
the
Dana
approval by
Sarsaparilla Co., who
will be as usual.
The topic for tbe Chrisare to meet for that purpose Sept. 21st.
Mr.
Lennox has decided to take £5,000 of com- tian Endeavor meeting Sunday at (5.15 p. m.
will be “Our Tongues for Christ,” from
mon stock, £5,000 preferred, instead of his
Proverbs 15. The adjourned parish meetoriginal offer. The preferred stock is a safe
ing will be held next Monday evening.
investment to forward a home
It is

one

buy any of the following goods:

The

1st)], 10th and 20th.

i

Will

pilgrims*through

Which opens

Tbe Free Baptist quarterly meeting will
be held with the church in Islesboro Sept.

is

198c.!

_A

“Our circle is broken, one seat is forsaken,
One bud from the tree of our friendship is shaken,
< hie heart from among us no longer shall thrill
With joy in our gladness, or grief in our ill.”
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giving."

white silk. After the marwas served at Mr.
Pillsbury’s

Sunday
Young People’s meeting at 15.15
Satan Rebuking Sin!
in the vestry; topic, “Giving What We
Have.” Annual business meeting of the
Mayor Hanson issued the following
Young People’s Union at the pastor’s home
proclamation Monday :
Friday evening at 8 o'clock. Every member
>50 uic WARD.
is urged to attend, as there is
important
A reward of ($50) Fifty Dollars will be
with produce for shipment to Boston, and to
business to be transacted.
to any one furnishing evidence which
paid
buy goods... .The advertising steamer Ano- shall procure the apprehension and conTlie subject of the pastor’s
morning serdyne was in Belfast Tuesday, and went, up viction of any person who violates Section mon
at the Baptist church will be, “The
of the Revised Statutes, which
the Passagassawaukeag river to Citypoiut. 75, Chapter 4.
imposes a tine not exceeding $500 or im- Stone and the Image,” Dan. 2:34-85. The
She went out Tuesday night.... Mrs. Ellen
prisonment not exceeding one year.
evening sermon will be upon “Selling One’s
F. Musselman, Charles street, has a stray
Against any one who directly or indirectlleb. 12:1(5. Below is a list of
tointlueuce
by bribery any voter Birthright,”
black and white coon kitten that she will ly attempts
the musicai selections:
in giving his vote or to withhold his vote.
She has
be glad to restore to its owner.
E. F Hanson, Mayor.
MORNING.
taken <*are of it for several weeks.
Belfast, Maine, September 12, 181H).
Anthem, “It is the Lord’s Own Day,”

GLENWOOD
Towns in New

Hilda, oh.

r.

m., Friday, arriving here Saturday morning.
a/.iey, Esq., 1 The I'enobseot arrived ht re Wednesday
Tio.vn
Tuesday and ; mori'Mig from Boston and came, down river
-ti'Ts
William
E.
Thursday, but remain, d at Ko -klaml until
1. ( losby.
Roth were
Friday morning, si'.- arrived at Boston at “»
■;
-mlitmu and were given
r. m. Friday and left Saturday at the usual
The I > :wnes was built in i hour, arriving here Sunday morning. It was
-wiled in New Haven, the first interruption of regular trips for
ilmr.iughly overhauled many weeks.. .Th. Bar Harbor Record is
a
new nu/.zen topmast,
conducting a voting contest for the most
-•t-eiass rendition both bepopular captain running on the steamers in
Ca; -• J. W. Haskell of Deer Frenchman's bay. Capt. Hickson of the
'intending the repairs, steamer Sappho now leads the list, and
Rapt. E. T. Marshall, who votes have been sent in for Capt. Mark Innstautly for three years, graham of the steamer Mt. Desert, Capt. C.
The Mary L. Crosby was A. Barbour of the steamer Cimbria, Capt. G.
H. Barbour of the steamer Sedgwick, Capt.
!• ill ls.sp and is owned by
f Isles boro.
Both vessels Henry Barbour of the steamer Tremont and
f -r hfteeii years when built, Capt. Arey of the steamer Hector and others.
mirvey continues the rating
Chat. Capt. D. H. Libby is making a full
" time.
The Crosby sailed
suit of sails for a Cape Ann maekereliuan,
iamgor to load ice for New
including fore and main gafftopsails and
F. Hart arrived Sept. 10th
staysail. The craft is about three feet over

n

trot and pace, purse, '•■175,
I-. Wdliams, Hartlaud, 1st

Ih

an

m

Lever

Capt. Clias. Baker has raised this year 01 vase, Mrs. G. E.
Brackett; hand
bushels of onions on a piece of land 12x80
china, Mrs. F. W. Chase aud Miss
to
a
feet, equal
crop of 1,400 bushels per Robbins; china
plate, Mrs. L. L. Robbins;
acre.
As 800 bushels per acre is a
big crop pair vases, Miss Cora Lord; cream ladle,
At a business meeting of .George Pratt
the captain thinks he is “high line.”
Miss Bertha Blake; souvenir
Epworth League Monday evening Miss
spoon, Rev. J‘
The sound money Democrats of Belfast F. Tilton; side-board
Lena Sanborn was chosen fraternal delescarf, Mrs. Nellie
are arranging to put out. a
campaign Mag Howard.
gate to the State Convention of the W. C. T.
bearing the namvs of Palmer and Buckner.
I ., and C F. Ginn, Miss Mary Jackson and
Cuutis-Luce. A pretty wedding took
Mrs. Frank l1. Blodgett were chosen dele- It will be suspended over Church street piti<*e. at four o’clock
Thursday afternoon,
from
the
Bank
and
the
A.
Savings
building
Sept. 10th, at home of Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
gates to the Epworth League Convention to
D. Chase store.
Curtis,
Union
street, wiieu their son Eube held in Providence, R. I., in October.
gene Marcus Curtis, and Miss Annie Estelle
is a list ot unclaimed letters reFollowing
Luce
of Searsmont were married
The schooner Fairy Forest returned
by Kcv.
h'red M. Preble in the
in t-lie Belfast post office for the
presence of about,
September '.Mli from an 8-davs’ fishing trip maining
week ending Sept. 12. 18‘N>: Ladies—Mrs. thirty relatives and friends. The, wedding
to Isle an Haut and Mr. Desert.
march was beautifully played
They I'liehe Bashaw; Miss Bessie
by Miss Leila
Johnson; Miss M. Bueklin for the bridal party to enter the
found hut. one day suitable for fishing, but
Kate Le C.-afe. Gentlemen—Mr. M. J. Ma- alcove in the parlor, separated from the
made a good haul. The total catch of the
loof; Piine Morse; Mr. H. W. Moody; Mr. main room by an arch of evergreen and asters. The maid <>f honor was
party is reporred as ah.<ut o,(DO pounds. The
Marguerite,
\V.
Kiley.
the sweet; little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F.
ompain consisted --f twelve men from BelAnother Storm. There was a repetition S. Farnsworth, dressed in white with sweet
fast, Brooks, Monroe and Jackson. They
here last week on a somewhat. b>sser scale of peas. The bridesmaid was Miss Florence it.
r-'port the weather rough and fish scarce.
lvLowltou, who wore violet and white ortin* great storm of Sept. <>th.
The rain be- gandie iind looked charming. Pretty stick
Several pi n s of business in this city are
w. re
b
pins
o'clock
gan falling about
wedding favors. The bride was
Wednesday
undergoing improvements. Critchett-, Si liin a becoming costume of pearl
evening and continued through the day and gowned
iandsdovvne, with delicate pink trimmings
my Co.'s shoe
factory has been newly well into the
night Thursday. From mid- ami carried a beautiful bunch of pink roses.
painted outside; Fred (I. White’s store*
the wind blew a The groom and his best man, Fred T. Gould,
night
Wednesday
night
Daises have been painted and otherwise im" ere
attired in conventional black.
The
gale for about 2 hours, hut caused no damproved: Cooper «S; Co s lumber and lime
parlor and other rooms were decorated with
in
this
age
vicinity. There was no particu- green plants and beautiful
sheds and the storehouses on the Lewis
asters, purple
lar damage to the highways, though there
and white.
After the wedding, lunch was
wharf property have been lvshingled ; and
served by Mrs. Curtis, who wore a
was a general washing everywhere.
dainty
L T. Shales' wharf is receiving u* w plankdress of niie green, assisted by her niece,
Fred G. White has received three new Miss Aidana E. Buzzell and the bride's sising and .-ther repairs.
“Columbian Year Baling Presses,'' manu- ter, Miss Dana A. Luce. Mr. and Mrs. Curtis go to Boston to spend a week, after
A committee from the High school, with
factured by the Hedrick Company. One
which they will live at the groom’s home.
Miss Helen Denton chairman, have in preLoth of the young people are well and favorpress is for sale and the other two will be
paration a supper and entertainment to he used in his hay business. The bundles made ably known here, as the many tine gifts evigiven in the Opera House Sept. 2."th. The bv these press, s are smaller than those of denced, and their friends ail wish them a
happy future. [Camden Herald.
Belfast Band are to give their services and the old lever
presses, are of better shape,
some of the best, musical Talent in the
Dk Groot-Pillsbury. Sept. 8th at
city and can be stowed r.o better advantage
Mr. Edward B. De Grout, of Morrishas been promised.
The proceeds are to be either in a vessel or ear. Mr.
White will p. in., X.
and Miss Sadie Berry Pillstown,
used in buying a new piano for the school- have them set,
in
a few days and invites
up
bury of Bangor were married in Pilgrim
room and the scholars should receive liberal
ehun
all interested to call and see them at work.
h, Columbia street, Dorchester, Mass.
Miss Pillsbury was formerly a resident, of
patronage. Full particulars will be given
The Monkoe Fair. The fair of the Waldo
Bangor,
prominent in musical and social
next week.
and Penobscot Association at Monroe open- circles, and a graduate of the Bangor High
school
in
the class of 'Pa. She has been
NKW A nvFKTiSEMKXTS.
W. T. Colburn, ed Tuesday with a good attendance and an i
studying music in Boston with Miss Berry,
Me Cxi n took Block, Belfast, is offering great assurance of the usual su icess. There were I and will continue her studies with Mine.
bargains this week in foot wear for men and three turf events the first day : Three-year- j Wieuzkowska. She is the daughter of the
late F. A. H. Pillsbury of Bangor, and lias
women.
Fine, good style goods only {IS olds, trot and pace, purse £50, C. H Nel- j
recently been in Bangor on a visit. The
cents a pair... H you want to illuminate, son's b. m, Silkey 1st, Ni*kle Whist, b. in., 1 groom is a
professor in a boys’ school at Mt.
1
if you want a lamp to read or sew by, go to J. H. Thayer,! Winterport, 2nd.
Time, Chase. The bride was given away by her
E.
B.
Pillsbury. She wore a hand1-2, 2 48 1-2. Then came the 2 20 class, uncle,
irle W Jones, _’l High street, who let their 2.
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Abbie S. Ellis died at her home in Brooks
Sept. 8th. She was born in Belfast, May 25,
1835, and was the only daughter of Edward
and Nancy Bicknell. One brother, S. G.
Bicknell of Belfast, is the last of her father’s
family. She leaves a husband, Joseph Ellis,
to whom she was married Nov. 19, 1857, and
three sous and one daughter. The eldest
son, Herbert O., lives in Anchor, N. M.; Joseph E. lives on the Ellis farm in Brooks;
and Alfreda Page, the daughter, also lives
iu Brooks. David P., the youngest of the
family, lives with his father’s sister, Mrs.
Emily Pierce of Belfast. She will be ever
remembered by her family as a kind and
loving wife and a dutiful and affectionate
mother. Although an invalid for over two
years, knowing all the* time that the end
was near, yet she was cheerful and uncomplaining to the last. She was a charter
member of Ritchie Grange and held several
offices and positions of trust iu the order,
and will be greatly missed by her sisters
painted
and brothers.
Hattie

Less Labor
Greater Comfort

[Hal-

is a'
luxury, *

suit and

>

ige” on the Gurney’s !
'.is undergoing repairs at
j
m of Sept, nth, has been !
until the
temporarily,
j
the road from Gurney’s

(full

the bride in a cream brocade lansdowne, trimmed with lace and cream satin
ribbon.
The bridegroom is a young mechanic and is highly respected in his community. The bride is a graduate of Belfast
High school of the class of ’94, and has many
friends here. They will leave Saturday for
Bristol, Maine, where they will remain
about two weeks, after which they will begin housekeeping in Maplewood. The wedding gifts were many aud valuable, many
being of solid silver. They included a set of
silver knives bought with money left by her
father, the late Dr. Jason Gordon, for that
purpose; a gold watch aud Smyrna rugs
from her mother; oak chamber set from
her brother William; a set of nut picks
aud table scarf from her sister Addie;
a
lamp from her aunt, Mrs. Celia V.
Richards; cake basket, Mrs. F. H. Black
and children; sugar spoou, Miss Sarah H.
Fletcher; set of spoons and Belfast souvenir,
Belfast Lodge of Good Templars; butter
knife, Charles W. Lancaster; berry spoou,
Miss Flora Webber; jelly spoon, Leforest L.
Robbins; sugar bowl and tongs, Mrs. Mary
L. Patterson; pickle
jar, Mrs. A. E. Hub-bins; napkin ring, Miss Ethel Hutchins;
dessert spoons, S. G. Stimpson and wife;
Belfast souvenir spoon, Harry Stimpson;

kdfiLI&ifl

l

^

pure and
of
► fruit
►

Union street, Tuesday evening, in the presThe ring serence of a few near relatives.
vice was performed by Rev. J. F. Tilton.
The bridegroom was attired in a full evening

Sunlight

The Executive Committee of the Belfast
Board of Trade met Tuesday and elected A.
C. Sibley, W. C. Marshall, W. B. Swan and
A. A. Howes as delegates to the State Board

uteneed to bO days in I of Trade, which meets in Portland
to-day.
depart and to stay
Brick would like, to obSuperintendent
is suspended and he
tain three of the maps of Belfast
published

s<

(Wholesome,

Mr. Manfred Lawler
Lawler-Gordon.
of Maplewood, Mass., and Miss Nellie Farris Gordon were married at the home of the
bride’s mother, Mrs. Annie S. Gordon, No. 9

This !

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
of Catarrh that cannot he cured by Hall’s

E. H. DU MIN, M. D.
of Glasses and Diseases ol
the Eye ard Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

Office hours until II

case

From 12.30 to

Catarrh Cure.
F. ,T. CHENEY N CO., Props., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfect
ly honorable in all business transactions and
financially able to carry out any obligations made
by their firm.
West & Tki ax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, ().
Waldino, Kinnax & Makvix, Wholesale Drug
gists, Toledo. <).
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by al
Im35
Druggists. Testimonials free.

3

p.

a.

1

Belfast National Bank,
Beli'ast,

Maine.

m.

m.

MAINE.
SEARSPORT,
_13tf_

Restaurant for Sale.
On account of ill health 1 oiler for sale my
restaurant on Main street, opposite the
Post Ofliee.
iners.

Pel fast,

Has

a

Will he sold

good run of cash eusa bargain.
H. I*. BUCIvLIN.

Opun

from 9 to 12 A. M.
1

to

UKPOSITS

SUBSCRIBE

From

4 P. M.
SOl.ICITKf).

Htf

FOR^^^^

at

Sept. 1G, 1896.—I\v38*

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Zeb’s Pet Salmon.
For Twenty Years it Inhabited Alternately Zeb’s
Spring ami the Government's Hatchery Pond,
and Kverj change Brought .Needed Hollars to
Its Owner.

Toddy

Pond,

Me.

Rutherford, a
intelligent salmon

do-

mesticated and very
belonging to Xeb Atkins of Hot Hole Mountain, is dead. The immediate cause of
his

taking oft was old age, though much
handling and long journeys overland to
the Dead River fish hatchery no doubt
shortened liis clays. Xeb’s liking for Rutherford was of an uncommon kind, even in
these days of erratic and erotic affections.
The tender and pink steaks, which make
most salmon precious as well as
palatable,

taken into the account when
Zeb made an iimntory of Rutherford’s
assets.
A tisli that could keep a
large
spiiug of water free from frogs and insects foi twenty years and earn in the
same time
JJ<> in cold cash was something uncommon, even in Maine, where
the natural and the supernatural walk
hai u in hand.
It was obvious to everybody who knew the circumstances that
/- b prized Rutherford as a
money winner
'mi
eDticiential companion, and liked
him so well that no epicurean thought
crossed Lis mind,
in a case of live salmon
and regular income against boiled
>alim>ii and green peas Xeb espoused the
unpopular siue, and Rutherford survived
two decades.
Xeb is a farmer, w ho follows
fishing for
an avocation,
preferring the joys of the
gentle art to anything" he can lind around
the ioatei> bench at the
Late
grocery.
ru
May. lsi'», when his neighbors were
saving their dollars to go to Philadelphia,
ie took his dip net and went down towards the hay, hoping to catch a few
smelts.
The second sweep of the net
brought him in a gilded and vermillionsalmon
that weighed eight pounds.
spotted
P\ soaking bis net
occasionally in fresh
water lie got the tisli home alive.
He put
it into the great boiling
spring back of his
house.
In a few weeks it had devoured
all the swimming and
creeping things that
made their home in the
spring, and began
to look to Xeb for sustenance,
liv carrying out chopped meat and scraps from the
table whenever he went for a pail of water. Xeb soon tamed the fish so it would
Lome and take the food from his hands.
When the Republican National Convention met and nominated Gov. Haves for
President, Zeb named his tisli Rutherford
m honor of tlie
winning candidate. After
that the salmon was regarded as a member of the l.unily and no
longer was mentioned as “it."
I lie pinch of hard times, which was felt
til over Maine in 1870, fell
upon Zeb with
the rest.
One day when lie was feeling
unusually poor a neighbor asked him why
he '.id not sell Kutherford to the tisli
hatchery. Zeb could not endure the
thought
parting with his tisli. Then
he >ecejve<i a letter from a lawyer,
asking
tor
immediate payment on a small bill
that was lung overdue.
That night Kuth: lord was taken in a tub to the
hatchery
and Zeb went home with 83.90 in his
lie was very sad all through
pocket.
haying. In August, when his grass was
’.n the
barn, he went after berries, in his
travels he came to the
great pond where
he hatchery lish are coniined.
lie was
berries
and
picking
whistling an old cuue
when he heard a splash in the water,
log owed by another and another until a
;i‘ sinning salmon dashed
against the
tight at lus feet.
Zeb knew at
Ota: ii was Kutherford.
He fed his
]" t with a few berries from bis pail and
ei
ie -me to pass a bad night.
Though
h. might bravely, the
temptation was too
^
jn-- -md : ee i.-xt day Kutherford was
"oh. u io-m the pond and put back in the
was

never

laid their boat loads of fresh eggs, he fed
upon the tender wigglers and
then moved away to the shades of an
overhanging elm root, as if the sunlight
made him weary.
For a month he remained here, refusing to come when Zeb
called him and taking no heed of the
throbbing new life which June had engendered. Then came the end. Early in
July Zeb went to the spring to get water
for his morning coffee, and saw Rutherford floating on top of the water.
Zeb
picked him up carefully and found he had
been dead several hours.
Zeb put the body on the scales for the
last time, and discovered that Rutherlord had shrunk away to less than three
pounds. Then he wrapped him in a cloth
and buried him in the garden among the
sweet peas.
Later, with the aid of chalk
and shingle, he added up Rutherford’s
earnings, and learned that by selling him
13 times to the same man he had obtained
$5:1.Off, which is probably a larger amount
than ever was paid for any other salmon.
VinufL G. Eaton.
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sparingly

The

Discordant

Providence,

ing

The names of

of

10.

Five

yesterday

and last
were

night,
saved.

boats could not be

the

How often women wake up in the
cheerful and happy, determined to do so much before the day
ends, and yet:—
Before the morning is very old, the
dreadful BACK

morning

4

ACHL

double-end

appears,

fishing the brave spirit
boat hailing from Portsmouth, N. H.,
sinks hack in i
two were cat-boats, one was a yaw l-rig- affright; no
1
ged sharpie and the other was a smaller matter how 1
hard she strug u
boat.
All the boats were wrecked a mile
I
gles, the
from the
The crew of the fisherlearned.

One

was

a

shore.
rescued by another craft and
four or five men were picked up by the
old bark John Harvey, which is used iu
connection with the construction of the
Point Judith breakwater.
The wind at one time reached a velocity
of eighty miles an hour at Point Judith.
The captain of the life saving station says
the storm was one of the worst on record
Steamer
for this season of the year.
Rhode Island from New York got up to
Her pasthe dock at 11 this morning.
sengers report that they received a terrific
Point
Judith.
shaking up going around
men

Democracy.

men

the storm

hut it is believed all hands

presidential campaign of 1890 bereft of

leading

I., Sept.

R.

vessels were wrecked at Point Judith dur-

Doomed to Defeat, says the Boston Herald.
If it bad been predicted a year ago that
the Democratic party would go into the
all its

BRAVE SPIRITS BROKEN.

Storm.

Many Vessels Wrecked on Xew England I'oast.
Driven on Hie Bocks by the Terrific Gale which
was lttiglng.

It Is

nearly

Fearful

were

VESSELS

recognized

ASHORE

ANl) DAMAGED.

couch, crymg:—“ Why
should I suffer so ?
What can I

Where did it come from and where did it go ?
Thai was the question that puzzled us so,
As we waded the dust of the highway that
flowed
By the farm like a river—the old country
road.

down,

wished in

we

hearts,

our

fairly glowed,

as

our

as

jH

|H

We remember the stage driver's look of de-

H

And the crack of his whip

ft

AYege table Preparation for As

road.

SIGNATURE

similating the Food andRegula
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

fabulous place up the old country

some

THE

FAC-SIMILE

he strode

From

-OF-

light,

Bp

to

**

And

as

he wheeled in-

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful
and Rest.Contains neither

sight;
thought we could read

in each glance
he bestowed
A tale of strange life up the old
country
road.

Kg

E.
Pinkham’s

Lydia

Vegetable

Compound

j

we

<

were

Take

asy to Operate

Hood’s

S55T

nor Mineral

Oh! the top nf the hill

was

IS ON TK

WRAP!

Ucapt tjf Old D.-SAMl 'LL riTCMH
jPumpkui Seed
silx. Sennet
Hochellt Softs
/Inist Seed

/

ftppi

(
\
J

4

[form Seed
Clarified Siujar
nenkryrttn f lavor.

Apcrfert Remedy

for

BOTTLE

Constipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions ,feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP

the rim of the

world,

And the dust of tin* summer that over it
curled
Was the curtain that hid from our
sight the
abode
Of the fairies that lived up the old country
road.

Tac Simile

|

of

Signature

NEW YOHK.

Castoria is put r.p
rue-si::'
is not sold in t
1? ni't a'.',
you anything else n t1 ’.'w
is "just as good" and Mvi!l
See that you get C d
pose."

old country road! I can see it still flow
Down the hill of my dreams as it did long

The

ago;
1 wish

And

even

could lay off my

1

now

load,

And rest by the side of the. old country road.
[Ladies’ Home Journal.
The
On

Little

Held

by

the

\>

)

Jji Carbonate Soda

coun-

■.

OF EVERY

4

rnant

unhoed,

Till the wagons drove off down the old
try road.

EXACT

COPY OF WRAPPER,

Sea.

gray day by the sea,
I looked from the window and saw
The beautiful companies of the daisies bow,
And toss in the gusty flaw.
a

PROBATE NOTICES.
I’robare Court held

At a

For the wind

was in from the sea;
The heavy scuds ran low;
And al! the makers of holiday were
Caught in the easterly blow.

abashed,

W. CARVER, (iuardian

T

granted.

to

A true

over

the daisies in June.

them, ha,

what storms

In from the unknown sea,
The uncharted and ever-sounding desolate
main
We

Old >. K. JOIl.VSt)N, Judge.
Attest
c<>py.
Ch,\s. P. IlA/.Ki.ri.NK, Acting Register.

have called Eternity.

They shudder and quake

and are torn,
the stormy moods race by,.
then in the teeth of remorse the tempestuous lull,
Once more the hardy ery.

As
And

a Prohate Com!. hob! at Belfast, within and
for t lie County of Waldo on the second Tuesday
of September, A. I). is*.*d.
4 certain instnunent. purporting
.In hist
.A will and tesrainent of JnSKPH « RTIS, laic
ot AVinterport. in sn‘id Cotintx ot Waldo, deceased, having been presented b
probate, also that
administration with the will annexed be granted
to J->seph 11. (htrris.
Ordered, That noth e be gm-n fo all persons mterested b\ causing a copy ot this order to be
pi: dished three \\--eks sue<a-ssi,in he Republican Journal, prime-: at lb fast. ha; thm nu\
In,.t in-ibis;',
appear at a Pr bate Court, to
within and for said Cc ; \. n
>e
d T
a: b-i
-r t in* c
b
i.
day -f )- robe. nc\
noon, ami show cause. 1 ! aiiv t m*\ li.i-.t-, w 11 v tin
same should not be pnanl, app!' >v e-1 and
l« o\cd
< 11 a >.
1.. ,b >li NS< i\ .!• !go
A true copV. Attcsr.
Ciias. P. H \zt i.:
Acting RegiStei

“Fear not little folk of my heart.
Nor let the great hope in you fai! !
Being children of light, ye are made as
Mowers of the grass
To endure and survive and prevail."
! Bliss Carman in The 1 mlep-uident.

1

the

at

ease

an

to reach the dis-

all until S.

given, when
improvement

was

was

at

once

noticed.

medicine was
continuecd with favorable results, and

The

cured
she is
sound and well, her
is
perfectly
| skin
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ened to blight
S.S.S. (guaranteed purely vegetable)
Rheucure* Eczema, Scrofula, Cancer,
matism, or any other blood trouble.
It is arealblocd remedy and always
cures even after all else fails.

A Real Blood
Take a blood remedy for
a tonic won’t cure it.

Remedy.
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Mr. E. D. Jenkins, of Lithonia, Ga.,
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says that his daughter. Ida, inherited
the usual
severe case of Eczema, which
to
failed
mercury and potash remedies
relieve. Year by year she was treated
with various medicines, external applications and internal remedies, without
intense,
Her sufferings were
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and her condition grew steadily worse.
All the so-called blood remedies did not
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certain real estate ot said ward, which is fullv described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that
they may appear at a Probate Court to he held
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of Octobernext.at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer »t said petiti>>nei should'not be

the rune of the world,
The star-trodden ageless rune,
Glad as the wind blown multitudes of the
as

ot

•)
A’ER of Lineolnville, in said County of Wal
do, having presented a petition for license to soil

thousand shapes of joy,
Sunlit and fair and wild—
All the bright dreams that make the heart
of a man
As the heart of a little child—

White

Belfast, within and for

County ot Waldo on the second Tuesday of
September. A.I>. 18‘.M>.
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They dance

at
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My heart, too, is a tield,
Peopled with shining forms,
Beautiful as the companies of the grass,
And herded by swift gray storms.
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Opium,Morphine

Not Narcotic.

And the gypsies—how well we remember
the week
They ramped by the old covered bridge on
the creek—
How the neighbors quit work, and the crops

■

■

ness

The movers came by like a ship in full sail,
With a rudder behind in the shape of a pail—
With a rollicking crew and a cow that was
towed
With a rope on her horns down the old country road.

1

Easy

THAT

eyes

We could lind where it came from—the old
country road.
We remember the peddler who came with
his pack
Adowu the old highway, and never went
hack;
And we wondered what things he had seen

will stop the
Vineyard Haven, Mass., .Sept. 10.
influence at the North, and with the loss About 50 lishing schooners ami a small
torture and
of not a few of them at the South also, he number of coasters were anchored at Tarrestore courage
would have been thought wild in judg- | paulin Cove last night during the violent
All such pains conic from a
deranged I
Schooner Red Jacket, of
ment, indeed, who had anticipated for it. easterly gale.
success.
We think there is no precedent and from Rockland for New Bedford and uterus. Trouble in the womb blots
out the light of the sun at midday to
for the present condition of affairs in the Providence with 1,580 barrels of lime,
Democratic ranks. There have been seces- parted both chains and dragged afoul of a vast number of women.
sions from parties in similar circum1’e advised—do as many others have
the lishing schooner Edith L. Conley, carstances, but never any like this one.
The rying away the port rail and chain plates.
done and are doing—procure Lydia E.
has
divided
in
a
that
it
the
west
takes
She afterward drove ashore ou
party
I'inkham's Vegetable Compound
way
at
out of the hands of men who have been
side of the harbor, where she is pounding
once, and commence without
delay to
its active leaders for a generation, and heavily, hut remains tight.
The Conley
realize the relief it is sure to bring you.
has put nearly all of them either in active lost her bowsprit and all headgear.
The fishing schooner Emma of Portland
opposition to the candidate it has named
for the presidency or has left them in parted both chains and fouled schooner
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
doubt as to giving him support, or in Mertis II. Perry of Gloucester and had
lukewarm acquiescence in its action.
Her standmain and foreboom broken.
SHIPS.
Where is the northern Democrat whom ing rigging was carried away, port bulAbner Coburn, J P Butnam, arrived at
the party has been in the habit of recog- warks stove and she afterwards went
nizing as a leader, or looking up to as an ashore on the rocks near the light house Yokahama July 14 from New York.
A G Ropes. David Rivers, arrived at San
authority or guide in political opinion, and bilged. She lost both seine boats. Francisco
July 21 from New York.
who is to-day advocating the election of The Mertis H. Perry lost her foremast
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, arrived at HaliBryan? We confess to being unable to find and bowsprit with all headgear, broke fax, N S, Sept 4 from Jloilo.
him.
mainboom and foregaff and sustained
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at Hong
The Indianapolis convention represent ether damages.
During the collision Ned Kong Sept 2 from Singapore.
those of the more earnest Democrats who Sheen of Provincetowu, one of the Perry’s
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from Montevideo May 29, from New York for San
are loath to carry their votes over to the
crew, jumped overboard and was drownFrancisco.
other party, but neither in itself nor in ed.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from
its proposed candidates does it represent
The fishing schooners Helen and Maud New York June 27 for Zanzibar.
1 the full extent of Democratic defection to
Gertrude, of Newport, both parted their
El Capitan, A L Carver, arrived at Shauthe regular party ticket in this campaign, j chains and went ashore on the west side
ghae Aug 9 from New York.
In the first place there is a Democratic ! of Tarpaulin Cove.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
President and an entire Democratic cabi! from New York June 20 for Shanghae.
SCHOONER UNION DISABLED.
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hong
net in this attitude.
Was there ever any10. Schoon- Kong June 21 for New York.
thing approaching a precedent for this? j nerPortsmouth, N. 1L, Sept.
Great
Admiral, Rowell, at Hobart Town,
Union, Kingsbury, Bath for Boston,
In the next place there are the men of
YDL, Aug 3 for Marseilles.
eminence who propose to vote for Me Kin- | is lying at anchor in the lower harbor in
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailley outright, and who see no need of a a disabled condition. When off Boon Is- ed from New York June 27 for San Francisco.
third candidate in such an emergency. In land yesterday the schooner was struck by
P R Gilkey,sailed from Shanghae
Josephus,
the third place there are those who have a heavy squall and had the main boom, July 24 for New York via Hong Kong.
and
sails
The
blown
L
gaff
Jerry’s
away.
not declared themselves either way, or
Mary
Cushing, J N Pendleton, at New
who, if they have declared for the Chicago Point life saving crew worked the vessel York for Melbourne.
May Flint, E 1) P Nichols, sailed from New
candidates, have done it under a virtual into a harbor.
York July 21 for San Francisco.
BARGE SUNK IN STORM.
protest, which nullifies to a great dePuritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at Hiogo
inliuence of their support.?
gree the
New York, Sept. 10. The large ocean- Aug 7 from Philadelphia.
I’he
demoralization of
the party is
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from New York
going tug Underwriter came into the
demonstrated in New England by the lower
2 for Anjer; spoken July 23, lat 23 N,
bay
early this morning and anchor- July
oil 37 W.
in Vermont,
vote
but was it
not
ed barge Mercedita, which she had in
R
R
Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
as evident to the
careful observer betow, off Liberty Island. The Underwriter York June 22 for Hong Kong.
fore the election as it now is? What party left
in
tow
Philadelphia Monday having
Sachem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
ever suffered the loss of half the leaders
the coal barges Mercedita, for Boston, July 2 from Samarang.
that have gone from the Democratic party and
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from ShangJersey Belle, for Providence. YesVince the Chicago convention and held its !
terday morning the crafts encountered a hae previous to Sept 4 for Singapore.
own? What chance is there, then, for the
St
Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
very heavy sea which tore off the tarpauDemocrats to hold their own in the eleclin and hatchway of the Jersey Belle and Philadelphia July 30 for San Francisco.
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, sailed from
tion of this year? And it must be remem- she sank in a few moments.
The Jersey New
Y<*rk Sept 4 for Shanghae.
j bered that before these fatal divisions Belle had a cargo of 2,500 tons of coal. < »n
Tillie F Starbuck. Eben Curtis, sailed
I were brought about the party was in a the barge besides Capt. Wolfe and crew from
Honolulu July 21 lor New York.
j minority.
were the captain's wife and son and Miss
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, at New York for
\\ c arc told by the supporters of Bryan
Ella B. Couillard, a New England school San Francisco.
Wm 11 Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, at
! that this is to be changed at the West. teacher who lives somewhere along the Pesjiiino-.
I'-ciune was kind to Zeb for three rears, We beg to ask. why should it be? Take nobscot river in Maine, who has been sjfeud- Shanghae Aug 11 for New York.
W
J
the Mates of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, arriv•'
h^T’u a lever broke out iuh.s family |
iug her vacation on the ocean. She sailed ed at Yokohama
Aug. If! from Vladivost.ork.
! Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa, and how
from New England on anothei barge. Siberia.
•!
*K his ast cent and -eft him in debt,
many Democratic members of congress Just before the sinking of the barge
h.
-umis he again took Kutherford to
barks.
the boiler which ran the pumps blew up
'M e: ; .iud opcred him for sale. Mr. now represent those localities? Just two,
Adam W Spies, C N JMeyers, sailed from
the
those
from
State of Ohio.
The
and,
with terrific force, scattering coal and
oK'kcd the tisli over, am., turning
New York April 13 for Anjer.
!
The barge
hai.-k ot us dorsal tin. showed a party starts out on that basis, and, in the splinters in every direction.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
face
of
it
would
have
it
believed
that
with
sank
in about twelve fathoms of w ater and Buenos
•;ji> bi'.u : e tag which was attached to
Ayres Aug d from Bridgewater, N 8.
the
secession
of
all
leaders
its
line,
along
her
masts
are
out
of
the
water.
b'ntlmi: •:«?*.* back with a platinum wire.
Carrie 1. Tyler, Lancaster, ‘loured from
sticking
1 ;.i> hsi. lias been liere before,** .-aid in a ratio, it may be, less than that in Through the good work of (apt. Wiley of New York Sept 9 for Charleston, S C.
New England, but still very great, it lias the Underw rite] the
C I* Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Mon’:■1 k.
•bn
“There is my tag. No. ‘'>2:j.
passengers and crew
of success.
The combined Bepublitevideo June 30 from Baltimore,
were saved.
Vf.tit a minute wiiile 1 look uj»
his hopes
Edward May, sailed fron Boston July •'*
can
majorities iu those States reaches
The Jersey Belle was a new barge,
recoi d.'
for Honolulu.
! into hundreds of thousands ami,in the face built about eight months
h o s knees knocked
at
Bath,
ago
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Bos
together with fear of this, there are scores, if not hundreds
Me.
She was about 215 feet long, 4t‘> feet tv>11
wl.i
Mr. Buck went to a book and read
Aug 4 for Montevideo.
of thousands, of Democrats refusing to
is feet .hold, and carried four
t hat No
‘A'd had been purchased on
beam,
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria
July support the party ticket. Is it not idle to
I>7n. and that he weighed IS pounds
masts, but no sails. The Mercedita had Sept 7 for Santa Rosilia.
for party success under these condiHerbert Black, WT H Blanchard, sailed
about three teet ot water in her hold.
at that time.
Zeb managed to ask him if hope
A party already heavily in the
ditions?
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Gnat,
the name of the seller was on this book,
that begins the work of recuperminority
spoken
April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 38 W.
and when Mr. Buck said such records
Odd Things
About Baldness.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed from Brunsating by alienating a large portion of its
were
unnecessary his heart turned somer- members, and those of the
wick,
Ga, Aug 2 for Sapelo.
very flower of
A French doctor, w ho has been studysaults of gladness inside of his ribs. KcthHenry Norvvell, Cushman, sailed from
its membership, is, with the view to its
the
for
erl' id had
that
subject
New York June 29 for Brunswick, Ga.
many years, says
gained considerably in the success, afflicted with something like po- ing
out of 10U people from 20 to 20 years of
lolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
time, and now weighed 2d pounds. Zeb litical
insanity.
got 84.c,u for the tisli, live weight, and reage, taken at hazard, 27 will be found to Aug 20 for New York.
But we shall be told that the By ran
be bald.
The critical period, however, is
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, saileti from
ceived >1 extra as bounty on the tag, and
; Democrats have called iu the Populists to
between 40 and 50 years.
went home feeling uncommonly well.
Out of 100 Hong lvoug June 2 for New York.
Mabel
1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
aid them.
and
this
is
have,
They
indeed,
“Ii you ever catch him again.” said |
chance subjects, but 2.7 had a fairly good
Boston Sept 4 for Montevideo.
Mr. Buck, “and the tag i- still on him, | claiming that the element most active in growth of hair.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Aug 20
their
is to prove the eleIt is consoling to know, however, that from Havana.
bring him here, and I’ll give you the j! meut disintegration
that
to them success.
Was
brings
this affliction is an almost certain sign of
highest mat Wet price and anothei dollar ever a
Penobscbt, E G Parker, at Newcastle Sept
victory won in this way? Scan the intellectual activity, for brain workers are 9 for Hong lvoug.
in bount \
j
annals of politics and it cannot be found,
Rebecca
J k>Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
most
liable
to
it.
On
the
other hand,
'ding spring above the barn was
it is like an army abandoning its drilled
of the laboring classes, who gain Rio Janeiro July 21 from Hamburg.
m;4\ ome December. By this time Zeb
people
Rose
and
veteran soldiers to accept raw recruits their bread w-ith
Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
m his wile
their hands, are generalgrew so lonesome that he of
Port Tampa Aug 29 for Carteret.
and
questionable
lighting
qualities
uc. c
from
an cher unlawful
baldness
until
have
to
the
ly exempt
they
journey
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
doubtful reliability to its cause.
Even if
For two years Kutlipassed beyond the 00 year mark. Why Sourabaya June 9 for Garontolo.
nan-aery pond.
there were the materals for a revolution the
as
who takes no
mdist
St Lucie, Smeed, arrived at New York
bed.
In J une, 1881,
average
workingman,
here, there is not time to achieve it in the
h felt the need of new
22 from Port Spain.
haying tools so present campaign. The parties have been particular care of his head thatch, should Aug
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared
rit vthaiMr. Buck
be able to preserve it longer tiian the man
bought Kutherford too recently
there
is
too
from
Parrs boro, N S, July 2 for Buenos
antagonistic,
who spends much time in having it brush:-ain.
He weighed 20 pounds, which, at
much jealousy existing between them,
ed and shampooed is a mystery not yet Ayres.
ants a pound, yielded
85, and the there are too
AYillard
Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
many rival ambitions among explained.
Among horses it has been re- from Buenos Ayres Sept 1 for Algoa Bay,
bounty swelled the sum to an even 80. the
respective leaders. A party to achieve marked that the mane of the thorough- CG1I.
Alter this Kutherford was taken and sold
must be welded together and combred is thinner than that which ornaback every year or two, though Zeb never victory
SCHOONERS.
in its membership.
This the Rements the neck of his humbler brother
received so much for liim at any one time pacted
now
are.
We
publicans
AV R Gilkey, at Buenos
question
very
who
a
a
Georgia
Gilkey,
as he did in 1881.
or
horse
car.
Krices varied accorddrags dray
much the reliability of the vague reports
Another curious thing is that a strong Ayres July 31 for New Y'ork or Boston.
ing to the season and the plentifulness of of their losses
A'
iu those central States of
George
Jordan, Fred H Park, at Bosgrowth of hair is generally indicative of
salmon, but averaged about 20 cents a the west which we have above
for Montevideo.
cited, and longevity. Host centenarians have ex- tonHattie
pound, taking one year with another. on
McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived at
carrying one or more of which the traordinary heads of hair. There is no
Though Kutherford was fed well, Zeb Democrats
Bangor Aug 13 from New Y’ork.
are
for hope of rule without its
dependent
knew that his fish was shrinking in weight
exception, however.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
winning the election, but they may lose Bismarck is an octogenarian of wonderful Baltimore Sept 2 for Galveston.
every year. Between 1881 and 1890 he had thousands of votes in
one of them
every
Horace
G Morse, Harriman, cleared from
vitality, but almost utterly bald. Fulgone down from 20 to 12 pounds, despite and still retain their control.
The great some
caricaturists have Philadelphia Sept 5 for Portland.
the best of care.
Ho was never sick or
European
years
bulk of the voters are earnestly united,
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at New
been exaggerating and making fun of the
melancholy at any time, but the fountains and, with the direction that is being
York Aug 20 from Bangor.
given
hairs
which
he
has
three
left.
of life were slowly wasting away under
Lester A Lewis, lvimball, arrived at Banthem, invincible. They fight a dissevered
the combined influence of much moving
gor Sept 8 from Boston.
party and a discordant oposition. No
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Bridgeand old age.
The Journal and I he Tribune.
capable political observer can doubt their
port Sept 2 from Bangor.
During the financial panic or 1894 Zeb success. [Boston Herald.
Mary A Hall,M \Teazie, arrived at Boston
In 1892 lie
felt considerably encouraged.
Last year The .Republican Journal PubSept 2 from Port Royal.
liad sold Kutlierford, who weighed ten
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Norfolk
lishing Company had a six months’ contract
The September issue of Table Talk, with
pounds, for 15 cents a pound, receiving
with the publishers of ti e New York Week- Aug 27 for Bluetields.
A year later be its new and attractive cover, further juswith the bounty 82.50.
R W Hopkins, Hirhborn, sailed from New
ly Tribune by wh.cli the two papers were A'ork Sept 10 for Brunswick.
took Kutlierford to Mr. Buck and gut tifies its claim to be up-to-date in all matand to
To this, add the attractiveness of furnished to new subscribers at
Salih* 1’On, AAr HAVest, sailed from SearsKutlierford’s weight had ters.
82.80 foi him.
old subscribers paying in advance for S-.-o. port Sept 8 for Annapolis, N S.
not changed an ounce, but the price of its topics for the mouth, and its welcome
A S Wilson, arrived at Carteret,
Tofa,
in
the
home
is
assured.
The menus and
Another contract has been made on even
salmon had gone up three cents on the
N. J. Sept 8 from Port Tampa.
pound. This gave Zeb great hopes for recipes occupy the usual amount of space, more liberal terms, as set forth in our adWillie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Fish were long lived, and it besides which Miss Elizabeth Crinnell tells vertising columns. New and old subscribers Boston
tlie future.
Aug 30 from Port Johnson.
was
possible that Kutherfor.l, having us of “The Pleasures of a Restricted Diet;” are now placed ou an equal footing and all
Mrs.
Burton
another
of
would
now
fat
Kingsland
gives
readied the turning point,
McKinley and the Press.
who pay for The Journal one year in adlie was doom- her papers on “Friends in Council” over a
up and earn more money,
New York Weekly
vance can have The
luncheon
table:
the
and
world
for
when
lie
juvenile
bitter
ed to
disappointment,
Maj. McKinley’s tribute to the press ot
sold him in 1894 the scales could not be fashions receive attention, while several Tribune without extra charge. In remit,
the country is in marked contrast to the
induced to tip beyond the nine-pound modes of entertainment are fully describ- ting it should be stated that the Tribune is
notch.
Tempting foods were brought to ed. The publishers offer a sample copy wanted, as it will not be sent unless the re- snarling attitude of the silverite orators
of Table Talk to any of our readers who
to him during the winter of 1894-95, and
quest is made. The New York Weekly toward the newspapers. The fact that the
for a month or more he seemed to rally, send name and address to Table Talk PubTribune is acknowledged to stamj, without a
press of the country is so largely on the
Pa.
but with the advent of warm weather lishing Co., Philadelphia,
rival as the leading Republican paper of the side of the honest
money ticket no doubt
his
weight
came a relapse that reduced
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives accounts for the feelings of the silverites
to eight pounds, when Mr. Buck bought
all the news of the world, while its different
him for the thirteenth time.
on this score, but it nevertheless remains
departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
Zeb allowed Kutlierford to remain in
a conspicuous fact that never since the
to
make
a
most
valuable
to
all.
the
The
until
turning
the pond
paper
day previous
of the
Tribune is very cheap at $1-00 per year, civil war have the newspapers
all the old fish loose into the sea before he
took him home in the autumn of 1895,
which is its price. The Republican Journal country been arrayed in such a solid mass
hoping that the change would cheer him Are features peculiar to Hood’s Pills. Small in
will be maintained at its present standard, in favor of one party and against another.
For a while he
up and prolong his days.
efficient, thorough. As one man
tasteless,
size,
with special attention to local and State The press stands out conspicuously as the
seemed better, although his appetite was
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
defender of the national honor and public
from other
and
brought
frogs
dainty
gone
faith, and the foe of dishonor and repudiasprings at the mountain’s base disported
Bucklen’s Arnica Halve.
w
themselves about him daily, apparently
tion.
in the world for Cuts,
Best
Salve
The
[Boston Herald.
do
them
could
knowing that Kutlierford
Fever
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
no harm.
During the cold of winter he
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
stirred about very little. Selecting a spot said: You never know you
CASTOniA.
and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveCorns,
have taken a pill till it is all
where the water constantly bubbled up,
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
over.” 25c. C. I. Hood & Co.,
or
satisfaction
to
lie lay in a shower of golden mica scales,
give
perfect
guaranteed
Mass.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
seemingly oblivious to everything. To- Proprietors, Lowell,
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
ward summer, when the early mosquitoes The only pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
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We stood with our hair sticking up through
the crown
Of our hat, as the people went up and went
And

“clutch” is

upon her,
she falls
upon the
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At it Probate Court hold at Bellas!. with
the County of Waldo, on lie sec-ml Yu■<
September, A. 1>. l.Sbd.
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At a Probate Court held at Beltast, within and toi
the County of Waldo, <>n the second Tue«*dav of
September. A. 1). 1 H'JC.
T VIHA A. I'l.li.MAM
daughter ot KI >N \ N.
11 BABB I DOE. late ot \\ interport. in mm >
tv of Waldo, deceased, having prcs.-uted :i peti-aid detion that administration ol the estate
ceased be granted to her.
Ordered! That the said petition--! gi vc mu ice to
all persons interested bv causing a o»p\ of this
tier til be published three weeks smvi-ssivel v m
the Republican Journal, printed a: Bid las;, t hat
thev mav appear ai a Probate ('•■ rt. b. In- held .it
id
BclVast/witliin ami for said Count>. on tin
Tuesdav ot October next, at ten of the l-ck
lore noon, and show cause, if am thev have,
-Vm
d noi be
vvliv the prayer ot said pet it

u

must F
others
ami

ti>

Set
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Perhaps you’re doctoring your stomach or liver
when the real trouble is your kidneys. It'sun-

trifle with them. When overworked
they can back up into your system impurities e:u ugh to wit k the strong1
-si constitution.
Don't neglect
them until it's too late. You
can safely try Dr. Buker's

safe

t»>

ft ft ft ft

sc

granted.

ft

A

title

CEo. E. JOHNSON,
copy
( n Vs.

nus

„* ■;*
.*
Kidney Pills and they work
like magic on the Kidneys.
Dr. Buker will gladly answer
questions and give advice free.
Write us. Pills 50c. at your druggists
or mailed postpaid for price,
Buker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.

TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING

Burs 385 G0LLE6
SHORTHAND & TYPEWRITING SCHOOL
OFFICE PRACTICE FROJI THE START.

Dry Theory Discarded.

Send for Free

Catalogue.

L. A. GRAY & SON. Portland. Me.
311136

PILES !

PILES!

PILES !

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles* It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
‘WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy46

Probate
the County

At

a

Septembel,

Attest
-t/FI !

p. H

< mrt lie -d at
.if Waldo, on
A
1 >. 1 S'.id

M

ludge.

Acting Registei

I'.eMusI vo'!.,n ;iim1
the second Tuesdav

Bu
-d

III ISA B
BENNETT, widow of ISAA« BI N
! W a d-*.
NETT bite of Tiov. m >.ud ( "Ui.i
deceased, having presented a petition ptaving
that administration of the estate ot sunt deceased
may be granted to her.
Ordered, That the said petitionei cive notice to
all persons interested by causing a
opv ot this
order to be published three weeks successive!v in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, t hat
thev may appear at a Brobate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and tor said County, on the
second Tuesday of October next, at ten ot the
clock before noon, and show cause, il any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :—
Cmas. P. Ha/.f.ltine, Acting Register.

[

1

>

\TTAEI)OSS. In Court of Probate, held at Bel
W fast, on the second Tuesday ot September,
18IWJ. HIRAM C. VAUGHiN and KU/.A MAS
SURE, Executors on the estate of EMMA M.
VAUGHN, late of Monroe, in said County, deceased, having presented their first account "t
administration of said.estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, t.* be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of October next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
(’has. F. Ha/.ki.tink, Acting Register.
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Y

instnmient. purporting c- be •in- '.t't
PlEP.t 1
will and lost ament <•[ .MaKY
uelate of Prospect, in said County .•! an
ceased, having been presented for pr bare.
Ordered. That notice be given i< ail persons
e
interested by causing a
p of rhisudi-r:
n
published three weeks sut et-ssivel\ inCue Id
licttii .Journal, printed .it Belfast, that tin' umy
a] * pea at a Probate Court. b be neb.l .it Beil i't
within and tor saiti County, on the second* 'lues
day of October next, at ten ot the lock dt-Bee
niton, and show cause it any they have, w!u the
same should not be proved, appr ved and all owed
CK«». K. JOHNS* >N. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
(Has. P Hazei.tinf., Acting Kegistei
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Fitting Glasses, and
the Eye and
Office
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National
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H. H. LAMSON

Licensed Auctio
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much of what love does as waste.
A. s>. Dealey, Episcopalian,

[Rev.
Jamestown,

Clergymen

Denominations.
Stewardship. Many of us go through
this life without one thought of (tod, and
when we are called upon to give an account of our stewardship we are not
ready. We should always bear in mind
why we are placed on this earth, and
when our time has come to be ready to
give an account of ourselves. [Rev. Father
Rowers, Catholic, lirooklvn.

and women bear
-before, in the
'c
is a great deal.
rsbyterian, 11am-

'•,.■11

The Scallop in the Markets.

NEWS

In Xew York markets Rhode
Island
scallops have a reputation for excellence
that may or may not be
deserved, for in
that city “Oyster
Bay asparagus” is a
label put on almost all bunches of
that

OF

THE

WEEK.

At the
Maine Matte its.
meeting of
the council of the Maine Pedagogical So-

2d, these officers
were
Puringtou, Farmington, president; Mary S. Snow, Bangor
vegetable as soon as the product of Xew secretary; executive committee,
president
Jersey arrives; all small hard clams are and secretary ex-officio, A. \V. Harris
ver cures
itself,
“Little Xeeks,”
although that part of Orouo; D. .1. Callahan, Lewiston, and G.
e.i by the misery it
Long Island does not market over fifty A. Roberts, Augusta.Frosts were reird by its pains
thousand bushels in a year, and the
!«v\. I>r. Holmes,
God's Purpose.
qual- ported on the low lands at Kingfield and
Man lives not to die,
the morning of Sept. 2d.Agent
though men appear to die. Go out into ity of tenderness and fiavor varies as it does Spring
Robert McArthur of the Peppered and
the thoroughfares.
with “Blue Point”
morn
From
a
early
term
now
oysters,
most important
Laconia
mills, Biddeford, said Sept.
there is a ceaseless search for Mammon used for most
small oysters, as “Saddle 2d, that if the sound
lirst, his sarren- and
money victory in
That seems to be the only
pleasure.
Rock”
is for large
bis entrance upon
ones, although no Maine is proportionate with that of Verof men’s lives.
There is, thereobject
llev. K. (,. Ilutchi:
tlie mills there will,
fore. necessity of reminding man, Sunday oysters have been taken from that rock in mont,
immediately
after the Maine election, resume full
rvtdand.
after Sunday, and year after year, of the twenty years.
opSo much for a reputation;
eration.It is said that the
'Mrs

|
l
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ciety

NERVE-LIFE
/

brotherhood of
"f pure manhood
ii-mor all men.
Love
•ai <»•"!.
ilouor the
T. F. Stauffer, Re« in. Neb.
Pile

[Rev. Joseph Selinger, Catholic,

kee.

Freedom.
Xo nation is free till it is
right. Xo city is free till it is right and
just ami honest and faithful in its policy
with all the people. Xo party is free until
it is right.
And what shall "be judged as
“right'’ is that policy and law and administration that shall best conserve the best
fortunes of all the people.
[Rev. E. P.
Rexford. Cniversalist. Columbus, O.

>

iiero is the spiritual
afraid to do right,
must forever reI'.'pie of earthly herominer.
Christian

a

■

Change.
The Church has nothing to
fear from enlightenment and nothing to
hope from darkness. A new era is dawning upon the world. Old things that have
had tlieir day are passing away. Changes
in the physical, intellectual and spiritual
world have taken place.
Our religions
must change or perish from the earth.
Dr.
[Kev.
llarcourt, Methodist, Philadel-

The churches have
_.

;•

ander, larger, more
not only possi-

ts are

is at hand when
11; a-d.
[Rev. A. W.
a. Camden, N. J.

me

■

It is no disii.ive done our duty, 1
ll if we liave dealt
1 low-men.
[Rev. J. j
>t. Cleveland.
a;.in.

I have no
notion that a
a
part in political
ai1 ]•nr!lied. That is
m'vei
purify tliemi1

:

n.

<

phia.

The Bunn or the World.
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like Gould acjives none to
7'he mere aecu-

man

eatness.
:•
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a

what was yet to come—-mosses and grasses,
dowers and blooms and forests, the lishes
of the see. the beasts of the earth, the
birds of the air, all tribes of humankind
with their age
long developments in
arts, letters, laws -with their rise and
'.all of empires, dynasties, civilizations;
with tlieir ^thousands of millions of human
hearts beating with the passion of
love, the joys of home, the hopes of
hea\eu.
|_I.« v. W. Gladden. Congregationalism Columbus. O.

ath 1

?

What

but the expert housewife looks the different lots of
scallops over, passes by the
white ones, and buys those of a
yellow
tint.
The fact is that the meat of the scallop is naturally a faint yellow, but soaking
whitens and injures it.
This soaking
in fresh water is done to make them swell
and measure more, and it increases their
bulk by about a third until the
frying-pan
has done its work, when they will be found
to have shrunken to less then the
original
size; hence it is best to avoid the white
meats if possible.
It is probable that the
price for unwatered scallops would be
better if all shippers would agree to stop
the practice, and then all scallops would
be “Rhode Islands,’’although market men
say that some from that State are watered.
The practice is a bad one, because it injures the sale of the meats, as may be seen
by comparing the prices in the markets.
The scallop is never shipped alive in the
shell, because it breaks easily and does not
live more than a day or two out of the
water; besides, being so bulky, the freight
would be higher.
[Fred Slather, in
Appletons* Popular Science Monthly for

beginning was that—when, in the weltering. inorganic chaos, the tirst living cell August.
trembled and palpitated with the life that
is the gift of God! Out of the beginning
Clara

'■us

-Mugel. Kvangelist,

earth.
Milwau-

on

Many

-saiy. [Uev. Solon
‘utsburg.

i'i.e American black
bet ter time than the
v
is having.
Cane
is bad their draw

Barton has reached London

on

her way to America, but owing to telegrams received from the sent of disturbance in Turkey, she has decided to await

developments, ready to

return and renew her work if necessary.
Her presence
in Armenia lias been a resource and comfort to the stricken people.
Should the
outrages and wholesale slaughters be renewed. the services of this heroic and
sympathetic woman would be indispensable.
new

Lewiston
behind this year about

State fair will run
$3,000, which is most certainly to be regretted. About $2,000 extra was spent
this year on new buildings on the
grounds
and they hoped to he able to pay for this.
.The rainfall in the vicinity of Wiscasset Sunday Sept. 0th was unprecedented.
There were extensive landslides and washouts on the Wiscasset A Quebec railroad
aud crews worked all night. Regular trains
were sent out Monday afternoon.
Nearly
every bridge across the streams in town
was washed away, causing a
damage estimated at $3,000. The water in the brooks
was
higher than during last spring’s
freshet. Similar reports come from all sections of the State.As a result of the
waterworks agitation, Bangor now has an
insurance scare. Recently a committee of
the New England Insurance
Exchange
made enquiries into the condition of affairs there and a prominent member
of the exchange says that if the committee’s report agreed with various unofficial statements on the subject rates
of (ire risks in Bangor will undoubtedly be sharply advanced.The
grain mill and storehouse of Wade Brothers at
Waldohorp were burned with their
contents early Saturday, Sept. 5th. Loss
$7,000; partially insured. The origin of
the Are is unknown_The passenger service on the Maine Central railroad this
summer lias been excellent.
The receipts
for the passenger department of the Waterville station of the Maine Central for
August were over $400 more than the same
month in the whole history of the road.
The month’s business was over $000 ahead
of August last year_The largest cave-iu
ever known in Rockland took
place last
week at one ol the Cobb Lime Compauv’s
quarries. Several thousand casks of rock
fell, filling the quarry, which is 250 feet
deep, about half full. Seventeen men who
were in the quarry were covered
by the
falling of small pieces of rock and escaped
only twenty minutes before the slide took
The derrick and all machinery
place.
was destroyed.
The loss cannot be estiIt may be necessary to abandon
mated.
the quarry
Lewis Inglee of Macliias
was found dead in lied
Wednesday morning, Sept. 0th. lie was in his usual health
when he retired Tuesday night,
lie was
$3 years old, and a son of Major Iibene/.er
luglee of Macliias, a soldier of the Revolution.

Charity. The entire Christian religion
The September number (monthly part)
a
work of charity.
Its aim is to ac- !
eomplish things for others’ sakes, to elo- j of Holden Days has been received from
'•ate the degraded, to lift up the fallen, to the publisher, .Jas.
Klverson, Philadel•* 1
sweatshop. [Itev. bring relief to the sick, to comfort the phia. It contains liberal instalments of
ndent. Denver.
lying, to knit all together in the bonds of four serials, together with stories of adlove and Christian fellowship. It. converts venture, articles on science and natural
and; prodigality are I
no "lie by
It is
force, it robs no one of his history, humorous miscellauy. etc.
d: n cti't uble.N s<>borne, it makes no one miserable.
[Kev. as usual profusely illustrated.
'11
a y.
Industry D. 11. Keecb, Moravian, York, Pa.
vim>'h iliore for the
Red nose, weeping eves and a bad cough.
v
d.i oi silver
I."vi an;
l.iliei: ia
True unity is Tin- worst of the •ombiuutiou is the cough.
w'oer. Christian
Care
that with Adamson's Botanic Cough
possibb only in love, and if we be knit togetliei in love we shall never believe evil Balsam. A few day's will do it. Better not
«»i one another.
We shall indeed live the wait. A cough grows.
u.o may be as rich
litc of brotherhood. We shall see the virAttorney -What was there about the de!. mams or as poor
tues rather than the vice, the excellences ceased that led you to believe he was of unI.\ Bkiki-.
The public debt statement
a> ! Mves.
It is the rather than the
infirmities ol' each other's sound mind ?
issued Sept. 1st shows a net increase in
which; counts.
Witness—well, for ne thing, he abhorred
character. I.ove never accounts that anythe public debt, less cash in the treasury,
Methodist. Greenthing has been given so long as anything bicycles. [Philadelphia North American.
cas been withheld.
Cash
Merit m medicine means the power to during August, of 812,342,083.87.
[Kev. W. A. Shaukcure.
The great,
ires by J£ood’s Sarsapain the treasury decreased 812,812,071.87.
Seattle, Wash.
is not a lieterogen- lin, Methodist,
rilla proves its unequalled merit.
The total debt at the close of business
ims. but a
iiomogeGoi> > Chemistry.
The heart of the
Conditional Probity: Deacon Bill: “Dea- August 31, was 81,221,843,490.40; total
.:i«Ie of one blood,
is
Christian
a
crucible into which God con, do yew deli eve w it th Populists tell
■'
cash in the treasury, 8849,788,740; gold
us,
her's sorrows and
or permits to be poured all kinds of
that no man kin lie honest, thet's got a miloof over one fami- pours
reserve, 8100,000,000. In the month there
lion
dollars
and
Deacon
and
Silas:
successes
don't
failures,
joys
“They
sorrows,
was a decrease in gold coin and bars of
M» l .lveen, Congregagood and ill, prosperity and adversity, know wot they’re talkin’ about, Deacon:
811,481,942, the total at the close being
losses and crosses, much of which is any- don’t yer own conscience tell ye tbet ye’d
Vie honest, yerseif, under them conditions*/”
8139,82">,200.09. of silver there was an
thing but good in itself, yet which under
increase of 81,447,802.91.John K. Gente landlord has burthe master hand ol the divine chemist [Puck.
won the big free for all
knows nothing of,
pacing race at
works together for good anil issues an
Improper and deficient care of the scalp try
Fleetwood Sept. 2.
‘*s that are unknown
Agan was second and
eternal blessing to those, who love God. will cause grayness of the hair and baldness. Robert J.
third.
1 the capitalist has to
both by the use of that reliable
Time, 2.03 3-4, 2.03 1-4
,!. K. Montgomery, Presbyterian, Escape
and 2.03 1-4, the fastest ever trotted or
boh the pauper is igno- [Kev.
specific, Hall's Hair Benewer.
('iuciimati.
John Clark Newell
• rt \\
rich, Methodist.
“Tell me a story, grandma." “What kind paced.Commander
of the United States cruiser Detroit, at
‘Tell i
B.u Ki'i'Ni., Backbone endows life with of a story do you want, Tommy?”
present on the China station, is dying at
It raises men from ignorance and me a story with plenty of raisins and candy !
in it and a dog."
he great we must be- dignity.
Seattle, Wash. Capt. Newell arrived
[Texas Siftings.
want to high, useful and commanding
there live weeks ago on his way to Wash■The doeile, the
Better Than $100 Benard.
It raises men out of animalington to make a report on the central
*n*l inuoceut are the positions.
ism into self-mastery.
It fills men with
On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps, a
China missionary massacres,
and was
"'it these grand
qual- grit. It never stops at trials and hind- generous
he
will
mailed
of
the
most
taken ill a few days after his arrival.
sample
itm-ss. | Kcv. holm
rances; it goes through
them.
It stems popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure (Ely’s Crowds of Armenian
refugees are arrivSail Francisco.
It avoids ruts.
It Cream Balm,' sufficient to demonstrate its ing at all of the Black sea
every opposing tide.
ports. Mauv of
allows no crying over spilied miik. It puts great merit. Full size ode.
them
are mained and all are penniless.
Ei.y Brothers,
rv.
The whole of the shoulder to the wheel and
It
pushes.
Victoria
has
V. Warren St
Queen
New York City.
signified her willingdeveloped upon a never says quit. [Hew F. Bergstresser,
ness
to receive a petition
protesting
tit- to society
I suffered from catarrh of the worst kind
Lutheran, Allegheny. Pennsylvania.
against the traffic in opium and spirituous
ever shut a hoy
and I never hoped for e ire,
mtd lrom inferior
hut Ely's Cream Balm seems to do even
liquors, to which document are appended
:;* *111 d l>e conducted
The names were
Yot'.vo Mix.
Christian young men that. Many acquaintances have used it 7,000,000 signatures.
-••it UcSS.
pi 4 ili twith excellent results.
Oscar Ostrum, 45 collected by the Woman’s Christian Temshould wield an influence in politics.
Williams, < on
Warren Ave., Chicago, 111,
Theic are >.000,000 young men in this
perance Union, Miss Frances E. Willard,
! aneisco.
‘•Well,' said Mrs. Withes to the tramp, president of the World’s W. C. T. V., and
country, and about o.OOO.ooO ,»f them are
Tin seen and the affiliated with some Christian association. ‘T suppose you want something to eat this I.ady Henry Somerset, president of the
kind lady,” replied the
British Woman's Christian Temperance
aiate, but intimately If they were to join hands together, they morning?"“I “No,
called to see if you had a cast- association, heading the list.Lewis G.
would form a belt from Portland. Me., to wayfarer
n controls the seen,
off bicycle to give a deserving man.'’
[Har- Tewkesbury of New York, who owns
'he guide to a visible San Francisco and still farther out on the per's Bazar.
All young men should be
Mascot, 2.04, has purchased from C. J.
aibraced in the word Pacific Ocean.
For Over Fifty \ears.
llamlin, the champion pacer Robert J.,
The
me in works.
1 lev. patriotic and be loyal to theii God.
with a record of 2.01 1-2.
The price is
a most critical one.
We
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
d’tist. Philadelphia. present period is
need leaders among our young men. [Hew Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for not stated, but it is known to be a fancy
one.
Mr.
Hamlin reserves the racing
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
N.
All history and II. B. (.rose, Baptist, Boston.
their children while teething, with perfect
qualities of Robert J. for the remainder
hat religion is somesuccess.
It soothes the child, softens the
of the present season.Dr. J. B. Goode,
dividual in every age
Preparation.
This life should be a gums, allays ail pain, cures wind colic, and assistant
secretary of Smithsonian Instituthe world.
It is an time of
best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleaspreparation for the next. In pro- is the
tion, and in charge of the national muiii every human breast,
to
the
taste.
Sold
in
ing
by
Druggists
every
portion as we obtain righteousness and
seum in Washington, 1). C., died of pneume times in the
grossest truth here we will receive advantages in part of the world. Tweuty-tive cents a bot- monia
Sept. 5th. He had been employed
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
sm nl lev. (
’ong legation
the next world.
There will be a work to ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, and in the Institution 23 years, having charge
N Y.
do on the other side, and we should equip take no other kind.
of various divisions.
He represented the
Iyr4ti
ourselves here to begin, when we pass
Smithsonian Institution at the Columbian
i’he vote is. next to worA Reservation: Father: “Do you think
If
away, the great work of the future.
He
exposition.
published papers on
you can support her in the i-trle to which
prerogative of life. It we live in this life in conformity with the she
has been accustomed?” Suitor: “Not in ichthyology, the museum administration
leignty and of service, will of God, we not only lay up treasures the style to which
and fishery economy to the number of
she
has
been
accustomed
ne
primarily religious. in heaven, but our enjoyment here is since we became engaged.” [Detroit Trib- more than a hundred_The labor troubles
elevate the characters manifold more than it would be other- une.
at the Plant shoe factory in Lynn are bemge their conceptions. wise.
lived to be nearly over.
[Apostle Lorenzo Snow, Latter-Day
Non-union men
Methodist, Pittsburg. Saints, Salt Lake City.
have taken the places of many of the
strikers.Albert
George WhiteIF- who really seeks to
head, the Irish-American dynamiter reThat which keeps men
WoRli>lixess.
not long be kept in
cently released from Portland prison with
of
may test Christ's pow- back from a free and ready acceptance
For Infants and Children.
his mind shattered and who escaped from
Kacli may know this the good news of the Gospel is worldlithe home of his relatives at Skibbereen,
the supreme test—the ness, a sort of satisfaction with the conThe fachas beeu found at Cork_The malignancy
of
as they now exist; a love
ditions
simile
is
mi
things
C.
B.
xperience. [Kev.
of the yellow fever in Cuba is increasing
of the world, and an indisposition to cignature
every
h>i. Kansas City.
of
with the advance of the season. The
wrapper.
change the habits and modes of life to
disease is a most dreadful type and is
We live amid the which they are accustomed—these are the
now playing havoc with the unacclimated
'iv
A ncient workers things that keep men out of heaven. They
Misplaced Magnetism: “I knew a fellow
who could tame a tiger with a glance of his
Spanish troups, according to official redo not refuse the offers of salvation be‘per t!> guide their feet,
“What lie came of him?” “He’s dead. ports received from sanitary inspectors of
P:test sunbeams. They cause there is insufficient evidence that eye.
H* tried it on a bicycle scorcher.” [Chicago
the United States marine hospital.
have the light. They these offers are real.
They do not deter- Record.
The State department has received a tele|■ ic.
mine in favor of the god of this world bewe have the golden
the death of American
;
English Spavin Liniment removes all gram announcing
Stevens. Methodist, cause there is insufficient proof that there
is au almighty and supreme God of the Hard, Suit or Calloused Lumps and Blem- Consul John B. Gorman at Matamoras,
hid.
Mexico.The internal revenue collecuniverse.
It is not want of conviction ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Sweeney,
Ring-Bone, Stifles, tions for the district including Maine,
It is satisfaction Splints,
W\;:
We are in the' that is in their way.
all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
New Hampshire and Vermont for August
It is want of de- Sprains,
y restless and appro- j with tilings as they are.
Save sr.O by use of one bottle.
Warranted are 830,728.
This shows a falling off of
sound of war is in the i sire for anything better than the world the most wonderful Blemish Cure ever
the correover 811,000 compared with
Italy is bankrujit. The affords. Ln one word, it is worldliness. known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drugsponding month last year.British
■assarre are yet fresh in
Iy27
[Hew Charles Logan, Episcopalian, Phila- gists, Belfast, Me.
troops Sept. 7th captured Makonio, an
<
balance of European delphia.
New Way to Propose:“ Will you go with
important Marabele chief, who had taken
ominous poise. Kev.
me on my wedding trip, miss?”
[Flgende an important part in the native revolt.
Eni versatist. WorcesSixteen years ago I spoke in Maine in Blatter.
He was tried by court martial and sena campaign like this one, when men voted
You make no mistake when you buy daltenced to be shot, which sentence has
Men TON’S SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC and been carried into effect.The Martin
not as partisans but as patriots.
This is not to be a
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so, Cellulose
works, Matthews tobacco fac•usonal criticism.
Both came into the State then who had “honor- and “what everybody says must be true.”
tory and Methodist church at Owensburg,
lieved to be men of uu- able” attached to their names by violence.
Sure to be Popular: “Mudger feels sure Ohio, were burned Sept. 8th; loss $25,000.
'"'■al character.
This is to
Young persons full of ambition came his new ‘Romeo and Juliet' will make a Arthur Sewall of Bath and the Cramps of
education, a campaign !
hit.” “What are the high lights?” “Juliet
Philadelphia are interested in the Celluthe wilds of Colorado and other dives off the
•’> <‘f
great economic priu- from
balcony in her bloomers and
t moral elements underregions to make statements that could they elope on their wheels.” [Chicago Rec- lose works.
1,1 tides.
reputations, ord.
[Kev. K. S. Mac- not be backed up by their
The Discovery Saved His Life.
because they hadn’t been heard of before.
New York.
Keller In Six Hours.
Mr. G. Caillouette, Druggist, BeaversWe survived that lot and we will survive
says :“To Dr. King’s New DisDistressing Kidney and Bladder diseases ville, 111.,
Was taken with La
Evil.
[T. B. Reed at Bucksport.
The first thing this.
I owe my life.
relieved in six hours by the “New Great covery
and tried all the physicians for miles
coming sin is the conSouth American Kidney Cure.” This new Grippe
w'as given up and
and
vcs.
Something to know.
about, but of no avail
The human heart is
remedy is a great surprise on account of its told
I could not live. Having Dr. King's
•1! things, and a Christian
in relieving pain in
exceeding
promptness
It
be worth something to know that
New' Discovery in my store I sent for a botthe
The struggle the may best medicine for
kidneys, back and every part of tle and
asy thing.
very
restoring the the bladder,
began its use and from the first dose
the saddest
urinary passages in male or female. It
struggle and tired out nervous system to a healthy vigor relieves
began to get better, and after using three
retention of water and pain in pass■ii have ever made in this
is Eiectric Bitters.
This medicine is purely
bottles w'as up and about again. It. is worth
If you want
Id. Gallagher, Baptist, vegetable, acts by giving tone to the nerve ing it almost immediately.
We won t. keep store or
in gold.
relief and <*ure this is your remedy. its weight
centres in the stomach, gently stimulates quick
house without it.” Get a free trial at KilA A. Howes & Co., Druggists, BelSold
by
Store.
the Liver and Kidneys, and aids these organs
gore & Wilson’s City Drug
Me.
Iy27
in throwing off impurities in the blood. fast,
Eove d
Electric Bitters improves the appetite, aids
“I trust your husband is a Christian, Mrs.
!"
count the cost and see
CASTOHIA.
digestion, and is pronounced by those who Bjames,” observed the pastor, who was
how little it may do for have tried it as the
blood
best
purifier making a call. “Well, yes,” returned Mrs.
very
■Mfishness laughs at love's and nerve tonic. Try it. Sold for 50c or Bjames, somewhat hesitatingly. “He’s very
1: t can not understand and £1.00
per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson s City amateurish as yet, but I have hopes of him.”
fo imitate, and rebukes Drug Store.
[Chicago Tribune.
is

Great RESTORER

restores

Baseball Runners

I have used yi-nr Anodyne Liniment with much
satisfaction. Ha-..-Pa p >»t.h should all use it. In
fact, alter anv !•:>.■ v spur;' i; will pre\ ent sore muscles and stitf paiuXV M. EXVIN'O.
Manager anti Captain New York Hall Club, «

Liver Pill Made.”J

P“Best
arsons’

organization at future (1. A. R. encampments.
Indianapolis was chosen as tlie
place at w bicli the next encampment will

Pills

Positively cure biliousness and Vick headache,
liver and bowel complaints. *The\ expel all impurities
from the blood. Delicate women tind relief from
Using them. Price 25 cts.; five SI."". Pamphlet free.
I.S. JOHNSON Jc CO..22 Custom House bt.,Hostou.

he held.
Die election of olticers resulted as folJames L. Rake, Reading,

lows:

Pa.,
Kennedy, Colorado, Senior vice-commander; R. M.
Buckley, Jr., Louisville, Juuior vice-com-

commander-in-chief;

State of

L. P.

Waldo

Clekk

Maine.

Courts Office.
I
Belfast, Sept. 2.
f
Notice is hereby given of the intention of ARTHUR RITCHIE of Winrerport, in the County of
Waldo, to apply at the October term of the*Supreme Judicial Court for Waldo County for admission to the Bar.
3w37
TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

mander.

The newr officers were immediinstalled and the encampment adjourned sine die at 1.30.

ately

ss.

of

Commander-in-Cliief t his afternoon announced the names oi two members of
the staff.
They are H. A. Hammer of
The offices in Hayford Block, Belfast, occupied
Reading, Pa., adjutant-general, and A. B.
i by Dr. H. H. Johnson, are offered for rent. PosSpine of Providence, inspector-general.
At the afternoon session the Ladies’ j session given immediately. This location is very
I central and the offices in evervwav desirable. ApAid Society elected Miss Kate G.
EMILY *E. PEIRCE.
Raynor ply to
Or C. W. FREDERICK. Atty.
of Toledo president, and other officers.
1
Belfast, July 22, 18!X>.—80tf

FOR RENT.

MICH?

Notice of Foreclosure.
LEWIS E. HITCHER of Xortbpnrt,
in the County of AVahlo and State of4 Maine,
hy his mortgage deed dated the twenty-ninth
day of October, A. D. 1804. ami recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 241, Page
1 <*><>, conveyed to one John C. Dean, by the name
of John Dean, a certain parcel of real estate situated in Lincolnvillc, in said County of Waldo,and
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at an iron bolt at the northeasterly side of
the road leading from Orange post office past, Kendall's Mills to Duck Trap in said Lincolnville;
thence northeasterly, by said road 717 feet to a
stone wall dividing two fields (compass hearing
between said points being north 45 degrees, 30
minutes west); thence over and along said wall,
north 35 degrees, 30 minutes east, 1 So feet to an
iron bolt at the end of said wall: then south, 45
degrees, 30 minutes east to the shore of the pond,
and by the same line continued until it intersects
a line running north, 37 degrees, 15 minutes east
from the. starting point; thence from said intersection south 37 degrees, 15 minutes west, to an
apple tree marked; thence same course continued
41 1-2 feet to place of beginning, containing three
acres, more or less, and being the same premises
conveyed to said Lewis E. Pitcher by said John ('.
Dean/by his deed dated October 20, 185)4; and
whereas, said John C. Dean, hy his assignment,
dated Aug. 28, 1800, ami recorded in said Registry of Deeds, assigned, transferred and delivered
said mortgage to me, the undersigned ; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the

WHEREAS,

a

Bicycle Riders

as.to whether this rule should apply to
next year s encampment. The commander-in-chief was given authority to appointa committee of five to represent the

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,

condition thereof, I claim

Boat Rowers

chief of tlie Sons of Veterans Commander
The great muscle nervine produces an increaseof
]
Russell’s recommendation that future eiR vital activity in the pa ns. and by it-- electric energy
gives them the power t<< throw off all soreness.
campments be held at tlie same time and
place as those of the Cl. A. R. was concurred in, but it was not
definitely settled

refreshing

KALAMAZOO.

Veterans.

Louisville, Ivy., Sept. 10. At this
morning’s session of the commamlry-in-

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
aeveiopment to all parts of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
Scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
fetamps. Mention this paper.
$cod 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

sleep.

of

James L. Hake Elected l'»mmander-lii-l'hler.

Restores perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage.
/$r Restores flie
/r^ entire nervous
/ system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
siDs of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.!
Cures Insomnia and

in Lewiston, Sept.
elected: George C.

«■.

purpose for which God put you

Sons

THE

PREPARATION'S FOR
_

THE

GREAT
BATTLE
OF NOVEMBER

3 AUK ALREADY WELL

l'.\ DEE

WAY.

A NEW

President of the United States
TO BE

I>

ELECTED,

THE

AND

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
will,

foreclosure of said

as

ously

mortgage.

Dated this thirtv-lirst day of August, A.l). 1800.
CHARLES E. KXOWLTOX.
3w30

always,

for

be found in the thickest of the

SOI XD

ill sIXE.-'S

tight,

battling vigor-

1*1![X('iI'l.Es. which

il

n

bring

PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.
THE NEW YORK WEEKLY Tit I RENE is not md> me
iding
paper of the country, but is PRE-EMINENTLY A
NATIONAL NEWSI'Al’EI;.

Republican

Broken down Health

—

campaign

and discussions

news

vi!!

tinm-i-st

Am mi-

mm v

citizen.

HE>LTX
may be restored if you start
right. It takes fuel to run

number, Comic Pictures. Fashion Plates wit] elaborate descriptions, and a variety of items if house;: >ld interest, in dm- ip VN

engine, and

an

you

good food

digest

«

All the

the power.

and

must

news

Department,

IDEAL

you must burn

right to get
regain health,

it

>

Its
can

of the day. Foreign (iiii.s;

Market

To
have

Atwood’s Bitters begin
right here. They restore
Ik 11 I digestion, regulate the
bowels, purify the blood.

bottle.

a

Vgrivuiiur.il

complete

in

each

FOR

i.i

"New V irk

ONLY

Weekly

$2.00,

CASH IN AbYAV K J
Address all orders to

1“

35c.

j,

FAMILY PAPER.

ONE YEAR

it.

m

Stories

We furnish “The Republican Journal"
Tribune” (both papers).

t>

I

I

Reports [Short

Avoid Imitations.

Write

your name and address on a postal card, send il to Geo. W. Best,
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NE«V Y3RK WEEKLY
TRI3UNE will beSmailed to you.

Kiuilnnft

|

■

j

STORE

vv

ir

LHT.

J. C. THOMPSON & SON

Provided

■

TO

k,\

Hare special eats in prir.es to close out their stoch
Hare still lift a tine assortment of

Open
full

Highest grade of Instruction.
Lowest rates of tuition.
Best equipped rooms.Bank,etc.
from Sept.to July. For catalogue and
Fartlculars-Address
H.A.Howard,Rockland.Maine,

CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORi .M! Vi

WHY SUFFER

J, G.

Through the hot summer months with
old, uncomfortable

&

Thompson

an

COLUMBIA i»
HARTFORD

-TRUSS, **0

-•

when you

can

Son, 39 Main St,

step into

BICYCLE S
l am agent for these well known
wheels, and have a.l colors in
enamel.
15i ycie sundries and

POOR & SON'S DRUG STORE
and

get

brazing frames am! vulcanizing
supply of <;AUDI \ lloSK.
The 1898 Hartford Bicycle has iieeu reduced to the
following prices
Patterns Nos. 1 and 2, from $80 to $05.

a

tires <loue

■

Water-Rad!

CASTOR IA

Cool and easy

as an

o

m

all tlieir Crunches.

hi shoe.

I

keep

a

Patterns Nos. 3 and 1, from $00 to $50
Patterns Nos. 5 and 6. from $50 to $15

■

To Tax Payers.
I shall be at my office in Memorial building
every day from 10 a. m. to 12 m., and 2 t«> 4 i\ m.,
until August 15. All persons who wish to avail
themselves of the discount of four per cent, on
their taxes must pay by August 15, 1800.

••

■

prv
ViCU.

H. F.
Belfast,

MASON, Collector.

.

44 Main Street.

—

Belfast, Maine.

Win ter port.

Thirteen

Millions

($ 13,000,000)

Fire

Insuranet

Marini:. (Jkanttk Si \tk Fir. Ins,
ASSOC IATIoN OK PH I LADKI.ril IA, C.AlMToI. FlRl i N S
National Fire Insi ham k
Ifartk>• i;i*,

FOR^^^^

DESIRABLE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

RISKS

and

WRITTEN

Travelers Life

Corporation controlling fine lines of manufacto retail dealers wants resident agent for
I
this county. Would require deposit according to
counties given control of. Must be intelligent and j
hard worker.
Fullest reference required.
4w3G
dress, F. (). Box 3729, Boston, Mass.
A

tures

Ad-1

Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Spkinofiki.d Fihk

SUBSCRIBE

KCcKI,

FRED ATWOOD,
Over

July JO, 1890.

T
I

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident Insi

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTKN FOR 5 YEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
IN VESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.

w, |.
K A NC K

<

•.

insets.
vii;K

('

RATES.
ram k

on

<\

building

in t

cptablo.

LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
tfiSr-Correspondence solicited.

-t.».-1

-1

BUY YOUR WINTERS GOAL

■

F. C. WHITE.
Haddock’s & Plymouth

|

Stove ami

(

hesti*;;1

Vein
K-ti ami (irate.

Delivered and /tut in, (in barrelf*).$5.T5
“
in Dump Carts,.
3,00
Prices at Wharf..

CUMBERLAND GOAL.

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

We Guarantee it

i

*

5.35

$5.30
5.33
5.10

WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
Special attention given to delivery outside city limits.

Telephone

connection.

SEARSPORT
Herbert Black lost
week.

COUNTY

LOCALS.

a

Centre Montyille
The party at Mr.
Zelisco Foster’s last Monday evening was

valuable horse last

Capt. George A. Carver returned
York Monday.

Capt. F. W. Treat left Monday for
trip to Boston.

a

very largely attended and much enjoyed by
all present.Mrs. Olive S. Bartlett has
gone to Massachusetts for a short visit to
friends and relatives_Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Gilpatrick and two sons, who have been
visiting relatives and friends, have returned
to Danfortli-Considerable damage was
done by last weeks’ storm. The bridge known
as the High bridge was destroyed ; also the

New

to

busi-

ness

Clifford Nichols, who is attending the E.
E. C. Seminary, is in town.
T. P. Griffin and family left Monday for
Attleboro, Mass., via. Boston.

Ramsay bridge; and the bridge near Messer’s Corner was damaged, while washouts
and minor damages abound.

Nickerson loaded sch. Senator with
Lay for Bar Harbor this week.
A. E

Amos 11. Carr hasgone to Dixfield, where
he has employment in the spool mill.

Belmont. Mr. A. J. Bartlett of Boston,
of the lirm of Bartlett Bros. & Co., was in

party of young girls enjoyed a buckboard ride to Swan Lake Iasi Saturday.
A

last week visiting relatives_Mrs.
Sadie Knight of Liucolnville was in town

town

Miss Georgia F'^rd has assumed charge of
the W l
Telegraph office at Wiscasset,
Me.
Lon

*•

If hurt Taylor left Monday for her
in
Mass a Per a short visit in

week visiting her sister, Mrs. Mabel Moody.
•Tlie King’s Daughters have voted to have

town,
T.\

preaching at Hall's Corner during the fail
and winter. Services were held Sunday
forenoon at the home of Mrs. Will Fenwick.

our people attended the
the Maple Grove Campground

hundred of

baptism

at

Sunday.
G.

\

preached
evening.

at

the

Palermo.

of

New Britain, Ct.,
Advent chapel Sunday

Lampher

week

complete
University.
to

Ids

course

Montreal this
at the McGill

Kane, who
electrics in Boston,

is

motor

is at

man

home for

on
a

off

out

a

gain

of

Re-

Palermo, and the town
quietly. Silver votes
of the question.

band deserted her a few years ago, was
found drowned in the Kennebec river at
Augusta, Friday noon. She was formerly
of Palermo and was buried from the M. E.
church Sunday afternoon. An aged mother
and a little girl of seven years survive her.
Her age was about 47 years_T. S. Hatch

tlie
two

and wife spent Sunday with their daughter.
Mrs. Allen Goodwin.
Nichols and family, who have I
Feci.; spending the summer here, returned
Morrill.
George Clark and wife and
t<
Bi". klyn, N. Y., Monday.
• little
daughter >f New Haven, Conn., arrivF. >. L phaiii and Obadiah
Treat, who | ed in town last week on a visit to relatives.
have !,cen spending the summer in
.Elisha Brown of Lawrence, Mass., and
town, I

weeks'
-'Its

va<

ation.

W

V.

returiu-o. to

Saugus, Mass., Monday.
j Herbert Kendall of Canton, Mass., came
borne last Saturday t.o vote at the State
M -s C aroline Nickels, who has been spending several weeks with relatives in town, has election.... Benjamin Robinson of Massachusetts arrived in town on a visit last
week.... We had a pleasant call from Capt..
G. T. Randlett of the Boston Board of Health
steamer Vigilant, last Friday.Tileston

returned to her home in New York.
Erskine left by steamer Monday
as Professor of Natural
a school in Newark, N. J.

James P.

position

to accept a
s it-:
s in

wife were in town Sunday_
Mr
and Mrs. George Newcomb spent a
Miss Bertha Hatch has been very sick the
few days in town this week, the guests of
past two weeks-Rev. Wesley Wiggin and
Mrs Newcomb's mother, Mrs. W. L. Mewife of Hubbardston. Mass., are in town.
Goon.
He preached here last Sunday evening_
<paite a company >f .air citizens went to i A brand-new girl at Roscoe Cross’_Alvin
Be'last Saturday evening to hear the last Know Iron is at work in
Lawrence, Mass.
speeches of the campaign by Gov. Cleaves -The ground is full of water. Potatoes are
and Col Pitkin.
rotting and corn ripening very slowly_
Wadlin and

Eugene Kneelaud made

some quick time
Belfast on his wheel Monday, arriving
at the town house
just in season to deposit |
;
Us ballot before the polls were closed.

Eon.

Sh p \\

Rev. G. E. Tufts will preach here next Sunday at 11 a M....Miss Blanch Starte is visiting her aunt, Mrs. K. G. Blood_Stephen
Payson is visiting his father, E. A. Payson.

Botch, Capt. Sew all Lancaster,
arrived it Yokohama Aug. lb from Vladivostok
Eastern Siberia. Capt. Lancaster is

Stockton Springs. Mr. S. B. Merrithew
and family arrived home Saturday after a
very pleasant visit of two weeks in Brock’"’"a
.', the first Sears port captain who
ton, Mass....Miss Grace Griffin returned
vi-ited that port.
| last week from a visit to friends in Bangor.
Mrs. .John Lancaster sp.-ut t!.♦ past week
h,|;r i; M
Packard, proprietor of the'
i
IIin W iiiimantic, spent a few j in Camden with her sister, Mrs. John Wardhome Sunday... Capt.
*\s w
b bis parents last week. The Lake, j well, and arrived
Charles Anns of the steamship Rosalie of
lb a.-.' bas become
t favorite
resort for !j
1 '.Me; S
Seattle, Wash., who has been spending a
lishcrmell.
.1.

•■■■

Ei'

svarii

|1

Sargent,

si; vt time

mulli-r, Mis. Margaret
by bo.T S iturday accompanied

with bis

L. Hamm.c,:
An.es, left
Frank E. Kn.ee lai d, ;
Mr. Wiiham Auies, who will
by his
B Mali; ji. Skinner
nd
1 return with him t<» Seattle.... Dr. Herman
n’ 1
urn Vi : by steam.-r IVnnbj; Jfiehhnrn and family left on the boat Saturcast their v-tes for sound
s'1!,'lay
day for their home in Cambridge.... Captain
uni prot'-iaion.
| LIdeii Shiite of sdi. Fawn came up from
B
ai d Mrs. B. M. Piummer of
1’hiladel- \ malliaveu
Saturday and remained over
**';•
f 'I’B 11*i o .is Gibbon of Bath
J1
; Sunday... .Edward Lafolley was m town
ar-re tb'Ugli from
Trenton Monday. They last week and
returned Monday to Banr- tin m ■;
Thursday accompanied by Mrs. J. I gor, where be is
employed.Mrs.
No lobs to attend the funeral of
Capt. R. I Amanda Costigan and daughter Ada of
io.
i uacs of Seai Harbor.
were in town
-1

•'

I'!

noils,

*

1

j

Hampden

Sunday calling on
1!
Prospect correspondent of the Bangui* j friends and relatives.. .Miss Lela Payson of
N-us -ays;
“Your correspondent visited
Waldo was in town Saturday, the guest of
E. L. Warren’s
quarry recently and found it I Mrs. Elman Diekev... .Capt. Ralph Morse
'’ v'
r.v bu.sy place.
He has 28 stone cutters, I arrived home Saturday night and will re-

iiiarrymeii, and four horses at work ! main several mouths.... Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
present. 1>. H. Hooper lias charge of i Ames and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rendell
Th< quarry and Herbert Mixer is in
went to Monro.Monday afternooh to recharge
c
the utters.
Both are men of experience 1 main until Friday.... Mrs. M.\ra Crocker
i:. the stone business.
This is one of the died Sept. 10th, after a long and painful illb—i conducted quarries in Maine of its size ness. She leaves one daughter, an aged
everything in its place, and the yard in mother, three brothers and one sister and a
upo e pie .-rater.
There are two steam der- ; large circle of friends to mourn their loss.
The entire community extend their syrnparicK.s wiTi, ail u."d«-rii
improvements. Mr. !
to the bereaved ones. The funeral serM'am-u bas a iarge job which will
take 11 | thy
I vices were conducted by the Rev. C. H.
a ontiis
k u ith the crew he has
now.”
I Wells of Belfast.
T!o Norwegian bark
Viva, which arrived
Appleton.
Riverside Hall was tilled
at N-w dork
Sept. Uth, reports that when
Saturday evening with one of the finest auabout :«•" miles east of
Sandy Hook on Fridiences ever convened in our town to listen
day she passed a three-masted
ship on fire.
to Judge Reuel Robinson’s speech on the
She apparently had been cil
laden.
The
of the day.
The speaker
same ship was
passed Sunday by the steam- political topics
held the close attention of his hearers, as he
>
up Nomadic, which arrived at New York
Monday, about 200 miles east of Sandy Hook. presented the facts which so many, who
have always voted the Democratic ticket,
It is thought that the burned
vessel is the
ship State of Maine, which, under charter of are now accepting as truth. The Union
Cornet Band enlivened the occasion with
the Standard oil
company, left New York
Sept. 14 tor Shanghai, with a cargo of 50,000 some of their choicest selections, Misses
Edith Bessey and Mae. Andrews taking leadcases of refined
petroleum. She doubtless
M
Might in the cyclone on her way down ing cornet parts-Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
the c ast.
Her skipper may have set her Young and daughters Leta and Hazel, of
Liberty, were guests Saturday and Sunday
afire before
abandoning her, after she had of
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Davidson_The
become water-logged and
unseaworthy in
Grangers had a picnic and clambake at
the awful storm. It is
likely that he and his
Hall’s shore, Sennebec point, Wednesday.
crew of about 25 men were
taken off the ship
by a passing sailing vessel, probably a coast- The Good Templars the same day held a picnic on Barrows shore at the Oaks. .Ambrose
er that, may be heard from
in a day or so.
Fish has taken the Appleton house, and inThe State of Maine measured 1407
tons, and tends to run a hotel where
the traveling
was built at
Damariscotta, Me., in 1878, by
will be well fed and cared for. The
Haggett & Co. She was owned in Searsnort public
name of the house will be in future, “The
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEM'S.
Georges Valley House.” The former proHui.y Morse in last week’s items should
prietor, Fred Hart, has bought and moved
have.been Harry Moore.
on to the Walker farm.
By the way Fred
Many of our townspoople are attending is one of the
the lair at Monroe this week.
eloquent exponents of the
great question of the day, the “free and unMiss Martha J. Mathews has returned to
limited coinage of silver,” and tells us of
Everett, Mass., where she is attending school.
meeting Congressman S. L. Mil liken in BelCampmeeting at Maple Grove closed last fast recently and
holding a discussion with
Sunday. In the afternoon twentv-two were
Mr. Milliken in which the congressman
baptized.
came off second best [Mr. Hart evidently
Horace Nichols of
Charlestown, Mass.,
was 1.ere last week
visiting the family of H. has a vivid imagination. Ed. Journal.J_
M. Black.
Mrs. Frances Gushee and daughter Edith
are visiting Mrs. Edwin Sprague in PenobMrs. Jeunie Mason of
Levant, Me., was in
town Monday, the guest of Mrs.
Marion scot....Mrs. Wm. B. Conant of Belfast, was
Mathews.
the guest one day last week of Mrs. G. H.
Geo. W. Chase arrived by
Sunday’s boat Page-Mr. Elisha H. Conant of Belfast
from Medford, Mass., for a short visit
to
visited Mrs. Charlotte Hawkes recentlyrelatives.
The water in the Georges river is the highA. D. Rivers arrived last week from Masest known for many years at this time in
sachusetts and is visiting his mother, Mrs.
the year. Tons of meadow hay was floated
J. E. Marden.
down stream. Our roads were also badly
Joseph Murray of Somerville, Mass., ardamaged, and in many places impassable for
rived by Saturday’s boat and is
visiting at
days....Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. Oakes of
Sunnyside cottage.
Frank L. Emmons of Belfast, a former Newr York are visiting Mrs. Oakes’ parents,
resident, was in town last week visiting Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sullivan. Mr. Oakes
relatives and friends.
is having a well bored, a wind-mill erected,
Miss Mae Fernald with a lady friend from a large tank constructed, and the house and
Old Orchard arrived last week, and are stable will be supplied with water from this
visiting at C. O. Fernald’s.
well. Mr. John Dunn of Rockland with a
Miss Mattie Chapin has returned to her crew of men is grading around the buildings,
home in Lowell, Mass., after spending the
laying concrete walks and making many
summer with her aunt, Mrs. G. E.
Chapin. other
improvements. The new two story
The seboolhouse in Dist. No. 8 has been addition to the bouse is
nearly completed.
newly sheathed with hard pine and other- Workmen are now
putting the finishing
wise improved.
We wish to express our
thanks to C. F. Smith, our supervisor.
touches on the interior.
at

j

1

Freedom. Chas. Morrison died very suddenly at his home here Sept. 8th, aged 05
years, 10 mouths and 8 days. He had taken

Made in

Boston

—

Miss Laura

Thompson

Of Extra Sizes in all lines

STAPLES & COTTRELL,

were

among

our

carry

Saturday afternoon, having reached

There

braska,

aud Mrs.

News

who

ing light-hearted
dreary monotony

the ad-

arrived Monday morning....

near

house Monday the ball struck Albert Cunningham, breaking bis nose.. .Mr.
Arthur P. Gilford, who has been visiting
Mrs. R. G. Royal, returned to
Unity Tuesday on route for Salem.
tbe town

Pittsfield. Rev. II. E. Frohoek of Kent’s
Hill and Presiding Elder Wentworth adressed a large audience at Union Hall Wed-

nesday evening, Sept, bth, on Good Citizenship. The Bangor maie quartette sang several pleasant selections-The
Republicans
of Pittsfield held the largest mass
meeting
the afternoon and evening of Sept. 11th ever
held here or in any of the surrounding
towns.
It was estimated that from eight to
ten thousand people
were
The
present.
meetings were held on the Institute grounds
and wi re addressed in the afternoon by Hon.
Thomas B. Reed and Hon. Edmund Foss of
Illinois. Mr. Reed and Gen. Chas. H. GrosOhio spoke in the evening. The
McKinley clubs of Skowhegan, Augusta,
venor

of

Fairfield, Clinton, Burnham and other towns
were present. The WatervilleMilitary Baud,
Skowhegan, Palmyra and Pittsfield Bauds
furnished music for the occasion. The speaker’s stand

was

in

front of the Institute.

It

tastefully arrayed with ferns and goldenrod and seats were bountifully distributed
over the grounds, which were lighted in the
evening with Japanese lanterns. Many of
the citizens took seats on the
platform,
was

among

whom

Democrats.

noticed

we

year-old boy of
He

one

of

the little fivemost radical

our

alone,

deliberateview of
the crowd and then seated himself near
the speaker’s stand. The first speaker, Mr.
Foss, interested the large crowd and was
came

ly walked up the steps,

took

a

greeted with hearty and prolonged cheers. My pen cannot do justice to
Thomas B. Reed, who is so well known
throughout our land. All the speeches were
enthusiastically received and had a telling
effect on the people as no doubt the result
of the town meeting Monday will show.
There were fire works and a torchlight procession in the evening_Mrs. Emma Moreton of Boston, who has been spending her
summer vacation with her cousin, Mrs. A.
H. Libby, starts for home this week_Mrs.
Dora Lewis went to Boston Sept. 8th,accompanied by her physician, Dr. Taylor, for a
surgical operation which was considered a
critical one. The operation was a successful and the patient is doing well. Dr. Taylor assisted in the operation_Mrs. VV. G.
Fuller, Miss Caroline Fuller, Miss Lizzie
many times

Brooks.
\\ est

Mr. aud Mrs.

Medford, Mass.,

are

thought she can recover, as she is
advanced in years.... Mrs. Melissa
Wentworth of South Brooks, who has been
sick for a long time, had a bad hemorrhage
last week-Edwin Lang is boarding with
not

Robert McTaggart. He has shut up his
house and sent his children to the Orphan’s
Home at Bath-Benjamin Rowe, who suffered a partial paralysis of the lower limbs
time since, has improved much and
wishes to fiud a chance to do harness work

some

such business. It is to be hoped that
such opportunity may he presented, as
he is a poor man and wishes to earn something to support himself-Miss Nellie Dutton of China has been at Wilbur Barker’s....
John C. Lane, who has been employed as a
traveling salesman in New Hampshire, is at
home to visit his family.Mrs. Mary Parker of Dover, N. H., visited her friend, Mrs.
or some

some

A. E.

Dow, last week... .Mrs. Bertha Berry
of Thorndike lias been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Charles F. Berry-Mrs Julia
Lang,
who was recently committed to the Insane
at
is
to
be
conAsylum
reported
Augusta,
tented and apparently somewhat improved
in health.... Miss Mabel Rose, the
well
known school teacher, is spending the season with her parents at home_A B. Stantial, general agent for tin? Great Eastern
Fertilizer Co., drove to Rockland last week
on business and Mis. Stantial accompanied
him... .Roscoe G. Edwards is starting up
business at the old A. J. Roberts place_
Miss Ethel Hall was married to Mr. Stover
last week. It has been a lung courtship and

happily ended... .Chester, Son of Francis
M. Forbes, has gone to Boston for business.
-Mrs. Betsey Dickey, who was very sick
last winter, has recovered so as to be able to
ride out... .John M. Dow, mghty-two years
is

lover of line stuck, devoted last
Tuesday to the Monroe Fair and enjoyed it
as much as any of the boys.... Juhn Stevenson, the veteran school master of Ivuux, is
teaching the High school here this failof

age and

a

Walker and Master Walter Fuller have returned from their sojourn at Windermere
Park, Unity.... Mrs. Susan M. Boardman
entertained a small party of relatives at H.
C. Pooler’s residence Friday afternoon and
evening, the anniversary of her 92d birthday. Mrs. Boardman is a smart old lady and

fair and the streets are deserted except
nights and mornings-Miss Fanny Bailey,
sister of Lindle.y Bailey of South Brooks,

enjoyed the occasion

has been visiting friends in town.

Highest

very

much.

of all in

There is

Pale, Sick, Weak

Strong, Healthy

Simpson, who married Lucy Penney
this town, is settled on the Frank Holbrook place in Knox for the season....
Brooks devotes this week to the Monroe
B. F.

of

Leavening Power.—Latest

U. S. Gov’t
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Waldo. A. J. Clary is at homo from
i he \Y. C. T. U. State Conv ention.
Lynn, Mass.... I. B. Clary of Castine spent
The Boston vV Bangor S S. (V has i.-stied
Sunday with his parents, returning to Casa bulletin announcing special rates to anil
tine Monday... .Clarence (iav of Massachufrom Belfast to those attending ih. State
setts is visiting friends in town. ..Mrs. I
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from the best families, in large numbers, tell you what DALTON’S has
Lor faith in DALTON’S read our testimonial.".
W hen in want of

good medicine, get DALTON’S

h
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done.
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Melbourne, Any UP
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Don’t compare DALTON’S with others.
DALTON'S is the l.*\st.
Oui ad<>
;>
vertisements tell you precisely what DALTON’S w ill
tot h-

a

well

unequaled for its restorative
nothing like ii for making

Because it is

village and will keep it- to rent, as it
good location... .Milo Colson has
hired the David Brackett shop and will lagin tie- manufacture of clothing there immediately.... A. E. Chase is building an ad-
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(The only combined Blood Purifier and Nerve Tonic'"'

Geo. Ritchie of

estimable lady and will be greatly missed.
Mrs. Hannah J. Sites is very sick at the
home of her son-in-law, Rufus B. Lancaster.

ETC., that break down the

Sept.In.

nnapolis.

!
Rosario, All;
i ikey, 117• .Puit-irAll ier. An;.
A
ers. New Y.-ik.

visiting the fam-

dition to his store. Whether times are hard
or easy his store is
always a busy place....
G«-o. W. Lewis is now
fairly settled in his
drug store at the old Daniel Jones [dace...
Grace E. Dow, Ira M. Forbes and Bert Payson of the Castine Normal School
spent last
Sunday in Brooks.... We are sorry to record
the death of Abbie,wife of Joseph Ellis,
Esq.
at South Brooks last week.
She was a very

A
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from

A
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in this
m

Baltimore.
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Boston ; eld. seii- loei I Sla
Point .11, ar, seh. Ele.-ia P
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St. Helena, An;
Aioshury. Singapore

of E. O. Stantial at West brooks_
Frank R. Howard of Hallowed, who at one
time as a boy lived with his parents in the
widow Mentor house at the village, is revisiting the scenes of hischildh. <>d_Hollis
E. Grover of Boston came home to vote for
honest money last Monday... Dr. A. E.
Kilgore has taken as a partner in his busi"
ness, Dr. Cook, formerly of Jackson..
M. J.
Dow has bought the Edmund
Young place
is

>.

Melimis, I'vo-p. ei i
dleton, Fleteher, Banyoi
Philadelphia. Sept S
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HEALTH and steal away \ OUTH and
BEAUTY. There is a way for these WEAK, SICKLY WOMEN to regain
HEALTH, STRENGTH anil BEAUTY by taking

was
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:-. l’.i

AMKlCit AN

happy, they find a
They sufFEMALE COMPLAINTS,

fer

Cora Parsons........ Miss Edith
Parsons
has returned from Seal
Harbor. I
pathy to them in their great bereavement.
Mr. Albert T. Nickerson was at home from
-The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
over
and
Bucksport
Sunday
Monday_ Hurd died
on
Saturday-Mrs. Harrison
Hon, A. E. Nickeison has returned from St.
Paul and is now loading a vessel with hay Howes is quite ill.
at

thousands of women,

Sell-*. J
1.
I »a

New \ "rk. Sept, '.p
\
lor \\ oeliavvken
!
Surinam eld. Park.- Mala
Smit h, I’ernamliiiro seh. .p
1 ‘J. ar. sell. Luei.i !’ o jer. i..
1 4, ar, sells. Anna Peno..
Providence. Yi er nr BrothBoston Sept. S
Ar.
wav. and Radiant. Ilaruv. p

ried and unmarried, to whom life is full
of sorrow and sadness.
Instead of feel-

received Thursday night of the
sudden death at his home in Boston of Ashley Deane, formerly of this place. He leaves
a wife, son and
daughter to mourn their
loss. Their many friends here extend sym-

King of Arlington, Mass., who have been
visiting the family of Elisha Parsons, have
returned
home,
accompanied by Miss

are

Sm all

Hanyor

they Might
Easily Obtain.

vanced age of IK) years. He hail been m
feeble health for some time but retained his
mental faculties to the last.
He leaves one
son, Tobias Thompson of Hay Springs, Ne-

day morning.Dr. A. B. Spinney, wife
ami daughter Pearl, who have been
visiting
the Dr.'s mother, Mrs. R G. Royal, left for

our

TROUSERS.

ness

Cole’s Corner. His daughter, Miss Alma,
married to Mr. Luther Butterfield of
Frankfort, Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating.
Capt. Tobias O. Thompson, one of our oldest aud best known citizens, passed away

of Corinth and E. H. Nickerson of
Portland all arrived Friday night....Mr.
Andrew Nickerson returned to Corinth Sun-

look at

♦

||
Sepr. 1 • «.-hs. r.
lLiyford. Warren. Rock;.!

Suffer in Silence and
Miss the Happi-

was

erson

dear readcr-

*

THOUSANDS OF WOMEN

with them the best wishes of their many
friends.... Wednesday evening a wedding
took place at the home of Percy Smith at

Hussey is in town with her mother, Mrs.
Abigail Nickerson, who is very low....Mrs.
Frank Spratt of Bar Harbor, Andrew Nick-

t♦

Sept. IT>.

Louise, was married to
Charles Abbott Davis. The ceremony took
place at noon and was performed‘by Rev.
H. W. Norton in the presence of the immediate relatives. The happy pair left on the
train for Gardiner, Mass., where they are to
popular young people and they

We persona!!

York

daughter, Mary

reside. Mr. and Mrs. Davis

l

I

of Goods.

guests of Mrs. J. F. Hutchings. Mrs.
gave a birthday party for Miss
Blanche Thursday evening, which was a
very enjoyable affair.
The evening was
pleasantly passed with music, games
etc., and ice cream and cake were served.
A very ornamental
loaf of birthday cake decorated the table, and many
pretty presents were received.A very
pretty wedding took place Thursday
at the home of Mr. Moses
Snow, when his

Hutchings

attend school.Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Nickerson and daughter Laura, and Mr. H.
G. Applin visited at Blue Hill last week_
Miss Alice G. Kane is in Waldo, a guest in
the family of O. G. Hussey.... Mrs. O. G.

ball

City.

•>:SPECiALTY:c-

the

to

game of

New York

I

left for

boat.. .Miss Carrie
was the guest
of Miss Clara Snow ami called on other
friends in town last week... .Mrs. Saunders
and Miss Blanche Hutchings of Orland are.

most

Lines

^

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Saturday’s

on

...

a

Fall

our

WE MAKE

Dudley of Concordia, Kansas,

W. Gray has engaged work there and will
board with them-Mr. H. G. Applin gave
a dance to his friends last
Monday evening.
Miss Celia Nickerson is sick and unable

in

it in

see

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

last week

Swanyille. Mr. R. R. Mardenhas moved
his family to Prospect near the quarry of E.
L. Warren and will take hoarders. Mr W.

engaged

If so,

TO ORDER.

Winterport. W. B. Rice anil family of
Bangor were the guests of Mrs. C. M. Chase
over Sunday.... Moses Ricker of Iowa and
Henry Ricker of Longwood, Mass., visited
their early home and called on friends here

day.

were

New?

drews.

Damariscotta is the guest of Clias. Mitchell.
-F. L. Ames of Skowliegau was the guest
of H. C. Chandler last Saturday and Sun-

boys

Something

SUITS

swept away-Mrs. Augusta Austin and
her daughter Nettie of Hallowell are spending a few days with Mr. and Mrs. A. An-

Biather is a little better.... Amasa Hamilton of Lowell, Mass was in town last week

Searsport-The following teachers have
been elected fnr tbe winter schools: Dist. 1
and 2, A. T. Nickerson; •'!. Zenie Hartshorn:
i, Miss Lillian Maddocks; s, Miss Mabel
Billings; w, Mr. II. C. Mardcn. This is a
good stall of teachers, and there is no reason
why our winter schools should not be successful-Arnold Davis, the little boy who
injured bis eye with an air gun whib- visiting
at Miss A. G. Kane’s last June, has been
obliged to have the eye removed. The ball
was found in tbe back of the
eye_Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Goldsmith, who have been the
guests of her brother, H. M. Chase, went to
Waldo Saturday and will return to their
home in Salem, Wednesday_While the

YOU

*

CUSTOM

A
cemetery.
large circle of
friends extend their heartfelt sympathy to
the family in their bereavement_The recent rain storm did considerable
damage
here making many wash-outs in the roads,
etc.
Paul Young had a large piece of grain

There is no one in the cottages
aud but few boarders at the hotel_The
lecture last Thursday evening by Rev. N.
LaMarsh was not so well patronized as expected. The amount taken was £13 and it
will be used in repairing the church. ..Quite
a number of young men who were
away
came home
this week to vote_H. C.
Chandler is still on the sick list_Wm.

Thursday.... Mr.

-4-ARE
In

Kingdom

deserted.

St. Louis last

|
j
!

his bed but a few hours before his death.
He leaves a wife, three daughters and three
sons to mourn their loss.
He was widely
known and much respected, having lived on
his farm here for many years. The funeral
took place at his late home, Rev. T. R. Pentecost of Montville officiating, and was
largely attended. Many Moral offerings
were made.
The interment was at the

Goodwin, who lias been confined
room
by sickness for the past calling on friends and relatives. He was
weeks, is now slowly recovering.... raised in this town, hut went to Lowell
Alice Simpson of Augusta, whose hustwenty-five years ago-Horace Mitchell of

his

Mrs.

Mrs. .Jeanette Sheldon left by train Wed!.* sday morning for her home in West Somerville, Mass.
Fm;

in

was

Alien
t<‘

two
to

almost

were

Seminary.
]{. Wutters return'd

There

publican votes
meeting passed

Katharine Nukels left Wednesday for
Bucksport to take a short course at the
W

Monroe. Hon. F. A. Piper is at home
from Washington, D. C., where he has had
a position in government employ for many
He will return next week-Mr.
years.
Arthur Ritchie is home for a vacation from
Portland, where he is engaged in the law
business... .Miss Vanuie Dolloff of Belfast
is visiting here....Percy Colcord of Portland is visiting his friend, Warren Nealley.
-Fred Durham of Portsmouth, Va., and
Miss Sallie Durham of Belfast visited Tolford Durham and Mrs. Mary Moore this
week....F. L. Palmer returned from St.
Paul last week. His wife and the rest of
the party are coming this week. Business
called him home.... Alvie Colson, who has
been confined to her bed three weeks with
fever and whooping cough, is able to be up
about.

Unity. The corn factory has been boomthe past week. More corn has been
Sept.. Pth, visiting-Mr. and Mrs. J. Fish ing
in than was expected and of better
of Appleton were in town Sunday visiting brought
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moody_Mr. John quality. They will soon be ready for labelConner returned Sept. 12th
Moody of Windsor was in town last week ling-Simon
from Lawrence, Mass., where he has had
visiting his brother, Frank Moody-Mrs.
Laura Trask of Windsor was in town last employment.Windermere Park seems

Tin- schools in town began Monday with
tin same teachers as in the Spring term.

Mrs.
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HI. A< u
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s,
1;. Same.
has spent the summer
I
-V. i;ia. k.
from Bangor ~-l.(id; \Yint« rp rt
I'.anu *n,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. SimlM.ru u
I in
!
To ets. ; Rockland, So cts. ; Bucks;" >rt mb mmons, has returned to her home in Montana.
F-.'-i 'a: i:. 1
! for the round trip.
Boats w ; Icuv, Rung u
Miss Marcia Simmons accompanied her...
(
:, s-p*
Monday, Sept. liStli, and W- dm
111 i:
t.
Mrs. Addie Walker has gone to Minnesota
V 'scur |
ioul.l. :■ .:
:;!
bOth ; leave Rockland Tuesday ami W'
111
on a visit... .The Gay family will have a re< K MM !■'.
lb !
!, -j
|
.;,■
union at Ritchie Grange hall Sept. doth,... I day. Tickets good for return until Oct hh. [ .M r>. .1 ulin (, iinl
Sin mas
In \\ a
! Mrs.
Katherine Rente
Stevens,
wlc
M rs 11 Ini F. Sir:ia
Roy Gurney is in Bangor attending ComS.\<-w
In Him. ksvi! 1.
speaks at the YY. C. T. U. convent mu < » •.
mercial school.... Potatoes are
>

Helen

Short y, who
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rotting quite
is the daughter and granddaughter
f
badly....The Bragdon bridge, which was 1st,
N. w
badly twisted by the freshet has been re i Methodist ministers and was lion,
j York, In issi she graduated from ti e iJ«.• n
paired.
School of Theology, the only
Prospect Ferry. Mrs. J. S. Harriwau j University

woman in her class. For a time she v\ as ass.
and Mrs. Clifton Harriman returned home i
in Ailston.
After her marriage
from Laconia, N. H., last Saturday.... Mr. eiate pastor
with Jas. Stevens m, a Boston meivhaiiT, she
and Mrs. P. M. Ginn returned to their home j!
in 1MU she became em! resided in Newrmi.
m

F
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.man

" 111
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a

111
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M.

Win. F. Whi:i*.

rs.

MARRIEI
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Worcester, Mass., Sept. 10th,accompanied
of the Massac1 ns. its
Mrs. Ginn’s mother, Mrs, Ecander Har- | responding secretary
\V. C. T. U., then editor i«f books an i h*afss
been
riman-M
Emily Ginn, who has
lets and contributing editor of t ,• I n u:
spending her vacation at her old home, reonvSignal. Now she is also Natioiia
turned to Auburndale, Mass., by last MonI spondmg secietary. Of another of the sp.stkday’s boat. Miss Ginn is one of the teachers at (
i::«
! ers, Miss Agnes Slack, Rady llenrv
the Lassell Seminary... .Mr, Herbert Mixer,
set says: “Sin- is one of the most devoted
who is the superintendent at E. L. Warren’s
and capable workers that have
nm to us
quarry, spent several days with his family :
in
in
by

<

these latter years, ami the spirit
which
Somesville last week... .E. K. Batchelder
; she carries on her peaceful war s worthy <d
came home from Somes’ Sound and M. C.
use rated
i the movement to which she i tAvery from Blue Hill, for the election...
her life." She is a Methodist, the iirst and
|
no
work
at
E.
L.
Warren’s
was
There
!
only woman who has spoken from John
quarry last Monday. Every man wanted to j
For lb
historic pulpit m R uni u
vote....Mrs. Emma Luke, who has been Wesley's
years she was houorarv organist : Wesleyan
in
friends
Lewiston
the
week,
past
visiting
in her home town.
She is as ue* omhas returned home-Miss Minnie Harri- Chapel,
nlished in other directions as in this. Withal,
man visited Miss Ella Crocker of Stockton
a clear voiced, powerful, persuasive speaker
several days last week... .Mrs. A. S. Wilson
and a mistress of pure grammatu al Fngwent to New York Monday to join her husi lish.
band.
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The following transfers in real estate w»unrecorded ill Waldo County Registry of 1.ds
for

:

the week

Eugene

M

Fish, tie.;

ending September lt>,

Evans, Palerm
land

m

Palermo,

t<

ism;

-Geo

\V.

diaries

F.

■

Daggett, Pr'-^i|ii<- Isle, to Win. 11. Pin.lips,
Bangor; land in Isleshoro. Gen F. Whitney by Adm’x, Pre-.jiie Isle. t<> Wm. II
Phillips; land and huihliiigs in Isleshoro
A
L. B. Robinson, China, to Clarence
Worthing, Palermo ; land and buildings ,u

song.

The second prizes of >75 each to Mr. Carlo
Minetti, soprano song; Mr. John Metcalf,
baritone song.
The third prizes of $50 each to L. F.
Gottschalk, soprano song; Miss Kate Vaunah, baritone song.
There were two special prizes given of $25
each to Mr. Carlo Minetti and Mr. L. F.
Gottschalk.

,1

a

j
Under the caption of “The Kronberg
Prize Songs “the musical Courier of Boston, in its issue of Sept, dth says:
The two lirst prizes of $125 each were
awarded to Mr. Augustus Carman Knight,
soprano song; Mr. Walter Goold, baritone

Mr.

in

Song.

;i

..

j

A.

M

<•
,11

|

Dominick Gaulnnmock,
Frank
Palermo.
fort, to Hayward Peirce, do. land :u i’r-'s
pect. Israel Woodbury, Morrill, to Frank
HanW. Woodbury, dm; land in Morrill.
land
nah Sites, Brooks, to M. .J. Dow, do.
John Wiswell, Frankfort, to
Brooks.
Josiah Woodman, do.; land and buildings
in Frankfort. Meyer B. Greed/.enskie, Boston to Leon Herbert, Waterville: land in
Freedom. Deborah A. Woodbury et ais..
Morrill, to Hosea R. Robinson, do.; land
and buildings in Morrill. Isleshoro Land \
Improvement Co., to Rev. William Prall;
Dutton T. Fowler, I’nity,
land in Isleshoro.
to W. P. Bessey, Freedom; laud and mill in
Freedom.
in

many of the somrs which he considered
worthy of special attention, but the jury of
selection had to consider what would most
nearly till the requirements of the artists
who are to sing the songs and the public
who are to hear them.
Mr. Knight, who received the first prize,
He was
was born in Belfast, Me., in 1873.
educated among musical influences and at
an early age began
piano study with his
mother, and later harmony and singing with
local teachers. Then followed the varied
SHIP NEWS.
experiences of teaching, singing in church
In
he
came
1890
choirs and organ playing
PORT OF BELFAST.
to Boston to live and studied under E. O. |
ARRIVED.
Thorndike, T. W. Burette and Henry M.
Dunham. He now devotes his time wholly
Sept. 10. Sells. R. K. Hart, Dodge, Hoboken,
Win. H. Jewell, Drinkwater. Roekland.
to composition, and his published songs and
Sept. 13. Sells. Jonathan ('one, Rolerson, Banpiano pieces have had much success. He gor;
Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall, do.
burhas now in manuscript the score of a
SAILED.
the
Maid
of
The
called
Orleans,
lesque
Sept. 12. Sells. Mary L. Crosby, Trim, Bangor;
libretto by Robert Melville Baker, a wellWin. H. Jewell, Drinkwater, Rockland.
known Boston wit.
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Prodn., Mnrkt't.

Apples. |' bu.
••

dried, |1 lb.
I
Leans. |>ea
medium. 1
■

2U«8‘<
5
4
4",, | i;>
80.r
4>1

i.M'in
I '•,, -j«1 < > it.-.
Hut ter. |» lb.
4 »Hi 1 2 r
Beef, tub.
4"-, !,*, U'
Harley. [> bu,
H (Mi* !Sl !\l
< 'heese. I'M
1 4 tt 1
Till
Chiekeii, 11 lb.
! rail
Call Skiii>.
u m o \.
1 )uek, j) It,,
»\v.
KtfUS l> d«,z,
I- owl, j.) II,.
Ioft 12 w
o«o w
Geese, |> lb.
Hr tail Prin.

•"

■

7 » s liinuHiiller. >'ali. 14 lb bau 1 > :(*ai
►
U >ni’
| bu,
< 'nu ked (
8s 4 H 1ii, t> bu.
ns 1‘t’i
i'orn Meal, (a lm,
( heese, |• lb.
12 n I 4 roriv
('otton Seed, I» ewt, I 25 IMas*.
•' U'.r '1
Codtish, dry j * 1b
I
Cranberries, J-» tji,08a 1"
r if
( lover Seed, f lb, 1 1 ./ 12!
Flour, l>bbl, 8 75 a 4 501 Salt, r 1
H.(4.Seed, bu, 2 15m2 25 S».T
7 alb w'.
Lard, fc> lb

Heel', rorned, j» lb.
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